
An Important Message To You
' By HERMAN WOBBER=Z=I^======^^=:

Developments in the foreign situation now are such that we of the Domestic organization are vitally concerned. As the result of steps taken by the

various foreign governments and regardless of whether or not there is a general European war, the situation places on the shoulders of the Domestic
forces a grave and added responsibility.

The Drive quota that seemed ambitious six weeks ago now becomes modest in the light of what is happening abroad. In the past few days the

rate of exchange has dropped an additional almost seven per cent. If general war breaks out in Europe some 60 per cent of the foreign business

of every American distributor will be placed in jeopardy and most of it may be wholly eliminated.

If negotiations are re-opened for a peaceful settlement of the situation, and we all pray such will be the case, it will be some time before anything
having a semblance of normalcy can be attained.

These are days when cool, careful thinking is vital. And the time to think is before things happen. To be prepared is to be strong and able to
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cope with an emergency- Sound business necessitates a factual analysis of our situation and of remedial measures to be taken.
Our distribution structure is such that whatever happens abroad affects us domestically, for revenue is involved, and it is on the basis of antici-

pated world-wide revenue that producing budgets are fixed. Let anything drastically affect that expectancy and remedial steps must be taken.
Our 1939-40 production schedule will not only be carried out as planned, but in the past several weeks it has been strengthened. That you

have ascertained from facts published in New Dynamo.
But, that 1939-40 program was originally based on certain anticipated world-wide revenue. Here we know that the need is for more big pictures.

That need will be positively filled, as p’cnned. But, the fact still remains that there is grave danger of a considerable curtailment in anticipated revenue.
And something must be done! Our Overseas forces are doing the very best they possibly can. We here are making constructive progress.

But, we must assume a greater responsibility. We must be more cautious than ever in the sort of deals we negotiate, in the quality of the representation
we secure for every item on our release schedule.

Exhibitors know what is happening in this world. And we know they will need more big pictures. They will get them from us. There is no doubt
about that. And all we ask is that these pictures be given the opportunity to fully demonstrate their earning power and that we obtain our fair share of
their earnings at the box office. I know every fair-minded theatre man will agree with our right to such an expectation.

We realize that to get maximum returns we must turn out pictures that will bring exhibitors a maximum profit. And that will definitely come
about if we work closer together, if our pictures are given the proper days, the proper exploitation and representation.

It is imperative that we mutually coordinate our efforts to help pictures earn that maximum Domestic return.

There can be no development in the foreign situation with which good, sound, fair business procedure and teamwork between distributor and ex-
hibitor will not constructively cope.

WAR JEOPARDIZES 60.45%
OF OVERSEAS BUSINESS

Even If General War Is Averted, With Exchange Down 7%
More, It Will Be SomeTime Before Normal Operation May
Be Expected, But Foreign Department Is Fighting On

The Domestic organization this week took official and active cognizance of the international situation and under the leadership
of General Manager of Distribution Herman Wobber, some 1250 employees at the 37 exchanges in the United States and Canada
mobilized their forces to cope with whatever emergency may arise.

Meanwhile, the Overseas organization, under the leadership of Overseas Sales Director Walter J. Hutchinson, pluckilv and with an ambitious
goal set, proceeded this week-end to launch its seventh annual S. R. Kent Drive.

Hope still ruled everywhere, but no one was taking anything for granted. That was the situation here as well as abroad. Everybody was
prepared for whatever might happen.

Corporation officials expressed complete satisfaction with the speed with which the distribution machinery began to function as crisis after
crisis developed. Out at the studio Production Chief Darryl F. Zanuck put into operation the second lap of his most ambitious production schedule,
which will be carried out as originally planned and strengthened insofar as the Wurtzel vehicles are concerned.

Accepting the added responsibility that will definitely be theirs if general war breaks out, the week-end found the Domestic forces making
a thorough analysis of the local situation and proceeded to take steps that will in no way jeopardize the company’s
great product schedule.

All along the line, division, district and branch managers, salesmen and bookers agreed that the erstwhile ambi-
tious Drive quota, in view of what is happening, is, as Mr. Wobber points out in his telegraphed statement, a modest
one. Thus, Division Managers W. J. Kupper, William Sussman and W. C. Gehring were personally supervising divi-
sional efforts to quickly cope with the situation and to hasten their branches to the speedy attainment of a minimum
of a weekly Drive quota delivery.

They were spending most of their time in the field, assisting in a general speed-up of K-7 selling as a means of
quickly maximizing territorial revenue, taking into consideration the losses that will result from any foreign conflict.

As the week progressed, more stringent measures were taken by foreign powers, measures that in one way or
another affected distribution and revenue abroad.

Treasurer Sidney Towell stated this week that, if general war breaks out in Europe, at least 60.45 per cent of
the total foreign business of this and other American distributors will be placed in jeopardy. This includes combined
percentage of business to departmental total revenue obtained in the British Isles, France, Germany (including Austria
and Czechoslovakia) and Poland. There has been a minimum of activity on the part of American distributors in
Italy since January first.

Even if a peaceful method is conceived to bring about a settlement of the new situation developed in Europe Fri-
day, economic reaction is such that it will be a long time before anything bordering on the normal can be reasonably
expected in those countries, according to informed observers.HERMAN WOBBER

Communication with European managers has been carried on under extreme difficulty due to restrictions placed
on trans-Atlantic telephoning and the delay in cable transmission of messages. Government communications are being given the right of way.

While leaders abroad reportedly were despairing for a solution with a general war, conditions this week were not made easier for company
employees abroad. Many theatres have been closed by authorities’ orders. Jittery Europeans were concerned with war and the steps being
taken to avert it, with the result that what theatres were doing business reportedly did very little.

Evacuation of communities curtailed business activity in all affected countries.
Many branches abroad had additional employees drafted into military service.
The London personnel was prepared to move to Wembley, where emergency quarters were set up months ago. This evacuation can be per-

formed in a matter of a few hours, British Managing Director F. L. Harley cabled the Home Office this week.
Over here, Domestics, in the midst of their most important Kent Drive were not minimizing the situation’s effect and everywhere em-

ployees were readied to shoulder the added responsibility. Drive Leader M. A. Levy was analytically touching on the situation from the Domestic
viewpoint.

Seyeral hundred letters front branches this week indicated employees quickly absorbed the importance of the story dwelling on the situation
as published in the last issue of New Dynamo. All cheered the studio announcement that under no circumstances would the product be altered
or its program in any way changed, but for the better, by developments abroad.

In the Studio Supplement another announcement of importance to the Domestic sales force is published. At the Chicago convention it was
announced that this company planned releasing some four productions made at our own British studios by American directors with international
casts, and that these four, added to Zanuck’s 24 and Wurtzel’s 24, would make the total K-7 output of features 52. Continued on Page fi
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FIRST DRIVE SHOWDOWN
DURING ZANUCK WEEK!

Advance For Sept. 17-23 lumps High— Over-Quota Scores
Already Neared In Many Quarters—Many Trailers Plan

Coup For That Week—Managers See Great Result
The first major test—showdown, some at the Home Office prefer to call it—in the seventh annual S. R. Kent Drive definitely

faces the 37 branches in the United States and Canada in the Darryl F. Zanuck Week—Sept. 17-23—campaign. That it will be a

test of earning power is a foregone conclusion, for all along the line there is activity to go as high over quota as possible during
that important week.

A press-time checkup of advance rentals anticipated for Zanuck Week show that the standings of branches, and districts, in both the National
and International groups, will be subjected to a wholesale shakeup as the result of what is delivered during Sept. 17-23. The advance for that
particular week jumped high.

Information reaching New Dynamo at press-time indicated that the advance for that week would show a tremendous increase when the current
lap’s figures are compiled by Home Office statisticians. Branch reports refllect an activity for Zanuck Week that is abnormal even for Drive

campaigning.

SCHEDULE OF DRIVE MEETINGS

Sept.

A.M.

Sept.

Sept.5

—

St. Louis, 9 A.M.

6—

Dallas, 10 A.M.
7

—

tNew Orleans, 9:30
8

—

§Atlanta, 9 A.M.
9

—

Indianapolis, 10 A.M.
11

—

**Chicago, 9 A.M.
12

—

ttlles Moines, 9 A.M.
13

—

^Minneapolis, 9 A.M.
14

—

Jewish holiday

NOTES—

$

Memphis at New Orleans. § Charlotte at Atlanta.
at Des Moines, ft Calgary and Winnipeg at Minneapolis. §§
*** Albany, New Haven and St. John at Boston.

15

—

Jewish holiday

16—

Detroit, 9 A.M.
18—Cincinnati, 9 A.M.

20—

§§Buffalo, 9 A.M.
21

—

Pittsburgh, 9 A.M.
21

—

Washington, 3 P.M.
22

—

Philadelphia. 9 A.M.
25

—

***Boston. 9 A.M.

26—

New York, 9 A.M.
** Milwaukee at Chicago, ft Omaha

[Toronto and Montreal at Bufl'alo.

COAST SHUTTLE SHEETS
CHALLENGE TO RIVALS

Drive Leaders'

Meetings Are

Jubilant

SALT LAKE CITY— The Coast district

means to grab the 1939
Drive championship

—

and its territorial shut-
tle sheets indicates

they are prepared to

back that program
with action.

Charles Walker’s Utah-
ans, never stronger, believe

they will be leading the
International group shortly
after the returns for Labor
Week are in.

But, it is apparent that every
Coast office is out to deliver the
highest possible over-quota reve-
nue during Darryl F. Zanuck
Week.
Thursday Drive Leader M. A.

j

Levy held his second meeting
j

here. He and general Manager
of Distribution Herman Wobber
were the principal speakers.
The report on the studio screen-
ings brought from the Drive the
prediction that “with the right
contracts and playing time noth-
ing can stop us from breaking
Drive records for the pictures
we saw are by far the greatest
this or any other company ever
has had available during a simi-
lar 18-week period.”
From the manager and sales-

men and bookers, Levy received
a pledge that this exchange will

do its full part and that he can
look ahead to an over-quota 18-

week total from Salt Lake City.

STATUS NOW
BRANCHES

NATIONAL INTERNATIONA
1 Los Angeles 1 New Haven
2 Washington 2 Albany
3 Chicago 3 Milwaukee
4 Boston 1 Seattle

5 St. Louis i> Denver
6 Indianapolis O New Orleans
7 Atlanta 7 Montreal
8 Cincinnati 8 Oklahoma
P San Francisco 1) Salt Lake
10 Dallas 10 Portland
1

1

Kansas City 1 1 Toronto
12 Detroit 12 Memphis
13 Cleveland 13 Calgary
11 Philadelphia 14 Des Moines
1

5

Minneapolis 1 it Winnipeg
10 Buffalo 16 Charlotte
17 Pittsburgh 17 Vancouver
18 New York 18 Omaha

10 St. Louis

DISTRICTS
1 Northeast 5 South
2 Coast 0 Mideast
3 Lakes 7 Atlanta
4 Midwest 8 Canada

0 Prairie

DIVISIONS
1 West 3 East
2 Central

THREE OFFICERS
AT PORTLAND, ORE.
PORTLAND, ORE. — Drive

Leader Levy conducted an ex-
tremely enthusiastic and inform-
ative meeting here.

In addition to the local dollar
delivery crew, also present were
the staffs of tbe Seattle and Van-
couver exchanges.

Managers Power, Edmond and
Patterson re-assured Messrs.
Wobber and Levy that they will

soon be hitting at a weekly over-
quota pace.

All stated they are striving
for a tremendous over-quota de-
livery for Zanuck Week, Sept.
17-23.

DENVER SEES
BIG OPPORTUNITY
DENVER—This has been dis-

tinguished visitors’ week here.

Western Division

Sessions Wind
Up Next Week

First Western Division Manager
W. J. Kupper arrived and passed
on a flock of K-7 propositions
awaiting his action.

On Friday, Messrs. Wobber
and Levy were expected here for
the Drive shuttle sheet meetings.

Manager R. J. Morrison was
prepared to show those gentle-

men figures that strongly sup-
port his claim that “it will not
be long before we will be on top”
and, he added, “once we are
there, we intend to stay there,
for this Drive is the big oppor-
tunity we have long been wait-
ing for.”

KANSAS CITY—Western Di-
vision Manager W. J. Kupper
arrived here from Denver on
Wednesday. He planned staying
here two days and then flying

back to New York for the holi-

day. Early next week he will

join Drive Leader Levy on a
swing through the Southern ex-
changes.

COAST SESSIONS
ARE INFORMATIVE
SAN FRANCISCO — Drive

Leader Levy was very much
elated with evidence he got here
regarding the future of the cam-
paign. Manager Ballentine and
his staff believe this is the year
they will be back in the prize

money.

Messrs. Wobber and Levy held

their meeting at Dillon’s Los
Angeles exchange on Saturday.

That the production chief will be showered with the
honors to which he is so rightly entitled is fact right now,
judging from many managers’ statements. The division

managers predict one of the biggest weeks in Drive
history.

Meantime, branches are booking “The Rains Came”
prints to their limit. The proceeds from this production’s

first-runs will be a major factor in Zanuck Week revenue.
But, feeding into the pot will be income from smaller situa-

tions on “Stanley and Livingstone,” “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel
for Women,” “Adventures of Sherlock Holmes” and
others.

Sales zooming further illuminated Zanuck Week prospects, for

the nation’s ace houses were lining up for a full participation in the
campaign. The response from exhibitors is especially inspiring,

managers report. Every workable print is being booked solid,

according to word from many bookers.

However, while the advance figures of some offices are higher
than others, at this time, all will be in there pitching over-quota
scores, for no branch wants to be an embarrassed exception to the

100 per cent plus rule. All
realize that not only the eyes
of company officials, but of the
studio and industry, as a whole,
are focussed on the result of
their efforts to honor the No.

|

1 production executive.

Another thing: every man-
ager is aware that Mr. Wobber
is counting on him and his of-

fice to wade into a week out of
which will come the stimulant
that will mark the inception of

the Drive’s unbroken over-
quota delivery average.

Branches in the trailing po-
sitions in both National and In-

ternational groups are espe-
cially vibrantly enthusiastic
over what will happen during
Zanuck Week. Some are threat-
ening “socks” that will knock
some of the leaders out of

their high berths.

EASTERNERS VERY
OPTIMISTIC
The East is especially opti-

mistic. Wheeler’s Washing-
ton, for instance, expects to

flabbergast its rivals with its

delivery. Harry Buxbaum’s New Yorkers are promising “a sur-
prise” and Division Manager Sussman is of the opinion that they
will turn in the best week in several years for the production chief.

Edgar Moss’ Atlantics are lining up with increased strength,
with Ira Cohn’s Pittsburghers particularly powerful and planning to
considerably boost their status in the Drive—and “go to town from
there on to the championship,” as a letter from there put it.

The Drive Leader’s own Prairie offices, Podoloff’s Minneapolis in

particular, expect to chug their way to the top. September is

building up enormously in Minneapolis, with substantial improve-
Continued on Page 14

DARRYL F. ZANUCK

j

Mr. Wobber Back in New York

Saturday from Drive Meetings
j
0

SALT LAKE CITY—General Manager of Distribution I

Herman Wobber planned flying to New York right after the
|

meeting at the Denver exchange Friday. This means he will
j

be at his office in the metropolis on Saturday morning. For the !

past week he has been presiding over Drive meetings with I

Drive Leader M. A. Levy, making Los Angeles, San Fran-
j

cisco, Portland and here.
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“RAINS” PREMIERE AT
THE ROXY ON FRIDAY
Pre-Released Also At Mansfield, Ohio, Louis Bromfield’s
Home Town On Saturday—Negative Arrives In New York

FOURTH WEEKS POP
UP FOR “STANLEY”

Zanuck’s “Stanley and Livingstone” continues to flabbergast showmen everywhere with its

extraordinary power to keep grosses at maximum in holdover weeks.
At press-time New Dynamo was informed by four different branches that this thrilling spectacle was holding over

for a fourth week. Chicago indicated the picture might hold over for six weeks. Its moveover to the Apollo produced
sensational results.—

j

BIG STORE'S "HOTEL" DISPLAY i

Department and fashion stores all over the nation tied in j

= with local campaigns on “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel For Women.” I

All of the major stores in New York. Saks, Macy’s, Gimble
j

and others had window displays while the Cosmopolitan
j

production was at the Roxy. Helow a window' display at
j

j

Saks’ 34th Street (New York) store.

With “Stanley and Livingstone” amazing showmen with the drawing power it is displaying in holdover weeks throughout the
country, the eyes of the sales personnel were being focussed on next Friday (Sept. 8) when Zanuck’s greatest production, “The
Rains Came,” will be given its world premiere showing at the Roxy theatre in New York.

Costing fully $2,500,000 to produce, this picturization of Louis Bromfield’s best seller is the most important assignment the field force has ever
received. Following the world-premiere in New York it is slated for a wholesale number of dav-and-date showings in several hundred major cities

in the United States, staring with Sept. 15, which is its official national release date.

Meantime, in New York late this week arrived the negative of this widely heralded super special starring Tyrone Power, Myrna Lov, George
Brent and marking the de-

but of Brenda Joyce. The
negative was rushed to the
laboratory so that a maxi-
mum number of prints can
be made to meet the demand
of exhibitors for showings
starting on its release date.

Mr. Wobber cautioned all

branches that a strict sur-

veillance must be main-

tained in the handling of

this production. Mr. Zanuck
looked forward to an elabo-

rate campaign to herald its

premiere in New York. Pub-
licity and Advertising Di-

rector Charles E. McCarthy
was supervising this cam-
paign.

On the Coast this week-end
arrangements were being made
for a press preview of “The
Rains Came.” Some 350 news-
paper and magazine correspon-

dents representing thousands of

publications all over the world
were to be at this screening, ac-

cording to word from studio

Publicity Director Harry Brand
on Friday.

Already, “The Rains Came”
has received considerable ad-

vance publicity. Especially has
this been fact where the nation-

ally circulated pictorial maga-
zines have been concerned. Full-

page multi-colored ads will her-

ald the picture’s release in hun-
dreds of newspaper’s featuring
the American Weekly and This
Week, which claim a circulation

running into many millions.

NEW STAR
Big in every way, in story,

thrill contents and starpower,
“The Rains Came” is awaited
anxiously for another reason,

the introduction of a new star,

Brenda Joyce.

This newcomer promises to

play a major part in the com-
pany’s future product, according
to the plans made by Zanuck.
Even before her first picture has
been released she plays the femi-

nine lead in another important
production, “Here I Am a

Stranger,” appearing opposite

Richard Greene in a cast that

also includes Gladys George,
Richai’d Dix, Roland Young and
others.

Also she has been given an
important and featured role in

the Technicolor super special,

“Little Old New York” in which
Alice Faye, Richard Greene and
Fred MacMurray are co-starred

and that Henry King, who made
“Stanley and Livingstone,”

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”
“Jesse James” and “In Old Chi-

cago,” will direct.

In “The Rains Came,” Miss
Joyce appears mainly opposite

George Brent in one of three dif-

ferent romances revealed by
Louis Bromfield’s story.

It was her performance in

“The Rains Came” that prompted
Zanuck to make ambitious plans
for her future porti’ayals.

BROMFIELD’S HOME
TOWN IS BOOKED

Eastern Division Manager
William Sussman announced Fri-

day, that “The Rains Came”
would be pre-released at the
Ohio theatre in Mansfield, O., on
Saturday (Sept. 9).

There will positively be no
other pre-release engagements,
according to Mr. Wobber’s or-

ders.

The Mansfield, O., pre-release
engagement was arranged in

view of the fact that that city is

Author Louis Bromfield’s home-
town. He will personally be

present at the opening, accord-

to word from Nate Wolf, circuit

district manager.

The premiere there will be a

civic event, according to plans

already made with the mayor
and other officials on hand. The
two newspapers there already

have been lined up and, in fact,

have been featuring considerable

publicity on “The Rains Came”
for several months.

Bromfield has been in Mans-
field ever since the completion of

his screenplay on “Brigham
Young,” which Zanuck plans put-

ting into production next month.

A total of seven third-weeks was reported by five ex-
changes. There may he more, but those seven were offi-

cially reported as being set late Thursday night.
Reports from the small-towns and subsequent run situa-

tions where “Stanley and Livingstone” got under way
embodied box office statements as rich as those that have
told the story of extraordinary conquests in the larger
first-run situations.
More thrn 90 per cent of the engagements started in the past

several weeks held over, according to a New Dynamo survey. This
produced a print problem in some situations. In others longer runs
were prevented because of prior bookings of prints in engagements
that contractually had to get under way. To handle the great
business and print demand resultant from the sensational success
of “Stanley and Livingstone” branches have had to resort to whole
borrowing of prints among themselves.

Exactly 53 engagements originally booked for four days, small
towns, were stretched into full-week runs. In 11 instances, the
managers were asking for a further extension. In some cases, the
picture already has been booked for a return engagement, according
to bookers’ letters to this publication.

All in all, the field is making maximum capital of the clamor
stirred up by “Stanley and Livingstone,” which is generally far
outgrossing every opposition.
Branch reports showed it continued to challenge the records piled

up by two other Henry King directed specials, “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band” and “Jesse James.” In many cities, “Stanley and Liv-
ingstone” outgrossed both of those smash-hits, the official box
office returns showed.

Mr. Wobber’s observations on “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women”
spurred managers, salesmen, bookers and adsales managers to
greater surveillance of the local exploitation of that Cosmopolitan
production.

Reports on the first three showings of “The Adventures of Sher-
lock Holmes” were that this mystery special was being even more
enthusiastically received than was “The Hound of Baskervilles.”
Although given no unusual advance handling, in the three situations
played this picture, too, was thriving on word-of-mouth praise of
patrons who had seen it. Exhibitor reports were excellent and the
newspaper notices superlative from every angle, with the perform-
ances of Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Ida Lupino and Alan Mar-
shall highly praised—and particularly those of the first two men-
tioned stars.

j
East Widens Margin of Lead Over

Rivals on Sale of Movietone News I

The East continues to outsell West and Central on Movie-
tone News, according to the latest official figures. That is

primarily due to the results being obtained by Moss’ At-
lantics. The Atlantics lead their nearest district rival, Rob-
erts’ Mideast, by 10.3. Cohn’s Pittsburgh still paces the
branches, with Wheeler’s Washington now its stiffest opposi-
tion. The two are parted by 3.4 points. Gross’ Philadelphia
climbed from 10th to sixth place. Charlotte, St. Louis, Min-
neapolis, San Francisco, Boston, Indianapolis, New Haven,
Buffalo, New Orleans, New' York, Chicago and Montreal also
made fine place gains.
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K-7 SALES RUN AHEAD
'38 IN MORE BRANCHES
Speedier Selling National Rule—Many Long Jumps Are

Made—Salesmen Alert—Central Due For A Splurge
Friday’s threat of a general war in Europe found division, district and branch managers here proceeding more cautiously

than ever in the effort to get the best possible circulation in every situation for the K-7 product.
That the company will have to rely more than ever on proceeds from Domestic distribution was generally conceded. Friday thorough analysis

of the sales situation was being made, hut while this step was being taken, the need for speedier selling became greater.

Exhibitor reaction was along the same lines, for they realize now more than ever that delay in purchase of their 1939-40 wares may be
disastrous.. This reaction found fair-minded theatre men fully aware of the fact that
any spread of the situation resultant from Friday’s hostile German-Polish relations
would place an added responsibility on their shoulders, if the production end of the in-

dustry is to proceed with its ambitious 1939-40 project.

As for this company, its

output, remaining un-
changed, is far ahead of
that of any other producer-
distributor. But the need
for speedier moving pic-

tures must be obvious.

K-7 FEAtURE SALES
LJ
Following is the standing of every branch, district and division on the sale

of the 1939-10 (K-7) feature product, based on total contracts (including record
franchises) sold, against total possibilities, as of August 29:

BRANCHES
Aug. Aug.
29th Itranch (Manager) 22nd
1 Pittsburgh (Cohn) 1

2 Memphis (Young) 2
3 Washington (Wheeler) 5
I Dallas (Beiersdorf) 1

5 Atlanta (Wilson) 3
0 Salt Lake City (Walker) .... 7

7 Oklahoma City (Clark) 6
8 St. Louis (Keingold) 8
9 Philadelphia (Gross) 9
10 Winnipeg (Huber) 10
11 Albany (Grassgreen) 11
12 Charlotte (Longdon) 12
13 Minneapolis (Podolofl) 14
14 Cleveland (Schmertz) 18
15 Kansas City (Fuller) 13
16 Boston (Callahan) 15
17 Milwaukee (Lorentz) 17
18 San Francisco (Ballentine) ... 16
19 Indianapolis (Landis) 27

Aug. Aug.
29th Branch (Manager) 22nd
20 Denver (Morrison) 24
21 Cincinnati (Grady) 19
22 New Haven (Simon) 20
23 Los Angeles (Dillon) 22
24 St. John (March) 21
25 Seattle (Edmond) 23
20 Omaha (Scott) 26
27 Des Moines (Mayer) 28
28 Buffalo (Samson) 30
29 Vancouver (Patterson) 25
30 Portland (Powers) 29
31 Detroit (Sturm) 32
32 New Orleans (Landaielie) .... 31
33 Calgary (Skorey) 34
34 Toronto (Bailey) 33
35 New York (Buxbauni) 35
36 Chicago (Eckhardt) 36
37 Montreal (English) 37

Aug.
29tli District (Manager)
1 Atlantic (Moss) ....
2 South (Ballance) . . .

3 Midwest (Scott) . . .

4 Northeast (Bailey)

5 Coast (— )

DISTRICTS
Aug.

|

Aug. Aug.
22nd

6
22nd 20th District (Manager)
. 1

I
6 Prairie (Levy)
7 Mideast (Roberts) 7

8 Canada (O’Loghlin) 8
9 Great Lakes (— ) 0

Aug.
29th Division (Manager)

1 West (Kupper)
2 East (Sussman)

DIVISIONS
Aug. I

Aug. Aug.
22nd 29th Division (Manager) 22nd

. . . . 1 3 Central (Gehring) 3

Midwesterners Worrying Atlantics

In Faster Sales Race on Shorts!

1

I

Clark’s Oklahomans and Reingold’s St. Louisans enabled

Scott’s Midwest to nab the runner-up place in district stand-

ing on sale of the K-7 Movietone-Terrytoon product. They
are now teasing the Atlantics who are still showing the way-

in all selling tasks. Oklahoma City went from 19 to 7. St.

Louis is now fourth, but Pittsburgh still leads, 8.2 ahead of

Memphis.
|

;

K -
7 NEWS SALES

|

Following is the standing of all branches, districts and divisions on total
1939-10 (K-7) Movietone News contracts sold against total possibilities, as of
August 29th:

BRANCHES
Aug. Aug.
29th Branch (Manager) 15tli

1 Pittsburgh (Cohn) 1

2 Washington (Wheeler) 3
3 Memphis (Young)
4 4 23

26

Atlanta (Wilson)
Cincinnati (Grady) 5

6 Philadelphia (Gross) 10
7 Cleveland (Schmertz) 7

8 Albany (Grassgreen) 6
9 Winnipeg (Huber) 9
10 Charlotte (Longdon) 11

11 St. Louis (Keingold) 12
12 Portland (Powers) 3

13 Minneapolis (Podolofl) 14

14 Los Angeles (Dillon) 13

15 San Francisco (Ballentine) ... 16
16 Dallas (Beiersdorf) 15
17 Boston (Callahan) 21

18 Salt Lake City (Walker) 17

19 Kansas City (Fuller) ..... 18

Districts
Aug. Aug.

|

Aug
29th District (Manager) 15tli

1 Atlantic (Moss) 1

2 Mideast (Roberts) 2

3 South (Ballance) 3

4 Northeast (Bailey ) 5
5 Midwest (Scott) 6

DIVISIONS

Auk.
29th Branch (MaiuiKPr)
‘-•n Indianapolis (l.andis) .. .

21 Milwaukee (I.orentz) ...
22 New Haven (Simon)

Oklahoma City (Clark) . .

Denver (Morrison)
Bull'alo (Samson)
Des Moines (Mayer) ....

27 Seattle (Edmond)
28 Omaha (Scott)
29 New Orleans (Landaielie)
.'10 New York (Buxbauni) . .

81 Chicago (Eckhardt) ....
82 Detroit (Sturm)
33 Montreal (EiiKlish)

31 Vancouver (Patterson)
35 Calgary (Skorey)
30 St. John (March)
37 Toronto (Bailey)

Vug.
15th
23
13
28
19
21
29

20

20th District. (Manager)
(i Coast (— )

7 Prairie (Levy)
8 (ireat Lakes (—

)

9 Canada (O’Loghlin)

Aug.
15th

4

Aug.
29tli Division (Manager)

1 East (Sussman)
2 West (Kupper)

Aug.
15tli

. . 1

Many branches this week be-
gan running well ahead of sales
as the same date last year.
Wheeler’s Washington, for in-

stance, had more than 40 con-
tracts in excess of K-6 at this

time, Tom Young’s Memphis
had 61, Wilson’s Atlanta 38, and
others that went well ahead
were St. Louis, New Orleans,
Salt Lake City, St. John, In-

dianapolis and Winnipeg. There
were others, too, in that healthy
condition.

Washington advanced from
fifth to third place on K-7 fea-
ture sales status, only 4.6 be-
hind Memphis which trailed Ira
Cohn’s pacesetting Pittsburgh
by 5.7. Walker’s Salt Lake
City, almost 50 contracts ahead
of last year, at this date, ad-
vanced one.

Landis’ Indianapolis keeps
climbing in all departments and
is now 19th. That is a gain of
eight places. Morrison’s Den-
ver went from 24 to 20. Mayer’s
Des Moines added two and De-
troit and Calgary each im-
proved one.

The district ratings on K-7
features selling remained un-
changed, with Moss’ Atlantics
7.8 above Ballance’s South and
5.5 ahead of Scott’s Midwest.
Bailey’s Northeast trailed Mid-
west by just eight points, but
still led the Coast by 2.7. Levy’s
Prairies needed only one-half

point to parallel the Pacifies

and topped Roberts’ Mid-East
by 1.6. O’Loghlin’s Canada
and Great Lakes were parted
by only seven-tenths, with the
Dominion 7.8 below the Mid-
East.

Divisionally, Kupper’s West
maintained first place, five

points wealthier than Sussman’s
East which paced Gehring’s
Central by 11.5.

In the making this week were
a number of important deals

that were bound to substantial-

ly increase the Centrals’ score

as well as the individual rating

of such exchanges as Chicago
and Montreal.

Salesmen maintained about
the same pace as in the prior

week, which was the fastest

since general K-7 selling got
under way insofar as individual

effort goes.

r

Aug. Aug.
29tli Division (Manager) 15th
3 Central (Gehring) 3

Get Extra

Playtime!

MEMPHIS TEASING PIRATES

i

Below are Tom Young and his Memphis personnel, which
moved forward promisingly in practically all races this week.
They are still giving Pittsburgh the strongest competition
for first place on K-7 feature sales and short subjects. On
News, Memphis is third. 2.6 behind Washington.

1 K
-

7 SHORTS SALES
1

Following is the standing of all branches, districts and divisions on sale of
1939-10 Movietone short subjects product ami Terry-Toon (K-7), based on con-
tracts sold against possibilities, as of August 29:

BRANCHES
Aug Auk. Aug. Aug.
29tl Branch (Manager) 15tli 29th Branch (Manager) 1 5th
1 Pittsburgh (Cohn) . . . . 1 20 Los Angeles (Dillon) . . 17
2 Memphis (Young) .... 2 21 Denver (Morrison) . . . 21
3 Washington ( Wheeler) . . . . . . 3 22 Seattle (Edmond) . . 20
4 St. Louis (Keingold) . . . . . . . 8 23 Omaha (Scott) . . . 22
5 Philadelphia (Gross) . . . 5 24 Boston (Callahan) . . 21
6 Dallas (Beiersdorf) . . . 7 25 New Orleans (Landaielie) . . 25
7 Oklahoma City (Clark) . . . . 19 26 Portland (Powers) . . 26
8 Salt Lake (Walker) . . . . 4 27 Des Moines (Mayer) .... 27
9 Charlotte (Longdon) . . . . ... 9 28 Bull'alo (Samson) . . 29

JO Winnipeg (Huber) . . . . 10 29 Calgary (Skorey)
1 1 Albany (Grassgreen) . . . . . . . . 6 30 Detroit (Sturm) . . . 31
12 Minneapolis (Podolofl*) . . 12 31 New Haven (Simon) . . 28
13 Atlanta (Wilson) . . . . 11 32 St. John (March)
1 4 Cleveland (Schmertz) . . . 14 33
15 Milwaukee (Lorentz) . . . . 13 34 Montreal (English)
16 Kansas City (Fuller) . . . .... 16 35 Vancouver (Patterson) . . .

17 San Francisco (Ballentine . . 18 36 New York (Buxbauni) ...

18 Indianapolis (Landis) ... 23 37 Toronto (Bailey) . . 37
19 Cincinnati (Grady) . . . . 15

DISTRICTS
Aug. Aug. Auk Aug.
29th District (Manager) 15th 29th District (Manager) 1 5th

. . . . 1 6 Mideast (Roberts) 6

Midwest (Scott) Northeast (Bailey)
•> 8 s

4 Prairie (Levy) .... 5 9 Canada (O’Loghlin)

5 Coast (—) 1

DIVISIONS
Aug Auk. Auk. Aug.
29th Division (Manager) 15tli 29th Division (Manager) 15th

1 West (Kupper) 3 Central (Gehring) . . . 3

2 East (Sussman)

I
SELL RIGHT -AND

j

|

LIQUIDATE FAST!
{
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FOREIGN DRIVE PROSPECTS
LOOM BRIGHTER IN FAR EAST
Contrast To Situation In Europe—Field Forces Here Prepared

To Assume Added Responsibility—Latest Reports Find
Them Appreciative Of New Part They Must Play

Continued from Cage 2

British authorities’ restrictions make production next to impossible in England. Even if general war is averted it would be many months before
production can be resumed. But, Zanuck’s far-sighted production policy in maintaining always a reserve of stories makes it possible for the studio
to quickly remedy this situation. Thus, in the past few days, to Wurtzel’s original lineup of 24 K-7 features have been added these specials, “The
Man Who Wouldn’t Talk,” “Law West of Pecos,” “Earthbound” and “Three Blind Dates.” This shoots Wurtzel’s K-7’s to 28 and with Zanuck’s
24, the company total of 1939-40 feature releases adheres to 52.

Insofar as the Overseas Kent Drive was concerned, everything was in readiness to get it universally under way, regardless of what prevailed
in the international situation over the week-end.

Communication with the European offices will be somewhat difficult inasmuch as code messages have been tabooed officially this week by both
France and Poland. However, offices in both those countries were operating, as were those in the other troubled lands.

The situation in the Far East, in contrast to that in Europe, quieted a bit. Although Australia and New Zealand have declared an embargo
on the transfer of funds

VV. J. Hutchinson

outside those countries, the
situation was considered
vastly improved, according
to a communication received
by Charles Munro, head of the
theatre interests there, who, by
the way, left New York Thurs-
day night for the Coast and from
there will proceed to Sidney.

Far East Representative Del-
bert Goodman, who is in this

country, received advices indi-

cati n g an
improve-
ment in
b u s i n ess

c o n d itions

in China
and Japan,
with treat-

m e n t of
A m e r ican
i n t e rests
there more
cordial than
they have
been for
months.

Far East-
ern c o un-
tries are seemingly prepared to

break all records in the Kent
Drive.

Fairly optimistic were the re-

ports that came from the Scandi-
navian countries.

From Latin America came re-

ports of a full participation in

the Drive, although some of the

governments there had issued

edicts that radically affected

transfer of revenue.

However, this must be borne
in mind: whatever drops are in-

flicted in European exchange
automatically affects South
American currency detrimen-
tally.

But, insofar as the offices in

Argentine, Brazil, Chile, Colom-
bia, Peru, Venezuela, Mexico,
Cuba and other Latin American
countries are concerned, they re-

port they were never better pre-

pared to establish new local

Drive high marks.

DRIVE NOTES
A last-minute appraisal of

Drive possibilities was being
taken late this week by Over-
seas Sales Manager Hutchinson,
who on Wednesday returned
from a two-week visit to the

studio with Mr. Wobber.

“In countries where we will

be allowed to operate on any-
thing resembling a normal
basis,” stated Mr. Hutchinson,
“I know we are going to estab-

lish new records.

“I say this because of the

product I saw while at the stu-

dio. It is as ideally suited to

maximum earnings abroad as it

is for America.

“The studio has been alert to

British Head Office in London

A view of the beautiful building housing the 20th Century-

Fox British organization in London's Soho Square. The park

you see has been piled many feet high with sandbags.

Trenches have been dug out. And the personnel there is ready

to move, at a moment’s notice, to Wembley, according to

cabled word from British Managing Director F. L. Harley to

New York.

what has been going on through-
out the world, with the result

that it is better prepared, I

learned, to cope with present-

day affairs, than any other plant
in Hollywood. More big pictures

and the best pictures this indus-

try has made. That is what I

saw at the studio. I congratu-
late Mr. Zanuck and his studio

organization on its record.

“If it were just a matter of

product this season, I know from
the job Mr. Zanuck and his or-

ganization have done and are
doing, that this company will

enjoy its most profitable and a
record-breaking season. No mat-
ter what the situation abroad

brings about, I know that the
returns will, under universal
conditions, be maximum.”
A survey of foreign currency

transfer at press-time showed
that revenue is frozen solid in

Spain, Germany and several
other countries. Transfer of

money from abroad to this coun-
try is restricted along certain

lines and got out with some dif-

ficulty in Italy, Latvia, Poland,
Jugoslavia, Roumania, Bul-
garia, Greece, Brazil, Chile and
Japan. However, even that pic-

ture is subject to daily change.
Poland was expected any minute
to completely shut down on the
transfer of money abroad.

CANADA CARRIES
ON EXTREMELY OPTIMISTIC

DOMINION IN FINE CONDITION

SOUTH AFRICA AND AUSTRALIA
ALSO SEND VERY GOOD NEWS

TORONTO—Whatever happens in the European
situation, the Dominion will play its full part. British
exchange, however, is affecting the local market, but
Dominion District Manager J. P. O’Loghlin is opti-
mistic about the situation.

The feeling up here is one of hope that the European
leaders will settle the situation without recourse to war,
but come what may, the branches here are prepared for
any development.
Canadian exhibitors are going right ahead with their plans and

in certain sections of the Dominion an improvement in theatre
receipts was enjoyed last week.

“Stanley and Livingstone” is going over as successfully here as
on the U. S. side of the border and for the next few weeks this
Zanuck special will play a major ,

part in the Drive revenue that
will be forthcoming from Can-
ada.

Naturally, Canada is con-
cerned with happenings in the
motherland, but prospects for
September are bright. Agricul-
turally western and Prairie Can-
ada has had, generally, an ex-
cellent season. Industrially, con-
ditions have been steadily im-
proving and barring any out-
break of war in Europe, Canada
looks forward to a great season.

O’Loghlin pointed to increas-
ing advance rentals as evidence
of his district’s readiness to de-
fend the championship it won
both in 1937 and 1938.

r

IN MONTREAL ON
IMPORTANT DEAL
MONTREAL— Central Divi-

sion Manager W. C. Gehring ar-
rived here Thursday morning
and was to remain until Friday.
Manager Edward English and
he are working on a circuit deal.

Quebec prospects for a suc-
cessful Drive are bright, with
Manager English as confident as
ever that his office will be among
the prize-winners in the Inter-
national group.

SOUTH AFRICANS
VERY OPTIMISTIC
JOHANNESBURG— Manag-

ing Director Otto Bolle has in-

formed New York that the South
African organization has its

Kent Drive set up so that a rec-
ord-breaking campaign may be
accepted as a foregone conclu-
sion.

Amazing progress in distribu-
tion has been made in the past

'Hotel" Hailed

Natural Abroad
j

jThe following was cabled
to New York by British

Managing Director F. L.

Harley, over the week-end:
“Screened ‘Hotel for
Women’ which we consider
high class film. Work of

Linda Darnell outstanding.
Film very acceptable and
should do well. Previewed
‘Inspector Hornleigh’s Hol-
iday’ which was great suc-

cess and almost all cards
consider it excellent. Film,
in our opinion, definitely

superior to first ‘Horn-
leigh.’

”

year, and it must be recalled that
1938 marked a season productive
of the biggest revenue 20th
Century-Fox has earned in South
Africa. That figure will be top-
ped in 1939-40, Mr. Bolle ad-
vises.

CHARI.ES munro
LEAVES FOR HOME
Before boarding the West-

bound train in New York Thurs-
day night, Charles Munro, head
of the Australasian theatre
holding affiliates of this com-
pany, expressed himself as op-
timistic over conditions there.

He stated the Far East situa-
tion has “quieted considerably.”
He will go direct to the Coast,
spend a little time at the studio

and then proceed to Australia,
by boat, arriving at Sidney late

this month.
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K-7 TOTAL DELIVERY
|

'

FOUR WEEKS’ STANDING 1

Following is tin* standing: of
lated four weeks total delivery
period, as of August *.£«:

all branches, districts, and divisions on accumu-
against the 1939-10 total delivery quota for that

BRANCHES

BEGGING
FOR $11 TICKETS

FOR OPENING
Plans Completed

for Launching-
“Cavalcade”

MOVIETONE CITY
—It has never hap-
pened before!
With the unprecedented

event still a month away,
reservations already are at
a premium for the $11 a
seat Hollywood world pre-
miere of “Hollywood Caval-
cade” at the Four Star thea-
tre here on Sept. 29.
One thing is certain — there

will be the greatest turnout of
celebrities in film capital history-
on that night to pay tribute to
a new entertainment world-
beater and to help swell the
coffers of the Motion Picture
Relief Fund.
Never before have famous

names rallied so spontaneously
to a gala preview innovation and
vied for the privilege of paying
a record price to witness the tri-

umphant bow of Zanuck’s Tech-
nicolor masterpiece which re-
captures in all its fantastic
drama, reckless fun and epochal
progress the story of Hollywood
from primitive days to the ad-
vent of talking pictures.
As the industry knows, every

dollar of the premiere receipts
goes to the worthiest of Holly-
wood charities, assuring addi-
tional thousands for the rigidly-

administered fund which enables
motion picture people to take
care of their own.

SELLOUT AT $11

There will not be a single
piece of “paper” in the Wilshire
Boulevard showplace where “In
Old Chicago” and other big pic-

tures have first thrilled audi-
ences. Twentieth Century-Fox
is buying the tickets for the
several hundred press repre-
sentatives invited to the pre-
miere, and the studio is standing
every item of expense incurred
in connection with the lavish
opening.
With all arrangements prac-

tically completed by the studio
publicity and advertising de-
partment, a complete sellout is

anticipated two weeks before
the big night. Elaborate pre-
cautions have been taken to

keep tickets out of the hands of

scalpers. Studio and theatre
aides will see to it that the cov-
eted pieces of engraved card-
board are delivered personally
to Hollywood notables and lead-
ers in California’s social and of-
ficial life.

Preparing for record-breaking
street crowds, Los Angeles,
Beverly Hills and studio police
are co-operating in mapping
plans to handle the throngs.

From late in the afternoon un-
til the premiere is over, all

traffic will be diverted for sev-
eral blocks from Wilshire Boule-
vard, one of the world’s busiest
thoroughfares.

Stands seating thousands will

be erected in the vicinity of the
Four Star Theater, and steel

cables to hold back the overflow
mass of humanity will be
stretched along Wilshire for a
mile each way.

Special police and guards, in-

cluding mounted and uni-
formed men and motorcycle
units, are expected to be as-

signed to the premiere sector.

A novel honor guard to help

Auk. Aug. Vug Aug.
26th Branch (Manager) 19th 26th Branch (Manager) 19th

1 Lcs Angeles (Dillon) 1 20 Kansas City (Fuller) ... 11
2 Washington (Wheeler) 19 21 Calgary (Skorey) ... 18
3 Albany (Cirasfegreen) 6 22 Cleveland (Sehmertz) . . . . . . . 26
1 Bohton (Callahan) . . . 16 23 Salt Lake City (Walker) . . . . . 23
5 St. Louis (Keingohl) 9 21 Dor! land (Towers)
6 San Francisco (Ital lent nc) 7 2.5 Philadelphia (Gross) . . . 25
7 Denver (Morrison) . . 3 26 Vancouver (Patterson) . . . 24
8 Chicago (Eckhurdt) 1 27 Memphis (Young)
9 Detroit (Sturm) . . . . 2 28 New Orleans (Landaichc) ... 31
10 New Haven (Simon) 5 29 ButTalo (Samson)
II Seattle ( Edmond) ... 13 30 Des Moines (Mayer) . . . 30
12 Atlanta (Wilson) . . . . 12 31 Minneapolis (PodoloflT) . . . . . . 29
13 Milwaukee (Lorentz) II 32 Pittsburgh (Cohn) , . 27 1

1 1 Montreal (English) . . 1 7 33 New York (Buxbaum) . . . ... 28
1 5 Indianapolis (Landis) 21 31 Winnipeg (Huber)
16 Oklahoma City (Clark) S 35 St. John (March)
17 Dallas (Beiersdorf) 19 36 Omaha (Scott)
IS Cincinnati (Brady) . . 22 37 Charlotte (Longdon) . . . 37
19 Toronto (Bailey) . . . 1

DISTRICTS
Aug. Auk . Aug Aug.
26th District (Manager) 19th 26th District (Manager) 19th

1

2 Northeast (Bailey) 1 South (Ballance) ... 7
*» 6

1 Midwest (Scott) . . . . 9 Prairie (Levy) ... !)

5 Atlantic (Moss) . . . . 5

DIVISIONS
Aug. Aug. Aug Aug.
26th Division (Manager) 19th 26th Division (Manager) 1 9th

1 West (K upper) 1

2 Central (Behring) 2

WASHINGTON HOPS

TO SECOND POST!
With Boston, Its Increasing Earning Power

In Drive Race Exalts Rating In K-7

Accumulated Delivery Contest!

Wheeler’s Washington is on the loose! But, it is on a profitable spree!
That was turned into fact not only when the figures were compiled for the
first two weeks of the Kent Drive, but also when the K-7 season’s total deliv-

ery standings were checked

!

Thus, this week the veterans from the nation’s capital found themselves in second
place. But, they are still 12.5 points behind pace-setting, over-quota Los Angeles, which
happens to be managed by a former pilot of the Washington branch. Jack Dillon.

The Drive found many changes effected in accumulated four weeks’ standings on
total delivery. At the end of the first month of the Big Push, Ivupper’s West was still

divisional leader, 4.1 ahead

“I AM A STRANGER’’
RICHARD GREENE AT BEST

THAT IS WORD FROM COAST
‘ WILL FURTHER BOOST HIS

POPULARITY,” STUDIO SAYS
MOVIETONE CITY—A full-fledged big star by

public demand!
That is Richard Greene’s reward for making the fastest

climb to the popularity heights of any young masculine
personality in Hollywood history.

What millions of fans and thousands of exhibitors have predicted,
Darryl F. Zanuck has brought to consummation in “Here I Am A
Stranger” by elevating the romantic idol to sole stellar honors and
giving him a superb supporting cast which includes Richard Dix,
in his greatest role; Brenda Joyce, the new find who made her
triumphant debut in “The Rains Came”; Roland Young, Gladys
George and numerous other luminaries.

Zanuck’s handling of Greene since the handsome, talented youth
first burst to fame in “Four Men and a Prayer” a year ago has
been the talk of the industry.

In the face of an avalanche of fan mail right from the start and
mounting insistent requests that the actor be starred immediately,
Zanuck instead groomed Greene for his “big chance” by proving his
versatility in a succession of different roles in outstanding pictures—“My Lucky Star,” “Submarine Patrol,” “Kentucky,” “The Little
Princess,” “The Hound of the Baskervilles” and “Stanley and
Livingstone.”

A MILESTONE IN GREENE’S CAREER
With each performance, Greene’s fan mail leaped to new highs,

and more and more marquees blazoned his name throughout the
world. Zanuck knew all along that Greene was a star in the full
meaning of the word, but he let the public and exhibitors discover
the fact and reaffirm it in repeated box office polls and newspaper
and magazine popularity contests.

When it came time to cast the powerful story read by millions
and hailed as the greatest human document of its kind since “Sorrell
and Son,” Zanuck made the decision which marked a new mile-
stone in Greene’s career. The actor was to achieve the coveted
honor of having his name above the title of “Here I Am A Stranger”!

Two hundred and fifty thousand letters addressed to the studio
had insisted on this official heralding of stardom. Theatre men
everywhere had telegraphed and written, requesting that Greene
be starred in his own right and given a vehicle worthy of his tre-
mendous popularity.

That “Here I Am A Stranger”— a modern saga of love and
sacrifice, broken homes and regeneration, laid against backgrounds
of luxury and privation, American college life and metropolitan
newspaperdom—was a happy choice is attested by the amazing
spurt in Greene’s fan mail, which already had assumed staggering
proportions, and thousand of congratulatory letters to the studio.

Those who have been privileged to see a rough-cut of “Here I

Am A Stranger” are making unequivocal predictions of another
Zanuck smash hit which will create a far greater nation-wide
furore than did the work of fiction when it was published in McCall’s
Magazine.

celebrities out of cars and min-
gle with the street crowds will
be recruited from the old-time
Keystone Cops who are among
the thousands of players ap-
pearing in support of Alice Faye
and Don Ameehe.

Lighting experts have been
given carte blanche to provide

the most dazzling electrical
pyrotechnics in premiere annals.
Hundreds of giant arcs will

stab the skies with Technicolor
hues from a mile radius sur-
rounding the theatre, while Wil-
shire Boulevard itself will be
transformed into the world’s
longest “Foyer of Fame.”

of Gehring’s Central and 6.8

richer than Sussman’s East.
Coast remained first

among the districts, but it

is now only 2.3 ahead of
Tom Bailey’s Drive-pacing
Northeast. The Yankees
hurdled Great Lakes and
the Midwest. Roberts’ Mid-
east climbed from the
eighth to sixth berth, really

an exchange with O’Logh-
lin’s Canadians, who re-

versed the order.
Grassgreen’s Albanians made

a smart move. They jumped
from 6 to 3, within 1.1 of Wash-
ington. Callahan’s Boston went
from 16th to fourth place, but
still needing 1.6 to nab the Al-
banians. Reingold’s St. Louis-
ans, ninth last week, are now
fifth, two-tenths behind the Bay
Staters and nine-tenths of a
point ahead of Ballentine’s San
Fi anciseans who gained a peg.

Denver, Chicago, Detroit and
New Haven sustained hard
drops in the season’s four-
week’s delivery status as did
Oklahoma City which lost eight
places. Kansas City, too, was
pushed far down.

Seattle climbed a couple,
while Indianapolis ran from 21
to 15, within 1.5 points of Mon-
treal which upped three notches.
Cincinnati is 18th, a profit of
four, which is exactly the ex-
tent of Cleveland’s gain. Port-
land, though, lost that many.

Youne-’s Memphis went from
32 to 27 and New Orleans from
31 to 28.

Buffalo made progress. It

was 35th a week ae-o, but stands
29th now. two-tenths of a point
to the rear of Memphis and the
same distance ahead of Des
Moines which held on to the 30th
post, forcinv Minnanolis to its

roar. Winnipeg galloped from
36 to 34, lacking four points to
be tied with New York which
dropped five pegs.

AUSTRALASIANS
HOLD CONVENTION
SYDNEY—The 20th Century-

Fox distribution forces of Aus-
tralia and New Zealand have just
completed a most enthusiastic
convention, with Managing Di-
rector C. V. Hake, recently ar-
rived from America, presiding.
He brought greetings from com-
pany officials.

He cabled the following wire
to Overseas Sales Director W. J.

Hutchinson in New York: “I
consider the convention just con-
cluded the most successful in

history of company. All dele-

gates highly enthusiastic over
forthcoming product.”
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LABOR WEEK MARKS START
OF FASTER PACE IN DRIVE
EXCHANGE

COMPETITION IS AT

FEVER HEAT

KEEN competition, characteristically

excellent team work and great en-

terprise and initiative mark Kent Drive
activity at every exchange. There can
be no doubt about that. District and
branch managers are supervising the

most spirited local Drive campaigns in

company history. Local Drive leaders,

working under managerial supervision,

are bringing about competition unparal-

leled even in Drive history, for the terri-

torial contests are truly representative
of 100 per cent participation by all

branch employees. This latter fact has
been the direct means of producing thou-
sands of extra and added dollars in the

first two weeks of the Drive.

•

EVERY mail to New Dynamo brings

concrete evidence of spirited terri-

torial competition. The first direct re-

sult of this added interest and Drive
participation is furnished by the adsales

job that has been done. This has been
a nationally splendid job and there is

no doubt that its assured continuance
will aid that department in establishing

an all-time high for adsales business
during a Drive period. Of course, one
must not lose sight of the fact that a
greater volume of exploitation specials

will be a major factor in increasing ad-
sales revenue all along the line. But,

in the past two weeks employees general-
ly have helped in garnering hundreds of
extra adsales dollars, according to no
less authority than the adsales squad
itself.

0

THE huge amount that will mark the

field’s observance of Zanuck Week,
too, will furnish corroborative evidence
that employees other than those officially

charged with dollar delivery, are con-
tributing in no unimportant nor vague
fashion to the success of the Drive.

New Dynamo right no wis in possession
of a wealth of territorial information re-

garding the part these particular em-
ployees are playing in building up Zan-
uck Week to the highest possible over-
quota level. Special local prizes are be-
ing offered by managers in five instances
for unusual individual revenue results
effected during Zanuck Week.

0

FROM every branch come reports that

leave no doubt that coming weeks’
returns will splurge Drive revenue to a
height that will substantially boost the
weekly average. “The Rains Came” is

being awaited with highest expectations,
but, in the meantime, the sensational
success of “Stanley and Livingstone” is

offsetting the huge rentals earned at
this time last year by “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band.” Official statistics from five

exchanges show the K-7 Zanuck thriller

is outgrossing the Irving Berlin of last
season. In the smaller situations, “Stan-
ley and Livingstone” continues to do
smash-business, branch reports show. In
many instances, “Hotel for Women” is

doing much better business in the small
towns and subsequent run situations
than it did at the first-run houses. This
is due to word of mouth praise on the
part of those who saw the Elsa Maxwell
picture at the latter theatres.

0

CHARLOTTE came through with some
very interesting, tell-tale statistics

on what “Stanley and Livingstone” has
been doing in that territory. Originally
booked for four days at the Imperial in
Asheville, N. C., this picture extended to
a full week, to pile up the record gross
for the season there. It opened this week
in Charlotte and other key spots with ex-
cellent results. Charlotte Local Drive
Leader Cliff Hardin also forwards the
information that the salesmen there are
doing an exceptionally fine job in ad-
selling. “Hi” Holston leads. In two
weeks he sold $112.50 worth of accessor-
ies, a little less than $11 under the ad-
sales figure brought in through the per-

Walker's Utahans Toss Hats Into Ring

sonal efforts of George Ebersole. Sales-
man Mock was third on the fortnight’s

rating.

Oklahoma city is stepping right

along, with bigger results definitely

in sight. Local Drive Leader George K.
Friedel reports the organization of the
branch staffs into two teams to work
with the two salesmen, Osborne and
James. The personnel of these teams
follows:

OSBORNE
W. Thedford (Capt.)
Dorothy Lane
Bertha Dowdy
Jack Whelihan
Dot Pennington
Jessie Burkhalter
Bailey Kinser
Emma Hargrove
Florence Rowell
Dorothy Luckenbill

JAMES
Clyde Marker (Capt.)
Feme Marker
Don Wahl
Mrs. L. R. Roberts
‘ Dink” Huddleston
Nelson Macarty
Gladys Marker
Alice Kesterson
Hauty Emitt
Josephine Foster
John Bennett

•

S
INCE the two competing teams in

Oklahoma City began functioning,

they succeeded in securing a starting

date on two of the Movietone News con-

tracts that had been dormant. These
employees have had definite accounts,
regardless of whether they have been
sold or not, to contact either personally

or by letter every week. These accounts
are being made personally interested in

Oklahoma City’s progress in the Drive
through weekly letters informing them
of the office’s positions, etc.

ATLANTA, by the way, is cashing in

superbly on re-issues. Manager Paul
Wilson and Salesman Fred Dodson spent
the week in Florida lining up the more
difficult situations. How successful it

was may be gleamed from the results

attained in one spot. In addition to the
15 feature dates already on the books
for the Drive period, Messrs. Wilson and
Dodson, according to Local Drive Lead-
er M. W. Doris, secured some 20 addi-
tional feature bookings. Incidentally,

the Atlanta office has lucratively booked
the following in a surprisingly large

number of situations for the Drive
period:
Caravan (508)
Show Them No
Mercy (6*41)

Shark Island (<>38)

Love Is News (729)
One in a Million (722)

Lloyds of London (735)
On the Avenue (732)
Cafe Metropole (750)
Sing and Be Happy (750)
Banjo on My Knee (720)

I
NDICATIVE of the individual activity

of salesmen is the report that comes
from Atlanta on Salesman R. H. Fair-
child. He visited the bookers of the
Crescent Amusement circuit which em-
braces quite a few large towns. He
came away with some 200 feature dates.
In Atlanta Salesman McClure leads on
adsales revenue, with Laseter second,
Mitchell third, Fairchild fourth and Dod-
son fifth.

0

THERE is great activity in Sam Wheel-
er’s Washington exchange, which is

now leading the National group on ad-
vance rentals standing. Local Drive
Leader Glenn Norris, who is leading a
most effective campaign there, reports
the standing of the teams in the various
Drive efforts as follows:

Place Team
TOTAL DELIVERY
Captain Zone Salesman

1 4 Harris S. E. Diamond
2 5 Feldman S. N. Wheeler
3 1 Taylor
1 3 McConnell . C. G. Norris
5 2 Blumentlial . . F. B. Klein

1 3
ADVANCE

McConnell . C. G. Norris
2 1 Taylor -1. A. .Murphy
3 2 Blumentlial . . F. B. Klein
1 4 Harris S. E. Diamond
5 5 Feldman S. N. Wheeler

1 3
PLAYDATES

McConnell . . C. G. Norris
2 1 Taylor
3 4 Harris S. E. Diamond
1 2 Blumentlial . . F. B. Klein
5 5 Feldman

1 2
ADSALES

Blumentlial F. B. Klein
2 1 Taylor
3 3 McConnell . C. G. Norris
1 4 Harris S. E. Diamond
5 5 Feldman

•
CJAN FRANCISCO’S campaign got

due
added stimulant in the
to the Drive meeting

past week,
held there.

ADVANCE
FIGURES INDICATE

GENERAL SPLURGE
Local Drive Leader Joe Flanagan re-

ports that all employees are working
with salesmen and bookers in lining up
extra dates. The territory has been
split by Manager George W. Ballentine
into five zones. The drivers are con-
centrating on volume of playtime, wisely
figuring that if the playtime has been
provided revenue will take care of itself

automatically. On the playdate effort

here is how Flanagan rates the standing
of the five zones:

1 Harrison 4 Bernard
2 Laurice 5 Fratto
3 Erickson

•

(
TEORGE FULLER’S Kansas City be-
J lieves it is now on the way toward

playing a greater part in the Drive. The
Drive leader there, Gus Kubitzki, makes
this interesting report: “The two bad
weeks are gone (thank Goodness) and
I am hoping we did not slide too far.

We will not be so hot this week, but from
then on the other offices had better

watch out. I think the outstanding feat

performed here this week was the sale
of $94 worth of rulers (accessories) by
Cashier Charlie Palermo. An incident
like this gives one an insight into the
secret strength of this organization. A
cashier, as you well know, has plenty of
things to keep him busy doing his regu-
lar duties and when he gives like this

to help out the organization, brother that
means something.”

0

CHICAGO is quite jubilant this week.
Negotiation of the K-7 deal with

the important Great States circuit con-
siderably enriches that office’s Drive
chances. Meantime, Chicago Drive Lead-
er Van Dyke is spurring considerable lo-

cal interest, with the salesmen doing
unquestionably the best Drive job in the
office’s history. Manager Clyde Eck-
hardt is more confident than ever that
first or second prize in the National
group will ultimately go to Chicago.
“Stanley and Livingstone” looks set for
a fifth week in the Chicago Loop—and
that means the best possible bookings
in subsequent run situations, which are
being quickly set to the best Drive ad-
vantage.

0

J
OE PODOLOFF’S Minneapolis, under-

standably, was anything but satis-

fied with its first two weeks’ showings.
But its salesmen are climbing rapidly in

advance rentals standings and they are
building so energetically that no one
can doubt the Gophers will shortly be up
there with the leaders in the National
group. Local Drive Leader Harold Lund-
quist reports the Gold team is leading
the Maroon combination, Bill Mussman
tops the Gold outfit with Lou Cohen sec-

ond and Norwood Hall third. Harold
Lyons is pacing the Maroons with Jack
Cohn second and Earl Lorentz third.

Continued on Page 9

Podoloff's Minnesotans Splurging To Balance The Scale!

At the left, behold Joe
Podoloff’s Minneapolis
Personnel. A single glance
at the advance rentals
ratings in the Kent Drive
will convince that (he
Gophers means to estab-
lish themselves among the

leaders as quickly as pos-

sible—and they are defi-

nitely on their way. Off

to a start of which they
are not proud, the Minne-
sotans, always in there
battling with the most ac-

tive outfits, predict Sep-
tember will see them lam-
basting quota in a fashion
that will dazzle some of

the branches above them.
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LATEST FACTS, NEWS, FIGURES
ON FIELD DRIVE CAMPAIGNS
SURPRISING
RETURNS SURE FOR

ZANUCK WEEK
Continued from Page 8

Many repeat bookings are reported to

have been received from lists that had
been mailed to prospects. The Public
circuit in the Minneapolis territory has
completed its contract on shorts for the
K-6 season and has set dates on all new
subjects for which release dates have
been announced.

•

BEN SIMON’S New Haven are out for

no one’s good health but their own
in this Drive. By taking good care of

their own needs, they are quite confident

the other offices will provide for them-
selves—and the result will be the suc-

cessful Drive this one will undoubtedly
be. The Nutmegs mean to exalt their

delivery leadership of the Internationals
and have informed District Manager Tom
Bailey that they "have a flock of sur-

prises to spring.” Meanwhile, local Drive
Leader Earl Wright, salesman, is not

only speeding up the closing of ac-

counts in his zone, but he reports helpful
action from the office’s teams, which, by
the way, Booker Sam Germaine is lead-

ing insofar as adsales are concerned, and
this co-ordination of branch effort on ac-

cessories is enabling Adsales Manager
Morris Weinstein to set up new records.

•

PITTSBURGH is coming right along.

It is involved in the hottest three-
office competition Edgar Moss’ Atlantics
have conducted in Drive history. Wealthi-
est in the matter of K-7 contracts sold

against territorial possibilities, Ira
Cohn’s Pirates will not be happy, they
say, until they have overtaken Sam
Wheeler’s Washington. To bring this

about as quickly as possible, local Drive
Leader C. C. Kellenberg is offering two
prizes. One will go to the employee
who, through his own individual effort,

delivers the greatest sale on advertising
over and above the accessories regularly
used by the account. Then there will be
a prize for the booker, who through his
own efforts, obtains the greatest num-
ber of actual short subjects bookings in
excess of the K-6 total in the same peri-

od. Just what these prizes will be will

be announced later, but they will be pre-
sented at Pittsburgh’s annual employ-
ees’ Christmas party.

•

WINNIPEG is counting a lot on re-

turns from unafhliated or inde-
pendent houses. The big runs, con-
trolled by Canadian Famous Players are
set in Toronto, that circuit’s headquar-
ters, and Joe Huber and the other Cana-
dian managers have the assurance of
Canadian District Manager Jim O’Logh-
lin, that this circuit’s dates will be quick-
ly obtained. The circuit has promised
Jim maximum assistance, for the ex-
Drive leader is anxious to defend the
championships won by Canada in the
two seasons he led the Big Push—and
personally he is anxious to win another
President’s prize. From R. A. Cringan,
Winnipeg Drive leader, comes word that
expectancy from the independent ac-
counts for the Drive period has taken a

promising boost. Salesman Charles
Krupp returned from a trip into the ter-

ritory and delivered a flock of Drive
dates that Winnipeg hopes will consid-
erably raise its status on advance rentals
in the International group.

•

J
IM PATTERSON’S Vancouverans see

bigger results and much better days.
In fact, they insist they will set a new
record for quick selling in that territory.

A note from there brings this encourag-
ing information: “We expect to close

from 10 to 15 accounts for K-7 by the
15th of September and we hope to have
all situations in the territory closed on
the new product before the Christmas
holiday.” Here’s hoping, Vancouver.

•

HERNDON EDMOND’S Seattle per-

sonnel is seemingly getting a gen-
uinely “big kick,” as Bill Gehring used to

say, out of this Drive. Repeat runs are

pouring in from Salesmen "Hap” Fred-
erick and Jean Spear. And. by the way,
here is an interesting paragraph from
Seattle’s most active Drive Leader Bob
Osborne: "We have developed a system
of fixed responsibility to cover certain

situations that may be giving us trouble.

The dollar delivery crew has scrutinized

every situation and selected the difficult

ones; these have been apportioned to

each member of the crew with instruc-

tions to report back on his accomplish-
ments within a fixed period. So far, in

the short time this system has been in

operation, we have secured starting dates
on three issues of Movietone News, se-

cured dates from several situations

where no advance dates existed, and
have materially reduced several de-

linquent accounts.”
•

ALTHOUGH New Orleans’ livewire

manager, Ernest Landaiche, was not
pleased with returns for the first two
weeks, the records shows that they were
in excess of delivery in the same two
periods of the 1938 Drive. There is no
doubt that New Orleans is off on the
right foot and with “Stanley and Living-
stone” and “Hotel for Women” now un-
der way, the Crescents will be prominent
factors in the over-quota tussle. New
Orleans Drive Leader G. J. Broggi has
organized a contest among members of
the sales and booking forces, and the
individual who turns in the most play-
dates every week collects one dollar from
each of the other contest participants
who follow him.

•

CLEVELAND Branch Manager I. J.

Schmertz is offering a gold watch to

the salesman who contributes the most
to the success of that office in the Drive.

Sam Lichter leads the contest on the

basis of returns as of last Saturday, with

Ted Scheinberg second and Ed Bergman

third. Min Massing leads the branch em-
ployees’ competition, with Frank Hunt
second and Tom Alley following. Cleve-

land Drive Leader Nate Scott has set

up a mail promotional campaign that

Manager Schmertz reports is getting

quick results. The office has set up a

schedule of re-issues and the response
from exhibitors has been splendid.

•

DENVER Drive Leader Howard A.

Metzger is spending his nights dig-

ging around for extra playtime. He
called on the exhibitor at Arvada, Colo.,

one night last week and came away with
13 feature and 15 short subjects dates.

Short Subjects Booker Tawson, by the

way, has launched a campaign. This
campaign already has set a new mark
for volume of short subjects playdates
obtained here by the end of the second
week of a Drive. Yes, Denver is not
only anxious to win a total delivery prize,

but believes it can register itself in first

place on shorts, too. Salesmen Rennie
and Paulson, by the way, are doing a re-

markable job on adsales, too, and helped

Adsales Manager Gwin beat quota for

two straight weeks.
•

BILL KUPPER spent most of the cur-

rent week in Denver. And his visit

there was awaited with more than usual

interest. Jim Morrison and his sales-

men had piled up a flock of K-7 contracts

awaiting the consideration of the West-
ern Division Manager. The latter was
to join Drive Leader Levy at Denver and
continue with him on the meetings in

Kansas City, St. Louis, Dallas, New Or-

leans and Atlanta.
•

BILL REID in Toronto thinks that not

only will Harry Bailey’s office be No.

1 among the Canadian exchanges, but

Landis' Indianapolis Gains Strength!

LESTER STURM’S Detroit is making
rapid progress on all fronts. Roy

Carrow’s team is leading the branch race,

but getting increasing competition. While
waiting for “The Rains Came” and the
ether big specials for which plenty of

extra playtime in all key spots already
has been pencilled in. while “Stanley
and Livingstone” cuts loose. Detroit is

cashing in on re-issues as a means of

bolstering revenue all along the line.

Local Drive Leader A. I). Knapp reports
the salesmen’s branch contest standings
as follows: first, Carrow; second, West-
cott; third, Keilor; and fourth. Knapp.
Westcott trails Carrow by 4.7 points

and leads Keilor by 14 points. Knapp
is 7.2 behind Keilor. And proud should
the office be of the fact that for the

second straight week Jack Sturm beat

his adsales quota.
•

J
ACK LORENTZ’s Milwaukeeans re-

port a close race there among em-
ployees. The word-juggling Drive Lead-
er George Edgerton reports that the two
teams—led by Bookers Ray Schulz and
Meyer Kahn, respectively, are running
a neck and neck race. And Ralph Heim
beat his ads quota for two straight
weeks.

•

NEW YORK is shovelling its way—and

that is reported advisedly. With
Harry Buxbaum’s personnel, this Drive
is the most important. “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” business is missed there.

Insofar as playtime is concerned the New
Yorkers are ahead of last year. They
have piled up a surprising amount of ex-
tra and valuable revenue through re-

issues. Out of 15 houses in the Times
Square sector of New York, last week-
end 11 of them were featuring re-issues.

Local Drive Leader Joe Lee believes
that before this campaign is six weeks
old, the Metropolitans will be giving "no
end of trouble to Los Angeles, Boston.
Chicago and the other outfits that now
lead us.” And Joe doesn't mean per-
haps.”

•

DON’T say we didn’t warn you! Keep
your eyes on Ed Callahan’s Bos-

tonians. Those bean-eatei's will go great
guns this year. Bet 100 to 1, they’ll

finish the 18-week Drive with a percent-
age well over their 18-week’s quota

—

and, remember, no distributor’s Boston
office ever had the ambitious quota ours
has. But, it has anything but frightened
the Culturists; on the contrary, it’s

brought out more fight. Drive Leader
Sam Berg and his bookers have the
booking books black with playdates

—

and the future looms extraordinarily
bright for Boston. Again we say: look

out for Boston, you Nationals!

S
TAN MAYER’S Iowans are in there

pitching with everything on which
they can get their hands. And we don’t

mean that figuratively. Take the case
of Salesman Ed O’Neill: he came through
with a flock of playtime on K-4, K-5 and
K-6 short subjects that will come in

mighty handy. Drive Leader and Book-
er Evan Jacobs and his aides are not

only booking solidly, but selling repeat
runs and getting time for re-issue, with
exhibitors showing what Des Moines re-

ports to be a surprising interest in this

sort of bookings.

Samson's Buffalo Sees Great September LOWDOWN
SHOWS NEW MONTH
STARTS ZOOMS!

“this time I feel quite sure you will find

us in first or second place among the
International offices.” . And in his letter,

Bill proceeds to list the reasons for his

belief. Drive meetings are being held
every Saturday at the Toronto exchange.
Lionel Lester is holding down the book-
ing job, for Jim Powis is on the sick

list, and has been for some Lime. Good
luck, Jim, and regards from all your
many friends.

•
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SALlSOmiS
TN the Studio Supplement of

New Dynamo you will find
this week particularly impor-
tant news, regarding the prod-
uct. A half dozen branch man-
agers who read in the news-
papers of the suspension of pro-
duction activities in England be-
cause of the war threat, wrote
this department seeking infor-
mation on the status of the
British-made pictures antici-

pated from there as part of the
K-7 lineup. It was announced at

the convention and division man-
agers’ meeting that four British-
made specials could be expected
for K-7 release. The dilemma in

which the international situation

placed the British film men con-
fused the situation. But, again
the far-sighted production pol-

icy of Darryl Zanuck was ready
for just such an emergency. In-

stead of 24 pictures originally

allotted Sol Wurtzel for 1939-40
production, that executive pro-

ducer, who is well along on his

K-7 schedule, has been given 31

stories from which to select a

total of 24 pictures. That 28
plus Zanuck’s 24 brings the K-7
releases up to the total of 52,

which takes care of the present
situation. And added to the

Wurtzel K-7 lineup are such spe-

cials as “The Man Who Wouldn't
Talk,” “Law' West of I’ecos,”

“Earthbound” and “The City.”

•

ZANUCK Week will be the

most important event this

company will have celebrated in

years. That is indicated by the
enthusiastic letters coming to

this department from district

and branch managers, salesmen,
bookers, adsales managers and
many others. Up to Wednesday
New Dynamo had received a to-

tal of 534 letters from as many
employees in 37 branches, all

anxious to tell how pleased they
are with the opportunity of pay-
ing tribute to the industry’s No.
1 producer and what their offices

planned delivering during that
important stanza. That’s the

spirit. Let’s make it the week of

weeks. And you can do it. Good
luck to all of you!

•

THE Overseas organization

this week-end launches its

seventh annual S. R. Kent Drive.

War talks, threats, political up-
heavals, additional restrictions,

etc., etc. But are the foreign
branches discouraged? Not on
your life. Come what may in

Europe, you may rest assured
they will get the very last dol-

lar, even if they have to run be-

tween firing squads to land it.

We on this side are particularly

fortunate. Here we have peace.

Here we have understanding.
Here we have prosperity com-
pared with the economic situa-

tion in every foreign country.
Here we’re sitting on top of the

world. Compared with the job

some of those Overseas men and

women have at hand, our Drive
activity is a cinch!

JPHE Home Office “broke” down
in applause Thursday. Rea-

son ? “The Rains Came” was
screened for executives and de-
partmental heads. Here is the
GREATEST motion picture of
any day. We said that when we
saw most of it at the studio last
June. At that time the floods
and other spectacular sequences
were not completed. But what
we saw left no doubt that here
was one of the GREATEST PIC-
TURES OF ANY DAY—even
without those thrilling factors.
But with them it becomes THE
GREATEST MOTION PIC-
TURE. It starts where “Stanley
and Livingstone” leaves off. And
you’ll agree with that opinion
of the Home Office when you see
“The Rains Came.” And that
will be a matter of a few days,
for the negative reached New
York Thursday morning.

•

A NYTHING that affects busi-

ness abroad affects the do-
mestic organization’s responsi-
bilities on this side. That Mr.
Wobber clearly points out in his
informative message this week.
Production budgets are based on
universal revenue expectancy.
And anything that decreases
that expectancy affects us. And
particularly is that so when the
cry here in the U. S. and Canada
is for more big pictures. That
demand this company will meet
100 per cent plus. There is no
re-adjustment downward in our
K-7 production budget. It stays
as it was fixed in January. And.
with a curtailment of revenue
from abroad, due to the prevail-
ing situation, necessarily means
we in America must do an even
bigger job than that originally
entrusted us. There is no other
way out! And this is one field

force that never shirked a re-

sponsibility.

•

THE closer co-operation be-

tween adsales managers and
other members of the dollar de-

livery constitutes one of the
most constructive features of

the first fortnight of this Drive.

Out of this spirit is bound to

come not only a record adsales
delivery, but assuredly better

local advertising of the import-
ant K-7 product. Congratula-
tions—and thanks, says Nation-
al Adsales Director Ed Hollan-
der.

CLOSE, indeed, is the battle

being waged by the Southern
branches for district leadership

on K-7 sales. Memphis is first,

just seven points ahead of Dal-
las. But Atlanta trailed the
Texans by only two-tenths of a
point. Charlotte and New Or-
leans, however, have still some
distance to go before they can
worry that trio.

Toronto Hitls! Below are Harry Bailey and his

Toronto personnel which is out
with a bid for the Drive championship in the International
group—and bright and early, too. The Maple Leaf contin-
gent is piling up a reserve that will come in very handy and,
meantime, is building a Zanuck Week that should be as not-
able a triumph as any exchange in Ontario has ever effected.

WHAT a whale of a time to re-

issue “Dante’s Inferno,”
which co-starred Spencer Tracy
and Claire Trevor. But, the neg-
ative was destroyed in the Fort
Lee, N. .1., fire last year. We
viewed a print at the Home Of-
fice early this week and with
others we were surprised by the
timeliness of the story. It would
be a cleanup today.

•

BRENDA JOYCE is garnering
an extraordinary volume of

publicity in the nationally circu-
lated magazines and newspapers.
We measured space devoted to
her that came to our attention
and here is what we found: 44
pages in magazines, with 27
pages made up of pictorial lay-

outs, and some 173 newspaper
columns. Considering the fact
that Brenda will not publicly be
seen for the first time until “The
Rains Came” is released, this ad-
vance buildup is certainly sensa-
tional.

•

IIJASHINGTON is stepping
** high, w ide and handsome on
Drive activity and means to be
among the high
prize winners.
Sam Wheeler’s
office is doing
an especially

fine job and
building reve-
nue to an ex-
tremely high
level for Za-
n u c k We e k,

Sept. 1 7-2 3.

The three At-
lantic branches,
in tact, feel this is their big op-
portunity insofar as Drives are
concerned.

•
rPYRONE POWER and Anna-

bella had no easy time get-
ting back to this side of the At-
lantic from their vacation in
Europe. They arrived in New
York late Thursday. But, en
route they came down as the
Clipper could not proceed with
her schedule owing to bad
weather. They stopped off in
Spain, along with other west-
bound Americans anxious to get
away from the threatened war
scene.

•

ROY DEL RUTH who recently
finished “Here I Am a

Stranger” had gone on a vaca-
tion. He carried with him a
number of scripts and from them
he will select the next picture
he will direct for this company.
The assignment will be an-
nounced by Zanuck within the
next couple of weeks.

•
T\ON REED, one of the Field”

Adsales Representatives, was
in New York this week. He pre-
dicted that the adsales depart-
ment would set an all-time rec-

Don Reed

ord during this Drive. Surely,
with greater co-operation from
salesmen and bookers and with
a larger number of exploitation
productions, plus a greatly re-
juvenated staff, this record is

possible and will come in very
handy. So, good luck, boys.

•
“tMLMING THE FLEET,” the

latest Movietone Adventure
of News Cameramen, is as excit-
ing a reel as we have ever seen.
The commentary by Paul Doug-
las is very interesting and here
is a subject that brings added
distinction to the greatest short
subject producing organization
in the industry. Congratulations!

fpHURSDAY at the Home Office
-A- there was a special screen-
ing of “The Rains Came” for
the top offi-

cials. The lat-

ter have sel-

dom been as
e n t h u s iastic

about any pic-

ture as they
were over this

one. Meantime,
out on the
Coast arrange-
ments we re
being speeded
up for a press

p r evi ew d e-

signed to get
the production
national advance publicity.

E. P. O’Neil

OIX executives have been des-
ignated field leaders in the

Overseas Kent Drive which was
to get officially under way on
Sunday (Sept. 3). They are:
British Isles, Francis L. Harley;
Continental Europe, Benjamin
Miggins; Australia and New
Zealand, Clarence V. Hake; Far
East, Delbert Goodman; Latin
America, Edward F. Lomba, and
South Africa, Otto W. Bolle.

•
TjlROM the studio comes word

that in the past several weeks
Director Walter Lang has taker
some 300 tests of youngsters for
the role of Tytyl in Shirley
Temple’s “The Blue Bird.” But
no one has yet been selected to
play the role of the moppet. In-
cidentally, Jessie Ralph and
Leona Roberts have been given
roles in that production.

•
TJRANCHES whose Drive two-

weeks’ delivery leaders also
are setting the pace on Drive
advance are: Albany (Sliter),
Charlotte (Holston), Chicago
(Loeb), Cincinnati (Burkart),
Denver (Rennie), Des Moines
(O’Neill), Los Angeles (Robi-
son), Memphis (Baskin), New'
Orleans (Shallcross), Oklahoma
City (James), Philadelphia (Tol-
mas), and Pittsburgh (Inter-
rante).

,
The Latest

i SHOP i

I T A L K
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WE observe that titles are to

be given the individual re-
lease in the Vyvyan Donner
Fashion Forecast series. For in-

stance, the first one is entitled.
“For Going Places” and ex-
hibits practical styles for women
and girls of all ages and types,
that Miss Donner brought over
from Europe which she explored
last month. 9
TTIGHEST ratio of short sub-

jects sales to K-7 feature
product contracts continues to
find Edgar Moss’ Atlantics first,

with Ward Scott’s Midwest sec-
ond, Balk nee’s South third and
Levy’s Prairie fourth. Pittsburgh
is now first for total number of
K-7 short subjects contracts to
its K-7 feature product volume
—and remember the latter is the
best showing made by any
branch, for the Pii'ates are still

fastest when it comes to closing
their possibilities.

•

H ERE’S one for the books: A
certain salesman writes in

that we “help him out.” It seems
one night he sat

down with an
e x h i bitor h e

annually has
diffic u 1

1

y i n
sign ing. H e

took out the

Vyvyan
Donner

New Dynamo
Studio Supple-
m e n t and
started to sell

the exhibitor,
going p a ge
after page. The
deal was closed.
Then the ex-
hibitor spoke
up: “When will

you start send-
ing me a copy
of this jour-

nal?” The salesman said the
Studio Supplement was for dis-
tribution exclusively within the
ranks of the organization.
Whereupon the exhibitor re-
marked: “Suppose I subscribe?”
Now the salesman wants the an-
swer to that one.

•
A TLANTIC, Midwest and

Northeast are giving the
other districts something to
think about in the sale of
Movietone News. Wedged in
among that trio, however, is

Ballance’s South, which trails
Moss’ pace-setting Atlantic by
only 1 6 points. Difference be-
tween the K-7 sales pacing
West’s percentage on the feature
product and on News, in which it

is second, is 14.9. Between the
East’s two volumes it is only
8.3, and Central 12.3.

•

S
TANLEY AND LIVING-
STONE” has been entered

by European Manager Ben Mig-
gins in the prize competition for
the world’s best motion picture
at the Cannes (France) Film
Festival this week. If the con-
test was held (there was a
chance of its cancellation be-
cause of the situation abroad)
chances of “Stanley and Living-
stone” winning top honors were
reported to be exceptionally
good by film men in France.

•
/GENERAL Manager of Distri-

bution Herman Wobber is

expected back at his office in

New York early next week. He
was to attend the Drive meeting
at Denver on Friday and then
return to San Francisco, from
which city he planned flying on
Labor Day to New York. In the
meantime, Mr. Wobber not only
outlined the Drive meetings pro-
gram, but he also attended the
sessions at Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Salt Lake
City and Denver and negotiated
the sale of product to a number
of important Coast circuits.
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SIDELIGHTS
\ COMPARISON of the district leaders on K-7 sales

activities and on Drive results in the first two weeks
furnishes very interesting food for thought. Following,
for example, is a record of the branches that lead on
K-7 feature product sales and their status on the deliv-

ery end of the job as reflected in the first four weeks of
t*-e K
Sales

-7 season:
5-Week

Status Branch Delivery
1 Pittsburgh . . . . . . 32
2 Memphis .... . 27
3 Washington ... 2
1 Dallas 1 7
5 Atlanta .... ... 12
6 Salt Lake . . . . . . . 23
7 Oklahoma . 16
8 St. Louis .... .... 5
9 Philadelphia . . . . 25
10 Winnipeg . . . . . . . 31
1 1 Albany . . . . 3
12 Charlotte . . .

13 Minneapolis .... 31
1 1 Cleveland . . . . . . . 22
1

5

Kansas City ... 20
16 Boston . . . . . . 1

1 7 Milwaukee . . . . . . 13
18 San Francisco . . . . 6
19 Indianapolis .... 15

Sales 5-Week
Status Braneli Delivery

20 Denver 7

21 Cincinnati IS
22 New Haven 10
23 Los Angeles I

21 St. John 35
25 Seattle II

20 Omaha 36
27 Des Moines 31
28 Buffalo 29
29 Vancouver 26
30 Cortland 21
31 Detroit 9
32 New Orleans ... 28
33 Calgary 21
31 Toronto 19
35 New York 33
36 Chicago 8
37 Montreal II

TO MAKE the picture complete, here are the com-
parative standing's of districts on the various K-7

sales activities and on accumulated delivery, four weeks
in the total K-7 season, and two weeks on total Drive
delivery and on Drive advance rentals:

K-7 Shorts News District Tot;il News Shorts 2-Wks. Adv,
1 1 l Atlantic 1 I 7 5
2 3 3 South .... . . 7 3 9 5 3
3 2 Midwest . . . . 4 7 5 4 1

4 7 4 Northeast . . 2 6 4 1 8

5 5 0 Coast . . 1 2 3 2 7
6 4 7 Prairie . . 9 8 i 9 6
7 6 2 Mideast ... . . 6 5 2 6 it

8 9 9 Canada . .

.

. . 8 it 0 8 2
9 8 8 Great Lakes . 3 4 8 3 4

•
U4HE above comparative ratings are given because this

A is the best time in a new season in which all of us
can take inventory. We have gone through the first

month of that season and we have just about finished the

third week of the Drive. That the biggest weeks are
ahead of us no one can deny. But now is the time for
every branch and individual responsible for dollar de-

livery to take stock—of what must be done. It is the
future that counts; what has been done belongs to

yesterday.

FOLLOWING are the salesmen who Ere setting the

pace in their respective districts on accumulated two
weeks’ Drive delivery and on Drive advance rentals

ratings:
2-Wk. Delivery District Advance

Diamond Atlantic . . .

Lester Canada
Hallstrom Coast
Loeb Great Lakes
Blirkart Mideast
James Midwest . . .

Sliter Northeast . .

O’Neil Prairie

W. Miller South

. . . Norris
F. Scott
Dugan

MeCleaster
. Blirkart

. . . James
. . Wright

. . . Lyons
Hendrix

HISTORY will play quite a role in our K-7 super

specials, judging from facts connected with the

studio plans. “Drums Along the Mohawk,” a best-

selling novel, has a background of Revolutionary days.

“Brigham Young,” while dramatically biographical, will

necessarily concern the building of LTtah and that sec-

tion. “Little Old New York” will romantically and
dramatically concern itself with the troubles Robert
Fulton encountered before inventing the steamboat.
Then, of course, there is “Swanee River,” which will

have historical significance. And, let us not forget

the economically historical value of the present day
scene, “The Grapes of Wrath.” And, of course, then

there is the present smash-hit “Stanley and Living-

stone.”
•

ATLANTA’S Salesman Dick Fairchild distinguished

himself in splendid fashion a few days ago, accord-

ing to word sent on by Atlanta Local Drive Leader
M. W. Doris. The latter reported that Fairchild se-

cured a total of 200 feature playdates from the Cres-

cent circuit, which covers quite a few large towns in that

territory. And, remember, this volume came from
one man in one day. This gives you an idea of the great

work being generally done down at Paul Wilson’s

wide-awake Atlanta exchange, which hopes to win a

Drive championship for the third time. Atlanta won
two Drive championships in a row in 1934 and 1935.

•

NOTWITHSTANDING the threat of war, this week-

end the Overseas branches go into their seventh

Kent Drive with quota increases ranging from 10 to 20

per cent over their record deliveries. Mind you, we said

over their record Drive average earnings—and not

quota, which is something else again, for those earnings

averages were above quotas. And if the war clouds dis-

appear, the foreign lads insist they will get those boosts,

which gives you a good idea of their fighting spirit.

Good luck—and more power to you.

•

CHIEF Talent Scout Joe Pincus has penetrated more
unexplored circles for talent than any member of

his ever-searching clan. His wholesale screen-testing

of the handsome male attendants at the World’s Fair

in New York may be the means of securing several

future male stars for this company. And if there is

any real talent looking for an opportunity in your

territory, don’t hesitate communicating with Pincus,

care of the Home Office.

Talent Scout *10801111 Pincus

IN THE NEWS
NO END of encouraging news comes to this desk from

the field anent extraordinary measures being taken
to make Zanuck Week a historic event of lasting mem-
ory. For instance, from Sam Wheeler’s exchange comes
the note that indications point to a record week. And,
bear in mind, that when Washington goes about to do

a thing, it invariably comes true. What Washington
is doing is being duplicated in a majority of branches,

all of which refer in most enthusiastic terms to Zanuck
Week.

J
UST so that you will know why there is so much
hullabaloo over Vyvyan Donner’s models in her

Fashion Forecast series, New Dynamo herewith lists

the girls and the things for
Elsie Knox Ideal Ingenue
Mary Joyce Walsh. .Miss Florida
Susan Slaters. . . .Most Graceful
Dorothy Temple . Loveliest Hands
Joan Rovall ... .Cameo Features
Kay Nolan Miss Canada
Kathryn Stephens. .Junior Ideal

Evelyn McGuire Posters
Beverly Phalon .... Blonde Ideal

Betty Hapworth Fashions
Jean McHenry Brown Eyes
Nina MacDougal

Illustrators’ Ideal

which they are famous:
Beatrice Blaxton

Magazine Covers
Celeste Gheen . . .Most Versatile
Ruth Huff... Ideal Bride Model
Wynette Price

Famous “Smile-AdM

Wyn-Nell Russell . Perfect Model
Rosemart Lutz ... Designers’ Ace
June Cox Sports Ideal
Francine Counihan

Brunette Prototype
Evelyn Kelly Showgirl
Lillian Eggers . . . Billboard Girl

KANSAS CITY Salesman Charles Knickerbocker

made a dozen trips into Baxter Springs, Kans.,

without getting a satisfactory K-7 deal. Finally, one

day last week, Manager G. W. Fuller went there. He
was joined by Knickerbocker. But that day, hailstones

about the size of a baseball (proof to that effect in the

form of a newspaper clipping from the Kansas City

Star was sent by the branch) deluged the town. There
was no place for the exhibitor to go. So, writes Kansas
City Drive Leader Gus Kubitzki, the two pulled out

the Studio Supplement of New Dynamo, went through
the product analytically, turned to the illustrations,

picked out significant features in stores and finally got

the deal they wanted. And now the exhibitor wants
to know if he can get the Studio Supplement regularly.

•

MEETINGS during the Drive period are being held on

Sunday mornings at Ira Cohn’s Pittsburgh ex-

change. Each salesman and booker makes an ana-

lytical report of what has been done and what will be

accomplished in the following week. Pittsburgh Drive

Leader C. C. Kellenberg is personally offering special

prizes. One is for the greatest individual results ob-

tained on adsales over and above the accessories usually

used by the accounts. The other prize is for the booker
who obtains the greatest number of actual short sub-

jects bookings in excess of the K-6 record. Charles

plans to present the prizes at the branch’s usual Christ-

mas party. 9

BEN SIMON’S New Haven exchange has found a

means to reward all who help that office in stacking

up a prize-winning over-quota record on adsales. Writes
Earl Wright, local Drive leader: “At a Drive meeting
Saturday it was decided that in the event of this

exchange winning an adsales prize, 20 per cent of this

money is to be distributed to the office employees regis-

tering sales on the adsales chart. This should be a

great stimulant in adding to the sales of this depart-

ment. ^

S
OMETHING new in scenic backgrounds is being tried

out in the first release in the Technicolor Fashion

Forecast series. In this display of Fall styles, the

mannequins display their wares with the famous New
York Stork Club for background. The popular Jack

Entratter greets the girls. It is Producer Truman
Talley’s intention to stage future releases in places

equally as well known as the Stork Club. This will give

added interest to these immensely popular style en-

tertainments.

HIGHLIGHTS
KEEP your eyes on Eckhardt’s Chicago. That’s the

word that came from that office this week. Reason:
Bil Gehring and Eckhardt this week closed the Great
States circuit K-7 deal. The revenue from this chain
is highly important to the Chicago office and with dates
already set for the early releases, there is every reason
why the Breezers should view the rest of the Drive
with such genuine optimism. And Chicago believes,

sincerely so, that this year it will finish if not first, at

least second or third among the Nationals in the Drive
competition.

•

"STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE” is eliminating the

fear some branch managers had regarding ways
and means of offsetting the huge earnings from “Alex-
ander’s Ragtime Band” during the early weeks of the
1938 Kent Drive. In seven situations, reports show
“Stanley and Livingstone” accumulated rentals in excess
of those obtained last year on the Irving Berlin produc-
tion. From Chicago, for instance, came word that
“Stanley and Livingstone,” now in its fourth week in

the Loop, gives every evidence of necessitating a fifth

lap. All of which shows again what real showmanship
can do, for that B. & K. outfit certainly went to town on
that production.

•

WHILE the A. T. & T. did not get actively behind

“The Story of Alexander Graham Bell” on the

North American continent, the fact remains that tele-

phone companies in foreign lands are playing a major
part in the exploitation campaigns on that production,

which is meeting with generally good success abroad,
according to reports. For instance, down in Brazil.

Managing Director J. Carlo Bavetta reports, the tele-

phone company spent a huge amount of money directing

public attention to the Zanuck picture. The same tieup

was effectively used in Argentina and other South
American countries and in the Far East.

FOLLOWING are the ratings of U. S. branches on

Movietone News revenue averaged per print for the

K-7 season, as of Aug. 26, according to the official

records

:

1 Los Angeles 12 Washington •>•> Minneapolis
2 Buffalo 13 New York 23 Portland
3 Detroit II Chicago 24 Salt Lake City

4 New Haven 15 Boston 25 Atlanta
5 Seattle 16 Kansas City 26 Memphis
6 Philadelphia 17 Albany 27 Des Moines
7 San Francisco 18 Denver *8 New Orleans
8 Indianapolis 19 Dallas *9 Oklahoma
9 Cleveland 20 St. Louis to Charlotte

0
1

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

21 Milwaukee tl Omaha

•

PAUL TERRY, producer of the Terry-Toons, started

his career 25 years ago. Thus, this season carries

special significance and this fact should be borne in

mind by the field force, appreciative of Terry’s efforts to

furnish them with a cartoon series of which they can
be proud. The 25th year of Terry in motion pictures

also marks the 10th anniversary of the Terry-Toons.
Paul studied art at the famous Beaux Arts in Paris. He
started cartooning on a newspaper out in Portland,

Ore., and the next time you meet him at a convention
persuade him to tell you of his experience in those days.

They were very interesting days.
•

TALENT Scout Joe Pincus’ screen tests of college boys

who have been working at the World’s Fair in New
York produced no few surprises. Out of these tests

may come some new male talent, but that will rest

with the studio. The tests have been forwarded to

Zanuck for his consideration. Options on the services

of the lads, all handsome and some with a little the-

atrical expei’ience, have been obtained as a safety meas-
ure in case some of them are selected by the studio

for tryouts.

I
T is very encouraging to note the increased participa-

tion of film salesmen in the adsales job. Holston of

Charlotte, for instance, sold a total of $112 of adver-

tising material in the first several weeks of the Drive.

Sam Diamond of Washington, George Ebersole of Char-

lotte, Sam Lichter of Cleveland, Tom MeCleaster of

Indianapolis, Ted Scheinberg of Cleveland, Glenn Norris

of Washington, Austin Interrante, Jim Connelly and
Harry Gold of Boston constitute the top 10 salesmen
with the best adsales delivery contributions thus far.

•

AS fine a piece of newsreel editing and cutting as Home
Office workers have ever marvelled over was re-

flected in that Movietone News issue screened for them
Tuesday. We have reference to the pictorial resume
of European countries’ measures in preparation for

war. No wonder many exhibitors wired their congratu-

lations after being showered with praise from paying
customers.

•

LOOKS as if Jack Dillon’s Los Angeles means to pile

itself into those Drive prize-carrying berths as

early as possible. Returns from 31 of the 37 branches,

at press-time, showed Los Angeles had gone to first

place on Movietone News delivery. That’s rounding-

out a great job, for the Angelinos have been doing

a superior job on News for the past several seasons

—

and it is apparent that that will continue to be the

case. This looks like an out and out history-making

season for the southern Californians. So, don’t overlook

them in any calculation you may attempt in ascertain-

ing your Drive prize chances.
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ANGELS FLY UP TO

DRIVE NEWS THRONE
At press-time 31 of the branches in the United States and Canada had

communicated to the Home Office their reports of returns on Kent Drive

delivery on Movietone News for the second week of that campaign. And
those statistics showed Jack Dillon’s Los Angeles scoring another conquest

in Drive endeavor. By again beating quota they took first place.

Second week figures for Drive News delivery showed the same upward tendency on

the newsreel earnings as did the first stanza. Three branches went into the third week
with an accumulated News delivery in excess of quota. They were Los Angeles. Wilson’s

Atlanta and Gross’ Philadelphia.

The Angels outdistanced the Georgians at the end of the second week by exactly 3.7

points. However they led the Philadelphians by 5.4 points.

All of the Atlantic branches had been heard from. Only
Charlotte’s report was missing among the Southern offices,

with the Carolinians always formidable on News returns

and ranking third at the end of the first week. Therefore,

it is problematical to fix the second, third and fourth

place occupants in view of the absence of the Charlotte

report.

Another high-standing office, Salt Lake City, had not

been heard from.
Cohn’s Pittsburghers held the pace with which they launched

the News delivery Drive, according to their official report.

However, Huber’s Winnipeggers remained right at their heels,

SECOND WEEK
NEWS

Aug.
£6tli Branch (Manager)

Aug.
19th

3 Philadelphia (Gross) . . 5
0

. . 10

7 San Francisco (Ballentine) 9

8 Minneapolis (Podoloff) **

9 New York (Buxbaum) If

10 Vancouver (Patterson) 30
11 ('ineinnati (Grady)
1*4 Detroit (Sturm) IB

IB Washington (Wheeler) H
14 Cleveland (Sclnnertz) IB
If! New Haven (Simon) IT

It*. New Orleans (Lamlaiche) ... IB

17 Dallas (Beiersdorf) 21
18 Chicago (Eckliardt) 22
10 Kansas City (Fuller) 24
£0 Indianapolis (Landis) 25
£1 Boston (Callahan)
£2 Memphis (Young)
23 Albany (Grassgreen) ....
21 Toronto (Bailey)
£5 Montreal (English)
£<> Portland (Powers)

‘ Calgary (Skorey)
£8 Buffalo (Samson)
£0 St. John (March)
BO Oklahoma City (Clark)
B1 Omaha (Scott)

No reports received at press-time
from Charlotte, Denver, Salt Lake
City, Seattle, Milwaukee and Des
Moines.

with Ballentine’s San Franciscans showing in-

creased strength, but to the rear of Reingold’s

St. Louisans whom they topped at the end of

the first session. There is a difference of only

two-tenths of a point between the two. San
Francisco, though, did hurdle Podoloff’s Min-
neapolis which paced it a week ago. Four-
tenths of a mark separate the couple.

An important advance was bound to be cred-

ited Patterson’s Vancouver. The British Co-
’umbia outfit was 10th on basis of the 31

branches’ reports, one-tenth behind Buxbaum’s
New York which showed a little added strength

in this department.
Wheeler’s Washington seemed doomed to

show a place loss, having been nosed out by
Grady’s Cincinnati and Sturm’s Detroit.

Portland, Calgary, Buffalo, St. John, Oklahoma City and Omaha
seemed doomed to remain in the cellar positions.

John Dillon

SECOND WEEK
SHORTS

Powers’ Portlanders are giving Cohn’s Pittsburgh a stiff battle for ter-

ritorial leadership in the Kent Drive short subjects delivery race. That fact

was emphasized when reports of 31 out of the 37 branches had been checked

at the Home Office at the time this publication was being “put to bed.”

The Pittsburghers, retaining the lead they acquired through an enormous double-

quota delivery in the first week, are now only 5.2 points ahead of the Oregonians. In

getting into the runner-up post, the Rose City crew from the Pacific Coast hurdled

hurdled Grady’s Cincinnati, which stood fifth on basis of accumulated two weeks’ re-

turns on Movietone-Terrvtoon wares.

The report of the 31 branches found nine of them with

an accumulated fortnight’s delivery in excess of their

quota for that period of the short subjects effort which

carries a total of $2,000 in cash prizes. These over-quota

stars were: Pittsburgh, Portland, Washington, Los
Angeles, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Boston

and St. Louis.

Winnipeg was within less than five points of reaching quota.

Atlanta trailed the Canadians by 2.1 and headed Ballentine’s San

Franciscans by 8.3. Buffalo seemingly took it on the chin, but

Clark’s Oklahomans and Bailey’s Torontonians
took a spurt. The 31 officers’ figures rated

Oklahoma 15. while last week they ranked
33rd. They were just 1.4 points behind To-
ronto which ranked 22nd at the end of the

first week on shorts.

Patterson’s Vancouverans definitely quit the

cellar and it seemed as if Dallas had taken
over that berth, although Charlotte, which
was 36th last week, had not been heard from.
Memphis remained in the lower regions on the

basis of the second round’s delivery.

Dillon’s Los Angeles seemed to have made
the best jump among the leaders, for it was
10th a week ago whereas the 31 offices’ figures

ranked it fourth, 4.6 behind Wheeler’s Wash-
ington which also was destined for an advance.

There was no question about Edgar Moss’ Atlantics having held

district leadership on short subjects.

Aug. Aug.
£6th Branch (Manager) 19th

1 Pittsburgh (Cohn) 1

•» Portland (Power) ... 3

3 Washington (Wheeler) . . ... 0
4 Los Angeles (Dillon) .... ... 10

f> Cincinnati (Grady) ... 2

0 Philadelphia (Gross) .... ... ;>

7 Kansas City (Fuller) 1

8 Boston (Callahan) ... 8

9 St. Louis (Reingold) . .
. V

10 Winnipeg (Huber) ... 12

1 1 Atlanta (Wilson) ... II

1

2

San Francisco (Ballentine) . . 17

13 Buffalo (Samson) 9

1 1 Toronto (Bailey) ... 21
1 5 Oklahoma City (Clark) . .

IB New York (Buxbaum) ... 1 »

17 Calgary (Skorey) . . . £0
18 Cleveland (Sclnnertz) . . . . . . £3
ID Montreal (English)
2© New Haven (Simon) . 18

£1 Detroit (Sturm) ... £8
•»•) Chicago (Eckliardt) ... £1

23 New Orleans (Landaiche) ... £1

£ 1 Minneapolis (Podoloff) . . . . . £9
£5 Indianapolis (Landis) - . • ... £ 4

£0 St. John (March) . . . £5
£7 Albany (Grassgreen) .... . . . 30
£8 Vancouver (Patterson) . .

£9 Omaha (Scott) . . . 3£
30 Memphis (Young) ... 34
31 Dallas (Beiersdorf)

Missing at press time were re-

ports from Charlotte, Denver, Salt

Lake City, Seattle, Milwaukee and
Des Moines.

J. Patterson

K-7 SHORTS DELIVERY
Following is the standing of all branches, districts and divisions on accumu-

lated three weeks’ delivery on short subjects against three weeks’ quota, as of
August 19:

BRANCHES
Aug.
19th

Aug.
1 £th

8
9
10
11
1 £
IB
I I

Branch (Manager)

Pittsburgh (Cohn) 19
Portland (Powers) i<}

Cincinnati (Grady) £8
Washington (Wheeler) £
New York (Buxbaum) 1

Philadelphia (Gross) ££
Winnipeg (Huber) 5
Kansas City (Fuller) 33
Denver (Morrison) £4
»St. Louis (Reingold) 13
Atlanta (Wilson) 9
Los Angeles (Dillon) 18
San Francisco (Ballentine) ... 8
New Haven (Simon) 4
Salt Lake City (Walker) 15
Boston (Callahan) £7
Buffalo (Samson) £5
Des Moines (Mayer) 0
Seattle (Edmond) £3

Aug. Aug.
19th Branch (Manager) l£th

£0 New Orleans (Landaiche) ... 7
£1 Detroit (Sturm) 3
££ Toronto (Bailey) 11
£3 Calgary (Skorey) 14
£1 Indianapolis (Landis) 10
£5 Montreal (English) 1£
£6 St. John (March) 17
£7 Minneapolis (Podoloff) £1
£8 Cleveland (Sclnnertz) 30
£9 Omaha (Scott) £0
30 Chicago (Eckliardt) 30
31 Albany (Grassgreen) £9
3£ Memphis (Young) £6
33 Milwaukee (Lorentz) 3£
31 Vancouver (Patterson) 31
35 Charlotte (Longdon) 34
30 Dallas (Beiersdorf) 35
37 Oklahoma City (Clark) 37

DISTRICTS
Aug. Aug.
19th District (Manager) 12th

1 Atlantic (Moss) £
£ Mideast (Roberts) 8
3 Coast (— ) 3
4 Northeast (Bailey) 0
5 Midwest (Scott) 9

Aug.
19th District (Manager)
0 Canada (O’Loghlin)
7 Prairie (Levy)
8 Great Lakes (—

)

9 South (Ballance) . . .

Aug.
1 £th

1

. 4

DIVISIONS
Aug.
19th Division (Manager)

1 East (Sussman)
£ West (Kupper)

Aug.
1 £th

1

. . 3

Aug.
1 9th Division (Manager)
3 Central (Gehring) . . .

Aug.
1 £th

Following is the standing of all branches, districts and divisions on accu
lated three weeks’ delivery on Movietonews against three weeks’ quota, ns
August 19:

mu-
of

BRANCHES
Aug. Aug.
19th Branch (Manager) l£th

I Los Angeles (Dillon) . . .

£ Philadelphia (Gross) ....
3 Charlotte (Longdon) ....
1 Salt Lake City (Walker) .

5 Pittsburgh (Cohn)
6 New York (Buxbaum)
7 San Francisco (Ballentine)
8 Washington (Wheeler) . .

9 Winnipeg (Huber)
10 St. Louis (Reingold) ....
I I Minneapolis (Podoloff)
1£ Detroit (Sturm)

Denver (Morrison)
Atlanta (Wilson)
Cleveland (Sclnnertz) . . .

New Haven (Simon) ....
Vancouver (Patterson)
Dallas (Beiersdorf)
New Orleans (Landaiche)

9
1

1

10
13
31
14
15
17
10
18

Aug.
19th Branch (Manager)
£0 Milwaukee (Lorentz)
£1 Seattle (Edmond) . . . .

££ Cincinnati (Grady) . . .

£3 Chicago (Eckliardt) . . .

£4 Kansas City (Fuller)
£5 Indianapolis (Landis)
£0 Boston (Callahan) . . .

£7 Toronto (Bailey) . . . .

£8 Des Moines (Mayer) . .

£9 Memphis (Young) . . .

30 Albany (Grassgreen) . .

31 Portland (Powers) . . .

3£ Montreal (English) . . .

33 Buffalo (Samson) . . . .

31 Calgary (Skorey) . . . .

35 St. John (Marcli)
30 Oklahoma City (Clark)
37 Omaha (Scott)

Aug.
12th

19
£0

£1
£1

£0
£9
£8
30
3£
33
34
35
30
37

DISTRICTS
Vug. Aug.
19th District (Manager) 12th
1 Atlantic (Moss) 1

£ Coast (— ) £
3 South (Ballance) 3
4 Great Lakes (— ) 1

5 Mideast (Roberts) 9

Aug. Aug.
19th District (Manager) l£th
0 Northeast (Bailey) 0
7 Midwest (Scott) 7
8 Prairie (Levy) 8
9 Canada (O’Loghlin) 5

DIVISIONS
Aug.
19th Division (Manager)

1 West (Kupper)
£ East (Sussman) . . . .

Aug.
l£tli

Aug. Aug.
1 9th Division (Manager) l£th
3 Central (Gehring) 3

1939-40 ADSALES DELIVERY
Following is the standing of all adsales managers, branches, districts and

divisions on accumulated four weeks’ adsales delivery against 1939-10 adsales
delivery quota for that period, as of August £0:

BRANCHES
Aug.
£0th Branch (Ads. Manager)

Aug.
>th

19 Washington (A. .Miller)

Aug.
£0th District (Manager)
1 Coast (— )

£ Canada (O’Loghlin)
3 South (Ballance) . . .

I Midwest (Scott) . . .

5 Atlantic (Moss) . . .

Aug.
£6th Branch (Ads. Manager)

Aug.
19th

1 Dallas (Bandy) .... 1 £0 Detroit (Sturm)
•» .... 3 £1

3 Salt Lake City (Blasius) 4 ££ Charlotte (Lowry) . 30
1 Los Angeles (Young) .... 9 £3 Seattle (Thorpe) . 10
5 St. Louis (A. McManus) .... 15 £4 Albany (Lester) £5
B New York (E. McManus) .... II £5 Cincinnati (Kelly) . 18
7 Winnipeg (Smith) .... £ £B Milwaukee (lleiinbueger) . 31
8 New Haven (Weinstein) .... 8 £7 Indianapolis (Orscnigo)

. . . . £3
9 Calgary (Davies) 7 £8 Boston (Krivitsky) . £7
HI Philadelphia (Mint/.) . . . £1 £9 Portland (Fox) . £ 1

1 l Kansas City (Crawford) .... 5 30 Pittsburgh ( Yandcrgrift

)

. £0
1 £ . ID 31
13 Toronto (Glasier) 3£ Minneapolis (Clayson) .... . 3£

. 14 33
15 Atlanta (Hackney) .... .... 1£ 34 Oklahoma City (Whelihan)
IB Cleveland (Scott) .... 13 35 Omaha (F. Miller) . 31
17 lies Moines (Gold) .... .... B 36 Memphis (Gibbons) . 37
18 Denver (Givin) .... £6 37 Chicago (Monette) . 36

DISTRICTS
Vug.
9th

1

Aug.
26th District (Manager)
6 Mideast (Roberts)
7 Northeast (Bailey)
8 Great Lakes (— ) . .

9 Prairie (Levy) ....

Aug.
19th

I

9
8

DIVISIONS
Vug.
26th Division (Manager)
1 West (Kupper)
£ East (Sussman) . . .

.

Aug.
19th

. . 1

. . 2

Vug.
26th Division (Manager)
3 Central (Gehring) . . .

Aug.
19th
. 3
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MANY CITIES BIDDING FOR WORLD PREMIERES

b Oftcrs

PHILADELPHIA BOOKERS
ON JOB

MANY MAKE THE SAME REQUEST
Henry Fonda and Claudette Colbert are holding up an enlarge-

ment of a self-explanatory telegram sent to the studio by the mayor
of the city of Ilion, N. Y., and supervisor of the town of German
Flats, N. Y., seeking the world premiere of Zanuck’s Technicolor
pieturization of the best seller, “Drums Along the Mohawk.” Bids
for the world premiere on this production also have been made by
the cities of Syracuse, Utica, Rochester and Albany, N. Y.

SONJA HEAIE RETURNS
TO STUDIO

And the charming star of two K-7 specials was never happier to

|

set foot on the land of the truly free. She arrived in New York

|

Monday and following a day’s stay in the metropolis, accompanied

I

by her mother, she flew to Movietone City. There next week she

J

will prepare herself for her first K-7 special. “Everything Happens

|

at Night,” in which she will co-star with Ray Milland, borrowed
from Paramount. Her second vehicle is the late S. S. Van Dine’s
last story, “Shadows in the Snow.” Both will be radically different

from any vehicles in which Sonja has appeared in the past. “Shad-
ows in the Snow” will be started right after she has finished

“Everything Happens at Night.” Next winter she will again make
a tour of the country with a skating extravaganza and a company
of experts who will appear with her in her two forthcoming pro-

ductions.
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AUGUST 17. 1939

TWENTIETH CENTURY* FOX STUDIOS WON, N.Y

And very much so, judging from the note that accompanied this
photograph that Philadelphia’s Drive leader, Alfred Davis, sent
along. Philadelphia Manager Sam Gross believes “This IS the
year”—and this squad of bookers, with superb aid from the sales-
men there, are not missing anything that even suggests an oppor-
tunity. Left to right: Howard Smith, Gilbert Fleischman, Lillian

Rosentoor, Francis Kelly and John Bergin.

NOT A WAR SCENE! TYRONE POWER IN
LONDON, ENGLAND!

No easy time of it did the star have during his brief stay in the British metropolis. These scenes
were taken in front of two theatres where he made personal appearances. Tyrone and Annabella re-

turned to this country, via Clipper, arriving Friday in New York.
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ADSALES
RALLY MARKS

DRIVE
More Newsy Notes

From Hustling
Branches

ADSALES rehabilitation con-

stitutes a major feature
among the accomplishments of
the first two weeks of the Kent
Drive. That this has been no
accident is borne out by the fact
that adsales revenue will attain
huge over-quota proportions —
and that the most lucrative
weeks are those ahead. Last
year’s Drive adsales showing is

no concern of the department
in the current campaign that
Adsales Director Ed Hollander
and his field representatives,
Don Reed and Bill Caldwell,
guarantee will be "productive of
more than the 18-week quota.”
And this pledge is being given
material support in every ter-

ritory. Whatever has been done,
however, will be paled by the
much greater results that are in

the process of attainment.
•

rpHE Labor Day week-end en-
A ables the Drive crew that has
been making the Coast offices

this week to take a well-deserved
rest. Drive
leader M.
A. Levy, af-

ter the
meeting in

Kansas
City,
planned tak-
ing a plane
that was
scheduled to

arrive in his

home city,

Minneapol-
is, Saturday
night. He
planned
leaving the

latter city
on Monday and arrive in St.

Louis in ample time to start the
meeting there Tuesday morning.
Mr. Wobber, in the meantime,
was planning to return to his

office in New York. Western Di-

vision Manager W. J. Kupper
planed in to New York from
Kansas City Friday and was to

fly back West, to St. Louis, to

attend the St. Louis meeting
Tuesday morning. He will con-
tinue with Levy to Dallas, New
Orleans and Atlanta, returning
to New York next week-end.

•

S
CHMERTZ’S Clevelanders are

set to do the biggest busi-

ness their office has chalked up
in the month of September. With-
in a couple of hours after he had
been informed by Bill Sussman
that Mansfield, 6., Louis Brum-
field’s home city, would be given

a pre-release showing of the

picturization of the latter’s nov-

el, “The Rains Came,” next Sat-

urday, Manager Schmertz was
busy getting territory-wide ad-

vance publicity. The Cleveland

critics are taking unusual in-

terest in the affair and they will

probably make the trip to Mans-
field to “catch” the picture.

Bromfield is a favorite with the

Ohio newspapermen and he per-

sonally is planning on having
many of them as his guests at

the showing. Bromfield is most
enthusiastic over the studio’s

job on his best-selling novel.

But this Mansfield affair is only

one of many features of the

Cleveland September campaign.
Watch Cleveland this month!

•

MEMPHIS’ womanpower is

playing an important part

in Tom Young’s office’s extra

dollar delivery. Last week’s
honors went to Miss Jeanette

Halliburton who got a repeat
booking on “Kentucky” at the

Roxy in Memphis, and for the

volume of accessories she sold.

She sold a total of 4,000 rulers,

or $53 worth, in a single week.
Miss Evelyn Hammonds sold 11

Centrals Pilina It On! F°r
.

set,,nd

.
straight timesince

establishment of this division, the Drive leader has come
from its ranks and therefore the Centrals claim they have
an added reason for “wanting to again win the divisional
title. In any case, the Centrals, under these gentlemen, are
not overlooking an angle giving the Drive leader and their
I rairie district manager, M. A. Levy (second from right)
maximum support with the promise of a “record September.”
Left to right: G. T. Landis, Indianapolis; Jack Lorentz, Mil-
waukee; C. W. Eckhardt, Chicago; J. I>. O’Loghlin, Canada;
Bill Gehring; his assistant, Ted Shaw, the Drive leader,
and Lester Sturm, Detroit.

I

!

i I

i !.

AMERICAN PICTURES STILL
|

BEST GROSSERS OVERSEAS,

STATES W. J. HUTCHINSON

“Stanley and Livingstone” hats
to the theatre at Somerville,
Tenn., and 500 rulers to the op-
erator of the house at Belzoni,
Miss. Miss Irving Bryant sold
10 hats to Selmar, Miss., and 10
more to the Corning, Ark., ac-
count. Mrs. Lenore Hunter sold
20 hats to the theatre at Aber-
deen, Miss. The Wyse Owls are
leading the Baskin Beavers by
a score of 37 point to 24, the
former adding 15 points last

week, while the latter added 11.

The two teams are named after
Salesmen Nat Wyse and Irving
Baskin.

•

AT the end of the second week
of the Drive at Scott’s Oma-

ha exchange, team No. 1, which
is led by Salesman Gordon Hal-
loran, was in first place. Team
No. 3 (Ironfield) dropped from
first to second position, followed
by Team No. 2 (Berke). The
Omahans report a difference of

only one per cent between Hal-
loran and Ironfield. and 1.6 be-

tween the latter and Berke. Har-
ris Kuntzelman is high man
among office employees in dollar

delivery. However, Joe Scott
and his staff will feel much hap-
pier when the Central States
circuit is closed—and this is ex-

pected to take place soon.

|

ADSALES
J

|

SUMMARY
j

BEAT LAST YEAR
The following adsales managers last

week turned in revenue that was in

excess of that with which they were
officially credited during the second
week of last year’s Kent Drive, rating
being in order of percentage of in-

crease :

A. Miller Washington
E. D. Youngs
E. McManus New Y'ork
F. Lowry . . . Charlotte
L. Mintz
R. Heim .Milwaukee
M. Weinstein New Haven
\. McManus St. Louis
W. R. Lewis, Jr.. . . . . . San Francisco

OVER QUOTA
Following are the adsales manag-

ers who exceeded their quota during
the second week of the seventh an-
imal S. R. Kent Drive:
F. Lowry Charlotte
C. A. Rlasius Salt Lake
M. Weinstein New Haven
S. Glasier Toronto
J. L. Sturm Detroit
E. I). Youngs Los Angeles
PL 3VI. Gwin Denver
W. R. Lewis, Jr San Francisco
R. Heim Milwaukee
L. Mintz Philadelphia
A. McManus St. Louis
A. Miller Washington
E. McManus New York

FIRST DRIVE TEST
COMES IN ZANUCK WEEK

Continued from Page 3

ments definitely certain to take place in Mayer’s Des Moines and
Scott’s Omaha territories.

Jim O’Loghlin is personally commanding his Dominion’s cam-
paign for a record there for Zanuck Week and he is getting consid-
erable support. Central Division Manager Gehring was in Monti-eal
Thursday working with O’Loghlin and Manager Edward English
on the United Amusement deal. When this deal is set, the Mon-
ti'ealers’ strength will be bolstered almost 100 per cent.

Scott’s Midwest mean to be just where they are now on advance
when the figures for Zanuck Week are compiled. Reingold’s St.

Louis will be a powerful factor and is destined to put over one of
the richest over-quota weeks in history. Charles Clark’s Okla-
homans, first on advance among the Internationals, expect to paral-
lel that with leadership on accumulated delivery during that week.
They are getting remarkable exhibitor support, they report. Ful-
ler’s Kansas City awaited the Drive meeting to inform Drive Leader
Levy that insofar as that office was concerned “it would be up
among the biggest producers for that week.”
Western Division Manager Kupper, after a trip to the Coast

offices and Kansas City, believed his division would successfully
defend its divisional Drive delivery leadership against East and
Centra! during Zanuck Week. Extremely encouraging, too, were
the reports that came this week from Harry Ballance’s Southern
exchanges, with that district head anticipating abnormally big
things from all five of his well-prepared branches.

Wilson’s Atlanta and Beiersdorf’s Dallas were predicting “re-

turns that will come up to Mr. Wobber’s highest expectations.”

The Great Lakes, Bailey’s Northeast and Roberts’ Mideast were
developing big conquests for the week. Callahan’s Bostonians are
pointing their big guns to give what they believe will be a first-

place grabbing demonstration.
Eckhardt’s Chicago, Grady’s Cincinnati, Landis’ Indianapolis,

Dillon’s Los Angeles, Ballentine’s San Francisco, Landaiche’s New
Orleans, Schmertz’s Cleveland, Samson’s Buffalo and Simon’s New
Haven all forward evidence that lead to the belief that their

anticipated over-quota scores will play a major part in the expected

wholesale shakeup in branch standings in both groups.

In spite of the fact

that a good half of the
world has become an
armed camp, American
motion pictures are
holding their own in

foreign lands.

Walter J. Hutchinson,
Overseas sales director, de-
clared Thursday shortly
after his arrival in New
York from a studio visit

with other high-ranking
sales officials of the com-
pany for a series of confer-
ences with studio heads.

“The people of this country,”
Mr. Hutchinson pointed out,

“perhaps do not realize alto-

gether how much of the world
actually is at war today or des-
perately preparing for it. The
Far East is ablaze and Europe
trembles on the brink. At least

half the world’s population is at
war or awaiting the signal that
will set the armies on the march.

“But, it is a nigh-incredible
fact that Hollywood’s pi’oduct is

being exhibited in most of these
countries as of yore and that the
popularity of these pictures is

definitely increasing.
“Nothing so far has arisen,”

he emphasized, “to indicate that
motion pictures are not wanted
in these countries, no matter
what the particular situation

happens to be there.”
Two dramatic examples were

cited by the veteran in foreign
sales to indicate how much a
part of life American pictures

have become among peoples en-

gaged in a life and death
struggle.

AN EXAMPLE
In China, where vast stretches

have been laid waste and seized

by Nippon’s conquering legions,

American films are still eagerly
sought and shown wherever a
makeshift theatre can be erected.

“In all the bombings to which
the Chinese cities were sub-
jected, the film theatres did not
close. If they were wrecked by
a direct hit, a new theatre would
spring up overnight or if the
damage could be repaired quickly
enough a blanket was stretched

across the doorway and business
was resumed as before.

“In the retreat of the Chinese
forces up the Yangtse River
came an even more impressive
example of the hold that pic-

tures have taken on the Chinese.

A ramshackle theatre would be
established just back of the Chi-
nese lines and pictures shown
there even though the enemy was
but a few miles away, steadily
pressing forward.
“Again in Spain during the

war that ravaged the land, we
maintained offices both in Loyal-
ist and Franco territory. We
didn’t lose a man, thank heaven,
but they had many hairbreadth
escapes. They got along on the
pictures they had at the out-
break of hostilities but they ran
them so long and so often back
of the lines that the film was
almost completely worn away.
A picture say of 2,000 feet
would emerge with a footage of
200, they were used so often.”

FINANCIAL ENI)
From a financial standpoint,

Mr. Hutchinson said, motion pic-

ture revenues from foreign lands
are not as high today as they
once were. But that, he pointed
out, is due to depreciated cur-
rencies in terms of the dollar.

As an actual fact, he declared,
more people in foreign countries
see Hollywood pictures today
than ever before, rich and poor
alike, but the reduced standard
of their monies reduces the dol-

lar revenue to the American pro-
ducers.

Censors are still a headache
to the sales forces abroad, he
said, even in free countries. He
cited one humorous example by
way of illustration. In one of
the northern European countries,

one of the company’s pictures
was called into question by the
chief censor. He and Mr. Hutch-
inson retired to a theatre to see
the picture.

“But before our picture was
shown,” Mr. Hutchinson said,

“the censor asked the theatre
manager to run off a two-reeler
made in that country, in a nudist
camp. What I saw just about
made me blush and I don’t blush
easily. Yet the censor passed
this picture without a murmur.
“However, when ours was

thrown on the screen he ob-

jected to a scene which showed
the hero giving a policeman $5
to help him catch a train to

reach his dying mother. We had
to cut that out. The reason

—

policemen aren’t supposed to ac-

cept gratuities.”

America’s cinematic favorites

are usually favorites abroad as
well, he said. Shirley Temple is

as much an idol throughout the

rest of the world as she is in this

country.

I
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Here Are Adsales Managers Who Led I

in Various Accessories Distribution
j

Following are the branches
of accessories listed during the

Accessory
1 -sheets
3-sheets
O-sheets

and adsales managers
second week of the 1

Ads Manager

R. M. Bandy

who
Kent

led in the sale
j

Drive: '

Branch i

Dallas t

Dallas !

1 1-22 Window Cards F. Lowry . . Charlotte c

14x36 Inserts

R. M. Bandy

8x10 Stills Dallas
|

DeLuxo 11x14 Photos L. Mintz ... . . . .Philadelphia 1

Heralds \. Miller . .

1 -sheet Enlargement L. Mintz . . . . . . .Philadelphia
|

Fan Photos C. A. Rlasius Salt Lake 1

Paint Displays .... Des Moines
j

Cleveland !

10x00 Colored Enlg L. Mintz . . .
...Philadelphia

j
3-foot Standees D. S. Gold . . . . . .Des Moines !

Bumper Strips Jr.

.

. .San Francisco i

Bannerettes I). S. Gold . .... Des Moines !

18-inch Cut Ouls . . . .Des Moines
|

Hangers E. M. Gwin
Roses
O-foot Itanner 1). S. Gold . . .... Des Moines "

O-foot Displays I>. S. Gold . . .... Des Moines
|

Helmets . . . .New Haven c
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STARS ROYALLY RECEIVED HERE AND ABROAD

.J

At left, Miss Mavis
Paxton, daughter of
Showman John Paxton
of El Paso, is present-
ing' Linda Darnell with
a bouquet. Above, Mr.
Paxton and string ser-
enaders who greeted her
on arrival. At right,
Miss Darnell surround-
ed by her hostesses.

LINDA DARNELL GETS
OVATION AT EL PASO, TEX.

EL PASO, TLX.—Linda Darnell, who made a sensational debut
in “Lisa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women,” received another royal
Texas reception. This Texas beauty was serenaded, starred in a
parade and otherwise given a reception that El Paso has given
to no other movie star. The local newspapers front-paged Miss
Darnell’s brief visit. In fact, she stayed only two hours.

En route from a personal appearance and a reception in her
home city, Dallas, Miss Darnell was invited to meet the local folks.
She arrived at 6:30 in the morning. Hut that made no difference
to the folks here. They crowded the station.

Fifteen members of Chi Omega Sorority met her at the train
and served as hostesses during her stay. John Paxton, city man-
ager of the Texas Consolidated Theatres, was host. A string band
was on hand to welcome her. She was accompanied by her mother,
Mrs. Roy Darnell. George Hussey of Harry Brand’s studio pub-
licity staff also accompanied her.

She was hurrying back to the studio to prepare to appear in
“Daytime Wife,” about which she is understandably thrilled, for

she will play opposite Tyrone Power in this domestic comedy.
Later, she stated Darryl Zanuck will place her in the cast of
“Public Deb No. 1.”

She left El Paso at 8:30 a.m.—exactly two hours after her
arrival.

POWER,
HENIE BACK
IN U.S.A.

Tyrone Power, Anna-
bella and Sonja Henie
returned to the good,
old U. S. A. this week.
Accompanied by her mo-

ther, Sonja reached New
York on Monday morning
and, after a day in the me-
tropolis, flew to the studio
later in the week.
Power and Annabella (Mrs.

Power) arrived at Port Wash-
ington, N. Y., on Friday morn-
ing aboprd the Pan-American
airship, the Dixie Clipper, from
Marseilles, France.
The clipper’s trip across the

ocean was not the most pleas-
ant in view of the bad weather
it encountered, but once it left

Spain on its westbound flight,

it made the journey in sched-
uled time. Originally, Power
and Annabella were expected in

New York on Wednesday morn-
ing, but bad weather forced the
clipper to lay over a day in

Spain. It left Marseilles on
Monday.
The arrival of the stars was

good news to the studio officials

who were no little concei'ned be-
cause of the turmoil that has
been going on in Europe during
the past several weeks. How-
ever, fortunately, both had made
reservations for home weeks
ago, so no difficulty was encoun-
tered in obtaining accommoda-
tions for their return to this

country.
Power is scheduled to start

production on “Daytime Wife”
within the next two weeks. Lin-
da Darnell will play the fem-
inine lead. The rest of the cast
of this farce-comedy of domes-
tic strife is now being person-
ally selected by Mr. Zanuck.

Power’s presence in the me-
tropolis was expected to be the
means of obtaining publicity for
“The Rains Came” which will

be given its world premiere at
the Roxy theatre next Friday.
He is co-starred in that Zanuck
picturization of Louis Brom-
field’s best seller, with Myrna
Loy, George Brent, Brenda Joyce.

TRAFFIC STOPPED AS TYRONE POWER EXPLORES BRITISH METROPOLIS
Here are two scenes snapped in front of the Gaumont, Holloway (at left) and the Tivoli, Strand, in London. At both places Tyrone Power consented to make

a personal appearance., 1 he police had a time of it, too, for thousands congregated in front of the theatres and made traffic impossible. After a visit to Paris and
a stay with Annabella s folks, Tyrone Monday left Marseilles, France, via clipper with his star-wife, arriving in New York Friday morning.



STARS RETURN FROM THE CONTINENT!

|
DRIVE GROUPS

I SPUR RIVALRY

j
Grouping of the 37

' branches into National and

j
International divisions dur-

j
ing the Kent Drive has,

! indeed, spurred keener riv-

{
alries as many “feuds”

j
become evident.

Old-time rivals like Bos-

|
ton and Philadelphia,

j
Cleveland and Pittsburgh,

1 Omaha and Des Moines,

| New Haven and Albany,

j
Cincinnati and Indianap-

! olis, Minneapolis and De-

|
troit, Oklahoma City and

j
New Orleans, Los Angeles
and San Francisco, Kansas

|
City and St. Louis are

i watching each other closer
• than ever.

I

and Distributor

This picture was snapped at the

Head Office of the British organization

in London, England, during the visit

there of Tyrone Power and Annabella.

The accommodating Power, although

on vacation, spent most of his time
being interviewed, talking with cinema
operators and making several personal

appearances in the British metropolis.

He also found time to visit the 20th

Century studios there.

Above he is seen with, left to right,

Robert T. Kane, managing director of

20th Century Productions, Ltd., of

England; Maurice Ostrer, chief of

Gainsborough Productions, and Fran-

cis L. Harley, managing director of

the British Isles distributing organi-

zation.

The newspapers gave considerable

space to the visit of Power and Anna-
bella to London. The latter recalled

that it was at this company’s studio in

London that she appeared in her first

Technicolor production, “Wings of the

Morning,” with Henry’Fonda who re-

cently completed co-starring with

Claudette Colbert in “Drums Along the

Mohawk,” one of five Technicolor su-

per specials Production Chief Darryl
Zanuck will make available for world-

wide release during the 1939-40 season.

Producers, Star

Home City to See
6The Rains Came’

European Head of Movietone News Reaches X. Y.
Russell Muth, European Director of Movietone News (fourth from left), is met at the

pier by friends who have been associated with him for many years. He came here to confer with
Movietone Producer Truman H. Talley. He stated this company has some 200 men available for
service if war breaks out in Europe.

The company is paying an
unusual honor to Louis Brom-
field, whose best-seller, “The
Rains Came,” this company has
picturized and made into one of
the industry’s greatest achieve-
ments. The honor is in the form
of a pre-release showing of that
production in his home-town,
Mansfield, O. The showing,
which is scheduled for the Ohio
theatre there on next Saturday,
is the only one sanctioned to be
held before the national release

date, excepting that which will

mark its world premiere at the
Roxy in New York Friday.

Bromfield will personally at-

tend the Mansfield opening and
have many Ohio newspapermen
as his personal guests. He
viewed “The Rains Came” at the
studio and endorsed it, saying:
“This is my story and these are

my characters.”

These gentlemen are tops in
the three major divisions of this
industry, representing the cre-
ative force, distribution and ex-
hibition. But every inch a show-
man is each of these gentlemen.
The alert New Dynamo studio
cameraman was on the job as
this quintet was about to leave
Cafe de Paris prior to attend-
ing a screening of “Drums Along
the Mohawk,” one of Zanuck’s
five K-7 all-color super specials.
Left to right: Sid Grauman, Spy-
ros Skouras, Darryl F. Zanuck,
Herman Wobber and Charles
Skouras.

Sonja Henie Is
Greeted by Press
The metropolitan newspaper

cameramen turned out en masse
as each ship from Europe docked
at that port. When the Norman-
die docked she brought an un-
usual number of notables and
among them were Sonja Henie
(above and at left) and Movie-
tone News’ European Director
Russell Muth (centre, bottom).
But it was Sonja whom the

|

lensmen flocked to “snap,” as

j

the above picture shows. At left,

Miss Henie was photographed
while promenading on the ship’s
deck. With her was her mother.
After a day’s stay in New York,
they flew back to the studio
where Sonja shortly starts work
on the first of her two K-7 vehi-
cles. “Everything Happens at
Night.”

When Showmen
Get Together
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MOVIETONE CITY—(Friday)—The declaration of Hitler today found the studio prepared for

the situation that automatically increases the responsibility of the sales forces in the United States
and other foreign countries not immediately involved in European upheaval. The studio is prepared
to do its full share by adhering to the policy announced last week and concentrate entirely on the pro-
duction of bigger pictures exclusively. Production Chief Darryl F. Zanuck reiterated that the K-7
schedule will be intact and, instead of any curtailment, completion of the 52-picture output will be
speeded up.

”1

j

J

Vol. II New York, Sept. 2, 1939 No. 18

ALL 52 K-7’S FROM

MOVIETONE CITY!
Story on Page 2

JUST BEFORE THE RAINS CAME
An off-stage snapshot of Tyrone Power and Myrna Loy in an

exterior scene from Zanuck’s stirring pictui'ization of Louis Brom-
field’s best seller, “The Rains Came,” which will be given its world
premiere at the Roxy Theatre in New York next Friday. Camera-
man is following the stars’ every movement as Clarence Brown
(who is not pictured) directs the action. “The Rains Came” will

be given this company’s most elaborate day-and-date showing,
starting with the national release date, Sept. 15. Not only is this

Zanuck’s outstanding achievement to date, but it also furnishes the
company with a new feminine star in Brenda Joyce who plays the
part of Fern. George Brent is another co-star. Negative arrived
in New York late this week and was rushed to the laboratory to

speed up delivery of prints. Press-preview is slated for early in

the week at Hollywood.

Sensation From
South America!
None other than Carmen Mi-

randa, sensational hit of Broad-
way’s current musical comedy
success, “Streets of Paris,” who
was placed under contract by
this company last week. Inimi-
table and possessed of a magni-
ficent personality, Senorita Mi-
randa is South America’s No. 1

singing star. In what produc-
tion she will appear Zanuck has
not yet stated, but that will be
disclosed at the proper time.

j
"Scotland Yard"

Is "Uncensored"
,

j

MOVIETONE CITY — !

I The Zanuck production re-
jj

|
ferred to as “Scotland

j

|

Yard” has been definitely !

j

titled “Uncensored.” It is j

|
now in preparation and

j
= will go before the cameras !

|
within two weeks. Warner

{

j
Baxter, Jane Baxter and i

i Edmund Gwenn are the !

! only ones set in the cast
|

j
to date.

HOLLYWOOD GOES ON PARADE
Irving Cummings and Alice Faye made a happy director-and-star

combination while they were working, with Don Ameche, in the first

of this season’s five Technicolor specials, “Hollywood Cavalcade.”
This dramatization of behind-the-scenes happenings in Hollywood
during the past 20 years will be given an $11 premiere at the Four-
Star Theatre in Los Angeles on Sept. 29.

THE ROSS OF THE HOUSEHOLD?
But, in this scene from the Jones Family’s second 1939-40 comedy,

“Too Busy to Work,” Joan Davis settles that question with Jed
Prouty (Pa Jones). And observe the Chesterfieldian attire of His
Honor! Production on “Too Busy to Work” was to have been com-

|

pleted this week-end, the studio advised. The Jones Family series

again will include four releases this season.

STARTING DATES SET ON MORE PRODUCTIONS

!
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COMPANY WILL PRODUCE
52 PICTURES IN SPITE
OF SITUATION ABROAD!
STUD 10 GEARED TO MAKE THE

FULL QUOTA; 18 FINISHED

MOVIETONE CITY—While it was announced that this

company would release some four productions to be
made at its studio in London, regardless of the outcome
of the situation abroad, the firm will have 52 pictures for
1939-40 release. This fact was made known this week as
Production Chief Darryl Zanuck mapped out the “shoot-
ing” schedule for the remainder of this season. Zanuck
himself will personally produce 24 specials for 1939-40
release. In view of developments abroad and to indulge
no chance-taking, the studio has allotted some 31 stories
to the Wurtzel forces. From that he will make a total of 28
productions, which will bring the total up to the original 52.
Thus, whatever happens abroad can have no effect whatsoever on
the quantity of pictures 20th Century-Fox will release on the
Domestic market during the 1939-40 season.

fpHIS announcement is one of
-- several important ones made
concerning the 1939-40 activi-

ties of the Wurtzel units. Last
week in this publication was re-
vealed for the first time addi-
tional stories turned over to the
Wurtzel units to be made into
specials. It was also made
known that this company would
no longer make “B” pictures
and that the Executive Produc-
er’s efforts were to be concen-
trated on the Jane Withers,
“Charlie Chan,” “Jones Family”
and new “Cisco Kid” series and
specials with important “name”
casts and based on outstanding
stories and plays.

•

S
O THAT the world-wide dis-

tributing organization may
have a definite idea of the ma-
terial placed at the disposal of

Wurtzel, in addition to the four
with Jane Withers, four “Chans,”
three “Cisco Kids” and four
“Jones Family” vehicles, the fol-

lowing list of story properties,

from which he will select his

specials, with the completed ones
marked with an asterisk, is pre-

sented:
“20,000 Men a Year”
“Earthbound”
“Law West of Pecos”
“Man Who Wouldn’t Talk”
“The City”
“Three Blind Dates”
Peter B. Kyne story
James Oliver Curwood story

*“Stop, Look and Love”
*“The Escape”
*“Heaven with a Barbed Wire

Fence”
“The Simple Life”
“Living High”
“No Man Is Safe”
“Hold Me Tight”

•

THE future status of British

production on the 1939-40

slate, insofar as this company is

concerned, will be determined
within the next month. How-
ever, obviously, developments
abroad will have an important
effect. Governmental restric-

tions, necessitated by the war
threat, make production vir-

tually impossible insofar as the

universal scope is concerned. But
British Executive Producer Rob-
ert T. Kane, who conferred with

President S. R. Kent in New
York this week, and who
will come out here for con-

ferences with Chairman of

the Board Joseph M. Schenck
and Zanuck, reportedly is very
optimistic about the situation in

Europe. But, until it clears com-
pletely so that normal produc-

j

"Uncensored" Is

j Set for Cameras
|

i

!

I

i

I

i

I

I

i

!

j

MOVIETONE CITY — !

Everything was being
j

made ready to send “Un-
j

censored,” formerly titled I

“Scotland Yard,” before
j

the cameras within the
j

next few days.
A dramatization of one I

of the world’s greatest in- I

stitutions, this production
]

rates with Zanuck’s ven- I

ture of several years ago.
j

“Lloyds of London.” Al- i

fred E. Werker, who di- !

rected “Adventures of
j

Sherlock Holmes,” will di-
j

rect.
1

Warner Baxter heads
j

the all-star international
j

cast which includes Jane !

Baxter and Edmund j

Gwenn, British screen and i

stage stars, who have been 5

imported for major roles.

tion activities may be resumed,
the company is affected.

•

THEREFORE, rather than
gamble with a situation that

is not of their making or that
can be remedied by them, the
production officials have decided
to indulge in the past. This step
is being taken to avoid confusion
in the future and so that the
sales organization may proceed
now with the knowledge that a
minimum of 52 productions will

be made available to K-7 ac-
counts, regardless of what comes
out of the international squab-
ble. When the normal produc-
tion schedule in England will be
resumed depends, of course, on
the verdict of the British gov-
ernment, which in its determina-
tion to be prepared for anything,
has commandeered all public
utilities such as power, etc.

•

MONTY BANKS, director of

the Grade Fields pictures,
is still at the studio. Kane is

expected here within the next
few days. Banks brought with
him the negative and a print of
Miss Fields’ first picture for this

season, “Shipyard Sally.” Her
second vehicle has already been
selected, but “shooting” will

have to wait until the situation
abroad is cleared. Recently, the
British 20th Century-Fox stu-
dios completed several pictures
which are in the cutting rooms
there.

i THE 1939
ZANUCK

1

—

The Rains Came
2

—

Drums Along The Mohawk (t)
3

—

Hollywood Cavalcade (t)
4

—

Swanee River (t)

5

—

Mark Of Zorro (t)

6

—

Grapes Of Wrath
7

—

Brigham Young
8

—

The Blue Bird (t)
9

—

Stanley And Livingstone
10

—

Little Old New York
11

—

Say It With Music
12

—

Everything Happens At Night
13

—

Shadows In The Snow
14

—

Lady Jane
15

—

Daytime Wife
16

—

Here I Am A Stranger
1 7

—

Uncensored
18

—

The Postman Walks Alone
19

—

Johnny Apollo
20

—

Hctel For Women

21—

Dance With The Devil
22

—

Sherlock Holmes
23

—

Public Deb. No. 1

24

—

White Lady Of The Orient

Note: (t) In Technicolor.

40 SLATE

|

WURTZEL
1

—

20,000 Men A Year*
2

—

Earthbound
3

—

Law West Of Pecos
4

—

Three Blind Dates
5

—

Man Who Wouldn’t Talk
6

—

Peter B. Kyne story
7

—

James Oliver Curwood story
8

—

Heaven With Barbed Wire Fencef
9

—

Stop, Look And Lovef
10

—

The Escapef
11

—

Simple Lifet
12

—

The City*
13

—

Untitled

4 Jane Withers***
4 Charlie Chans£
4 Jones Family§
3 Cisco Kid stories**

Notes: (*) Shooting. (f) Completed.
(***) Two finished, third shooting. ($)
Two finished, one preparing. (§) Two have
been completed, one preparing. (**) First

“Cisco Kid” story goes into production
later this month.

“OLD NEW YORK” STORY DIFFERS

COMPLETELY FROM SILENT PLAY

11/rOVIETONE CITY — The
-L” new script for the Zanuck
version of “Little Old New
York” changes the story com-
pletely from the original. This
fact was revealed this week by
Director Henry King as he was
applying finishing touches to
plans to start production next
week. In the new version of
“Little Old New York.” the story
is being made into a historical
drama centered around the des-
perate struggles Robert Fulton
endured in building the first

steamboat, the Clermont, in

1807. This was a minor incident
in the silent picture. Building
the Clermont, what with the
tremendous increase in labor
cost in the past 132 years, in-

volved an expenditure consid-
erably greater than the first

steamboat.

Director king is especially

enthusiastic over “Little Old
New York.” He is confident
that it will develop into an at-

traction that will come up to
Zanuck’s high-
est expecta-
tions and the
production head
has placed it

right among the
first 10 on his

list of 1939-40
vehicles. In box
office value,
Zanuck places it

in the class with
“The Rains
Came,” “Drums
Along the Mo-
hawk,” “Holly- Henry King
wood Caval-
cade,” “Grapes of Wrath,”
“Brigham Young,” “Stanley and
Livingstone,” “Swanee River”
and that type. The cast of prin-
cipals in “Little Old New York”
reflects the magnitude of this
undertaking. It has been about
a year in preparation.

•

Alice faye, who has just

completed a vacation in

New York, will play the part of

innkeeper, barmaid, bouncer and
house detective at the Bull’s

Head Tavern on New York’s
waterfront. Robert Fulton, the

Henry King

inventor, will be portrayed by
Richard Greene. Fred MacMur-
ray, borrowed from Paramount,
will play the role of a two-fisted
shipbuilder. Others in the cast
of “Little Old New York” are
Brenda Joyce, who already has
completed appearances in two
productions yet to be released,
“The Rains Came” and “Here I

Am a Stranger”: Andy Devine,
Charles Coburn and others.

•
ITrtNG, with Assistant Direc-

tor Robert Webb, Camera-
man Edward Snyder and James
Hayden, spent about two weeks
along the Hudson river filming
background scenes for “Little
Old New York.” Meantime, here
at the studio carpenters and
others were busy completing re-

productions of the metropolis in

the early days. It is expected
that “Little Old New York” will

take several months to film.

The screenplay is one of the
best written on this lot and
that is significantly important
when one considers the high
praise lavished on writers who
have adapted such notable
works as “The Rains Came,”
“Stanley and Livingstone,”
“Drums Along the Mohawk,”
“Swanee River,” Maeterlinck’s
“The Blue Bird,” “Brigham
Young,” “Grapes of Wrath,”
“Hollywood Cavalcade,” “Un-
censored” (formerly titled
“Scotland Yard”) and others.

•

S
ELECTION of Henry King to

direct “Little Old New
York” has attracted much at-

tention particularly among ex-

hibitors. This is apparent from
letters received at the studio.

Exhibitors are showing an in-

creasing interest in directorial

assignments. And, evidently,

they are not unmindful of the
fact that in the last several sea-
sons alone King has turned out
such smash hits as “In Old
Chicago,” “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band,” “Jesse James” and
“Stanley and Livingstone.” But,
King himself sincerely believes

that “Little Old New York” is

the greatest assignment he has
yet received. This is extremely

|

encouraging.

Movietone city—

T

he stu-
dio attaches were breathing

easier and were much happier
when word reached here that
Sonja Henie, having arrived
from Europe in New York on
Monday, was flying here later in

the week, and that Tyrone Power
and Annabella were arriving via
Clipper at Port Washington,
N. Y., Friday morning. Power
and Annabella will proceed di-

rectly to the studio. Power is

scheduled to start “Daytime
Wife,” with Linda Darnell and
others, within the next several
weeks.

•

THE studio air-expressed the
negative of “The Rains

Came” to New York this week.
In fact, it
should have ar-
rived t h ere
Thursday
morning at the
latest. Mean-
time, here on
the Coast ar-
range ments
were being
made for the
press preview.
“The Rains
Came” is not to
be shown until

after that
press -preview,

Mr. Wobber wired New York
from here over the week-end.
He believes it is the greatest mo-
tion picture ever produced and
so will you.

•
T INDA DARNELL, fresh from
*4 personal conquests in her
home state, Texas, is getting
ready for her next important as-
signment. And rightly she is

thrilled, for she will play the
romantic lead opposite Tyrone
Power in "Daytime Wife.” This
is a doubly happy assignment for
Linda, for she will be directed by
the man who megaphoned “Elsa
Maxwell’s Hotel for Women” in
which she made her widely
praised debut. Gregory Ratoff is

that director.

REPORTS from the “Swanee
River” location, up in the

Sacramento river valley, indi-
cate Director Lanfield is right on
schedule. Andrea Leeds had a
narrow escape from serious in-
jury, but she is very much on
the job. Troupe will be up there
for several weeks and then re-
turn here to make the interior
sequences. Don Ameche heads
the male contingent.

•

M UCH excitement on the lot

as “20,000 Men a Year” went
into production. This is a par-
ticularly timely subject and
should be one of the most excit-
ing vehicles to come from the
Wurtzel unit. Randolph Scott
had the male lead, with Mar-
garet Lindsay playing opposite
him. Preston Foster, Mary
Healy and Kane Richmond also
are in the cast.

•

THERE have been many huge
sets built on this lot, but the

replica of New York in other
days for “Little
Old' New
Yor k,” has
made a new
record for size,

the studio
stated this
week. The set
covers 30 acres
and shows,
f mong other
things, the old
B u IPs Head
Tavern, the
Custom House,

St. Paul’s church, etc.

Shirley Temple

Don Ameche
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‘MAN WOULDN’T

TALK’LEADS NAMED;

READY FOR CAMERAS

Movietone city — when
Executive Producer Sol M.

Wurtzel selected Lloyd Nolan
to play the title role in “The Man
Who Wouldn’t Talk” he com-
pleted a three months’ search
that at times seemed doomed to
failure. Nolan will play the part
of a man being tried for mur-
der and who refuses to disclose
his identity, preferring to face
the electric chair rather than to

|

break his silence. “The Man
Who Wouldn’t Talk” is based on
“The Valiant,” written by Hoi-

J

worthy Hall and Robert Middle-
man. Originally, it was made
some 10 years ago by this com-
pany. In fact it was one of
the first talking ventures on
which this studio embarked. It

also marked the screen debut of
Paul Muni.

0

AN INTENSELY dramatic
story, “The Man Who

Wouldn’t Talk” becomes one of
Wurtzel’s major specials for
1939-40 release, comparable with
“20,000 Men a Year,” “Earth-
bound” and “Law West of
Pecos,” all “A” productions car-
rying heavy budgets and con-
tributing to make this the most
important season in the career
of the Executive Producer. Pro-
duction on “The Man Who
Wouldn’t Talk” starts next
week, with the director sched-
uled to be selected this week.
Robert Ellis and Helen Logan
have written the up-to-date
screenplay. Nolan was signed
after he ended a long-term con-
tract with Paramount in order
to freelance.

#

J
EAN ROGERS, one of the

most promising young dra-
matic actresses, will play the
romantic lead opposite Lloyd
Nolan. Miss Rogers has been
drawing splendid notices from
the critics and her “fan” mail

j

has been rocketing in furious
fashion in the past several
months. She has been carefully
brought along, and has been
seen in several productions al-

ready either released or screened
at the Domestic branches. Mae
Marsh, the silent picture star,

has been given a character role

in “The Man Who Wouldn’t
Talk.” Miss Marsh, who was
recently given a long-term con-
tract, recenly impressed the
studio ofticials who glimpsed her
in a dramatic sequence in

“Drums Along the Mohawk.”

S
TUDIO is making tests of

males with comic ability to

play the title roles in “Three
Blind Dates” which had been
originally planned to feature the

Ritz Brothers. The latter have
been loaned to another company,
thus completing their contract
with this studio. Their next ap-
pearance in the Jane Withers
starring vehicle, “Pack Up Your
Troubles.”

0

THE CITY,” another of Wurt-
zel’s productions for 1939-

40, goes into production a week
from Monday (Sept. 11). This
is an original story by John
Larkin and represents Ricardo
Cortez’s most important assign-
ment since he was given a chance
to direct pictures. Latest im-
portant addition to the cast of

“The City” is C. Aubrey Smith,
the veteran character star, who
is currently winning world-wide
praise for his performance in

the Technicolor production of

“Four Feathers.” The rest of
the cast for “The City” is ex-

pected to be rounded up in

ample time to start rehearsals

some time early in the coming
|

week.

THREE MORE START;
PRODUCTION SPURTS

IMPORTANT PRODUCTION FACTS
This week announcement was made that the third

release in the “Chan” series would be “Charlie Chan in
Panama,” followed by “Charlie Chan on the Orient
Express.”

Hinting the tremendous interest in the screen treat-
ment of John Steinbeck’s current best-seller, “The
Grapes of Wrath,” is the request of picture magazine
editors that they be permitted to have their own staff
photographers on the set to “shoot” still pictures of
the story as this studio will present it. Three different
magazines have made the request.

Within the next week, casting on “Everything Hap-
pens at Night” will have been completed.
The same technical staff that worked with Gregory

Ratoff when he directed “Wife, Husband and Friend”
will labor on “Daytime Wife” that he will direct.

Norman Foster has been assigned to direct “Charlie
Chan in Panama” which will be started early in October.
John Larkin and Lester Ziffren have written the screen-
play.

j
"20,000 Men A Year" Is j

J

Second Cosmopolitan K-7
j

|
MOVIETONE CITY—Announcement was made

j

j

Friday that "20,000 Men a Year” will be the sec-
j

I ond Cosmopolitan production for 1939-40 Do- !

|
mestic release. Director Alfred Green started

|

i “shooting” this week. Following is the cast lined i

! up for this special by Executive Producer Sol M. !

|
Wurtzel: Randolph Scott, Margaret Lindsay,

j

j

Preston Foster, Mary Healy, Robert Shaw, Maxie
j

! Rosenbloom. George Ernest, Kane Richmond and !

|
others.

MOVIETONE CITY—Three more productions officially went before the cameras this week. Zanuck’s third
Technicolor special, “Swanee River,” is in work in the Sacramento, Cal., river valley. Also in production is “20,000
Men A Year.” Ricardo Cortez started “The City.”

Next week two more Zanuck specials are scheduled to be started. They are “Daytime Wife” with Tyrone Power,
Linda Darnell and others, and the fourth Technicolor vehicle for 1939-40 Domestic release, Maeterlinck’s “The Blue

Bird,” starring Shirley Temple.
A week from Monday is the date set to start

“Everything Happens at Night,” starring Sonja
Henie, with Ray Milland and others.
A few days later production will get under

way on “Little Old New York” and “Uncen-
sored,” the latter being based on the play, “Scot-
land Yard.”
With the treatment for every Zanuck 1939-40

special completed and approved, the production
chief is speeding up his “shooting” schedule. This week
he announced that he will place beefore the cameras a
total of eight productions and add at least four more
in October.
“The Grapes of Wrath” will be tackled as soon as

John Ford has finished with “Drums Along the Mohawk”
which is now in the cutting rooms. About the same
time work will be undertaken on the important “Brig-
ham Young.”

“THE BLUE BIRD” NEXT WEEK
World-wide interest is attached to the start of “shoot-

ing” next week on “The Blue Bird.” Several major
roles had yet to be filled this week, but these will be
cast before next Wednesday when grinding will actu-
ally start.

Nigel Bruce and Laura Hope Crewes, both of whom
appear in “The Rains Came,” were added to the cast
which already includes Shirley Temple, Nancy Kelly,
Sybil Jason, Gale Sondergaard, Johnny Russell, Spring
Byington and Eddie Collins.

The same combination that made Shirley’s first all-

color picture, Associate Producer Gene Markey and
Director Walter Lang, have been assigned the task of
turning out the picturization of Maurice Maeterlinck’s
world-famous “The Blue Bird.”

“SWANEE RIVER” IS STARTED
Two more Technicolor specials will be in production

at the same time, for “Swanee River” is under way
right now.
A company of 100 stars, players and technicians are

in Sacramento working on “Swanee River” which Sid-
ney Lanfield is directing’. The troupe is expected back
here late next week, confining its activities in the Sacra-
mento river valley to filming exteriors. With the com-
pany went Don Ameche and Andrea Leeds, who will
carry the chief romantic roles.

The famous Hall Johnson choir was engaged this
week. While “Swanee River” will deal with the tragic
life of Stephen Foster, it will also dramatize the rise of
minstrels to an important, if temporary, place in the
world of amusement. A1 Jolson plays the famous min-
strel man, Christie, who first sang and publicly intro-
duced the Foster melodies.
“The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk,” based on the stage

play by Holworthy Hall and Robert Middlemass, is

also scheduled to be tackled within the next fortnight,
with Executive Producer Sol M. Wurtzel producing.
Lloyd Nolan has the title role.

THREE EXCITING MOMENTS FROM
“DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK”
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|

Six Associate Producers Helping Make Screen History!

Nunnally Johnson Harry Joe Brown Raymond Griffith Kenneth Macgowan Gene Markey John Stone

LOWDOWN ON SCREEN’S
MARCH TO THE EAST
MOVIETONE CITY—As far as the movies are con-

cerned, the Wild West is moving eastward. Time
was when Hollywood boasted that it could reproduce
any type of territory, virgin or otherwise, right in its

own backyard. But they are finding more and more
that they have to take companies on location east of

Hollywood in order to accomplish that now. The fron-

tier seems to have hit the Pacific Ocean and is now
taking a bounce back in the direction of the Atlantic.

Two years ago this company first started prepara-
tions for the production of the Technicolor film, “Drums
Along The Mohawk,” which co-stars Claudette Colbert
and Henry Fonda. The story deals with the Revo-
lutionary War days in the Mohawk Valley of New
York State which, in those days, was the Western
frontier.

WHAT the studio needed in the way of background
was fallow, tree-covered land, forests and streams,

and large expanses of territory that looked as though
it had been untouched by man. The files of the loca-

tion department, which are continually kept up to date,

revealed that the nearest place that answered that de-

scription was somewhere in Utah. Accordingly, more
than 300 people under Director John Ford entrained
for Cedar City, Utah. Beside all of the necessary
technical crew, hairdressers, wardrobe people, makeup
men and representatives of every studio department,
there were such players as Claudette Colbert, Henry
Fonda, John Carradine, Eddie Collins, Roger Imhof,
Kay Linaker, Ward Bond and about 65 other actors
and actresses.

•

WHEN the train pulled into the Cedar City station,

the entire company was unloaded and put into

busses and cars and shipped 40 miles away on top of

a mountain. That was the last they saw of any town
until a month later when they came down the mountain
again to catch the train home. The type of country
they found at an elevation of 11,000 feet where they
camped up in the Wasatch Range fitted the script

requirements perfectly. It was all very good land,

but wild and absolutely untouched by man. It was
than that most of them realized why these outdoor
scenes for “Drums Along The Mohawk” could not
have been filmed closer to Hollywood.

•

THE strange part about all of this is that the motion
picture industry was originally located in Holly-

wood for the very reason why a lot of them have to

leave it every now and then. The original film pro-
ducers found on the Pacific Coast an ideal spot for
every type of production. First, there was the sun-
shine all year round. If they wanted snow scenes
they had only to go up in the mountains not very far
from Hollywood. There were large stretches of coun-
try of every type, from verdant valleys to arid deserts,
which were readymade sets for the asking all within a
few hours drive. -

THAT was the age of the outdoor picture—the West-
ern, mainly, which still enjoys great popularity

to this day. There was also the San Fernando Valley,
just over the Hollywood hills, which offered still fur-
ther variety. In this countryside for many years
motion picture producers have pictured the frontier
lands of every age. If it weren’t for a little bit of
rain at an unpropitious moment, Arizona might now
be the motion picture center of the world. That was
when Cecil B. De Mille and Jesse Lasky first trekked
West from New York to enter the picture business.

•

WITH them was their original production group, most
of whom had never been West, including their

first star, Dustin Farnum. Their original intention
had been to get off and start their company some-
where in the neighborhood of Flagstaff, Arizona, which
sounded like a good enough place in which to film

such a picture as “The Squaw Man.” When the train

j

got to Flagstaff, the troupe disembarked. There was
a drizzling rain, and it was cold and gloomy. Having

J

just come from busy New York, this wide stretch of
Nature bathed in gloom didn’t strike them very well,
and after a hasty consultation they decided to get on
the train and keep going until they hit a more likely
place.

•

THEY didn’t get off until they got to the end of the
line at Los Angeles, and in that vicinity, which was

saturated in sunshine, they found the type of wild
country they needed for their film. The first studio
which they established was at what is now one of the
busiest intersections in Hollywood. At that time it

was an orange grove which was reached by a rutted
road lined with pepper trees. The motion picture
industry grew in the ensuing years, and with its

growth came hordes of tourists and new settlers.
Thousands of new homes were built. New farms were
cultivated. New paved roads went in, and many small
settlements grew up into good sized towns.

•
T ITTLE by little, movie producers found that they had

to travel farther and farther to get the right type
of scenery for their rugged frontier pictures. Not
many years ago, a good deal of “Drums Along The
Mohawk” might have been filmed up in the San Ber-
nardino mountains around Big Bear and Arrowhead
lakes. But now these places have become well visited
summer resorts. Although there is a lot of beautiful
natural scenery there, it isn’t now in big enough
stretches to fill the demand that the present script
requires.

ONE of the most peripatetic directors is Henry King
who, in years of service, is one of the oldest in the

game. Getting ready to film "Little Old New York”
for 20th Century-Fox, King traveled to New York
State to film scenes on the upper Hudson River. Last
year he took an entire troupe to Missouri to film most
of the production of “Jesse Jamse.” “Fifteen or 20
years ago we would never have thought of making such
trips,” King said. "For that type of scenic background
we would have stuck close to the Hollywood home base,
particularly for the ‘Jesse James’ type of background.
Now, when I travel around the countryside I find

busy automobile highways where once there were only
cowpaths, and on plains and hills where we once filmed
scenes of the great outdoors are towns, hot dog stands
and filling stations. It is no wonder that we have to
go eastward to utilize those places that were over-
looked when the frontier pushed West.”

•
A NOTHER consequence that this situation has given

-Cl. r iSe to is the use of story material that places
great outdoor action scenes in Eastern locales as
against the Western of former years. At the present
time, three great action pictures of the Revolutionary
War are being made. In “Drums Along The Mo-
hawk” the raiding Indians are not shown in their
usual movie habitat of Arizona, Texas or California,
but in New York State. M-G-M is also using this
conflict in the Atlantic seaboard states in “Northwest
Passage,” while RKO is doing the same with “Al-
leghany Frontier.”

•

THE “great outdoors” of the East will receive further
glorification when this company makes “Little

Old New York.” which moves frontier life as far East
as it can possibly go without taking a dunking in the
Atlantic Ocean. What is now known as the mid-west
had a good going over during the past year or two
with several big action pictures. “Jesse James” told

of the exploits of that famous desperado against a
Missouri background. When Warner Bros, made
“Dodge City” they used the background of Kansas at

the time that it was an outpost of civilization, and
Paramount’s “LTnion Pacific,” was perhaps the most
Western of this group with a background of Nebraska,

Wyoming and Utah, with its locations filmed in the
latter State.

•

LOUISIANA furnished DeMille for both story back-
ground and location when he filmed “The Buc-

caneer,” and now he is going far East for a theme
that heretofore has been strictly Western. In his new
production, “The Royal Canadian Mounted,” he is

planning to pass up Western Canada and place his

action in the very Eastern section of Canada, includ-
ing Ottawa and Montreal. Earlier in Hollywood’s
history it was decidedly good economics to make pic-

tures of the far Wild West because locations were
so near at hand. Troupes could leave the studio every
morning in cars, get in a good day’s work and return
back in time for dinner.

•

THERE was no need then of camping hundreds of

miles from home and maintaining a large troupe
on company expense. When the rapid growth of

Southern California drove locations farther and farther
away from home base, it naturally gave rise to the
choice of other locales for outdoor stories. Los Angeles
was originally desert territory before irrigation and
scientific development turned it into flourishing coun-
tryside. One could always drive not far from Los
Angeles and find all of the desert and sagebrush that
one desired for desert scenes. If billowing sand dunes
were needed to emulate the Sahara or Sudan, they
had only to go about fifteen miles close to the ocean
around El Segundo.

•

NOW even that section has developed with oil derrick

and beach homes, and the harder sagebrush type
of desert is dotted here and there with irrigated
ranches. That is why Yuma, Arizona, has come to

be the great desert location for many of Hollywood’s
pictures. Perhaps De Mille and Lasky were right in

the first place when they picked on Arizona, but then
if they had settled there the movie industry would
have attracted profuse settlement in that section and
wiped out many of their choice locations. It was in

and around Yuma that a great deal of the desert back-
ground was filmed for such productions as “Beau
Geste,” “Suez,” “Under Two Flags.” The amount of

movie production money that pours into that locality

annually is staggering. Formerly, Hollywood used to

keep it within its own community until they were
driven ever Eastward in search of sites untrammelled
by modern development.

•

WITH the knowledge that Hollywood is spending mil-

lions of dollars annually on production outside of

its own community, every State in the Union is put-
ting in bids for its share of this wealth. When this

company brought prosperity to that section of Mis-
souri which includes Noel and Pineville during the
production of “Jesse James,” chambers of commerce
all over the country opened their eyes wide at the
$250,000 which was spent amongst the small popula-
tion. And it wasn’t only the great wave of pros-
perity which it brought with it, but also the world-
wide publicity which attracted their attention. Then
when this company distributed another $250,000 re-

cently in the vicinity of Cedar City, Panguitch and
Parowan, Utah, for local help and material for the
filming of “Drums Along The Mohawk,” the whole
country seemed to become extremely conscious of the
photogenic possibilities of its local scenery.

•

EVERY week there pours into every studio piles of

material and photographs submitted for considera-
tion. These go into the files of the location depart-
ment which is in a continual state of change and
addition. Over the years they have found that they
have had to discard much of their file material on
choice locations not far from Hollywood and substitute
for them corresponding countryside farther from home.
If the Swiss Alps or the Mohawk Valley are needed,
they have cross indexed files of photos and informa-
tion which will lead them to the best approximations
of these locales. It is not wasted time and effort on
the part of chambers of commerce to furnish studios
with this material, for it has quite often led studios
to very desirable locations. In this manner, and with
the moving of the Wild West eastward, the motion
picture industry in America is no longer spending its

money within its own Hollywood community, but is

benefitting the country at large by spending millions
of dollars in various communities all over the country.
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THE RAINS CAME—Based on a book printed in almost
every language, one of the most popular novels of our
time. It is a story of the State of Ranchipur in India,

suddenly stricken by earthquake and ensuing flood,

that transforms the small, prosperous area into one of
suffering and pestilence. It has romance and thrills

and spectacle and it involves a terrific financial outlay.

Seldom has a story been offered the screen that offers

what this one does. It has fire, earthquake, flood.

“The Rains Came” represents the highest price ever
expended by this company for a novel. Clarence
Brown, Metro’s ace director, directed. George Brent
portrays Ransome. Myrna Loy has the best role of
her career as Lady Esketh, Tyrone Power is co-starred
as the romantic, colorful Major Safti. Maria Ouspen-
skaya plays the Maharanee; H. B. Warner the Maha-
rajah; Henry Travers, the Missionary; Marjorie
Rambeau portrays Mrs. Simon and Laura Hope
Crews enacts the part of Mrs. Hoggett-Eggbury.
Others in the cast are the new “find” Brenda Joyce,
who is Fern; William Royle and thousands of others.

Miss Joyce scores a sensational triumph and emerges
from this super special as an excellent dramatic star.

“The Rains Came” is not only one of the eight
most expensive, but one of the greatest undertakings
of this company. Here we have a story of an India
never before seen on the screen—modern India of
1939, the India of Maharajahs, the India of class

pitted against poverty and the Untouchables. And,
as Tom Ransome in the books says: “You hate her,
you despise her. In one breath she takes from you
all that is worth having, and in the very next she
opens her arms and smiles and gives you anything
that any man could want.” That is “Mother India.”
Budget on this production was the highest in the his-

tory of this company—$2,500,000. Of that amount
$500,000 was spent on settings and another $500,000
on the flood and earthquake sequences. Negative in

New York.

DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK—This is a great
story taken from a big selling novel that has won
millions of readers. The production calls for a story
and background of great dramatic sweep. It’s a fas-
cinating story of raw, frontier days. It’s the story of
early settlers of Northern New York State, of hearty
pioneers fighting for their very existence. Not only
did they fight Redcoats during the Revolution, they
fought Indians. They saw their houses, crops and
barns burned. They saw their children burned at the
stake. They saw their women ravished and their men
scalped and killed. But they never gave up! They
fought on and on irrespective of the odds, and finally

won out.

It is inspired by one of the greatest chapters in Amer-
ican history. It will be entirely done in Technicolor.
Claudette Colbert and Henry Fonda will co-star.

Edna May Oliver, Dorris Bowden, John Carradine,
Robert Lowery, Charles Tannen, Roger Imhoff and
Ward Bond also are in the cast. John Ford, director.

Company has just returned to the studio from Cedar
City, Utah, location. In cutting department.

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE—This special is being
produced in Technicolor. Here’s the romance of the
ever-changing Hollywood scene—from the days of the
“custard pie” to the advent of the “talkies.” That’s
the background for this absorbing tale. There’s
nothing scientific or technical about it. Never once
does the background overshadow the great personal
story that has been written. Irving Cummings di-

rected the story. Mai St. Clair directed the humorous
and chase sequences. What “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” was to music, “Falling Stars”-—the Cavalcade
of Hollywood—is to the moving picture.

It is the first story ever laid in the Glamour City in

the days before it became a city of mechanical guilds,

unions, etc.—the drama of Jack Michaels, a movie pio-

neer, and of Vera Dale, the actress he made famous.
Michaels starts out as just an over-worked subordi-
nate with ideas and ambitions; he remains an over-
worked subordinate, but not for long! His handling
of Vera from an understudy to a leading lady, with
its resulting romance, is the great personal story that
dominates this production. It’s simply handled in a
big way in this picture with Alice Faye and Don
Ameche set for the two leading parts. A1 Jolson,
Stuart Erwin, Buster Keaton, J. Edward Bromberg,
Jed Prouty, Donald Meek, George Givot, Ben Turpin,
Lynn Bari, Alan Curtis, Roberty Lowery, Kay Arledge,
and others. Harry Joe Brown, associate producer of
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” will oversee this big
production. Mack Sennett appears and served as
co-associate producer. It is very big in every sense of
the term. In the cutting department.

SWANEE RIVER—Another of Zanuck’s Technicolor
super specials. The story of a man, a great historic

figure of early America, whose songs were sometimes
credited to him; sometimes sold for a few much-
needed dollars for the signatures of others. He was
a figure in the theatre—the backbone of the rising

tide of minstrelsy, who lived, laughed, fought, starved
and occasionally feasted through a brief, dark but
glorious existence. This is a stirring dramatization
of the eventful life of Stephen Foster, beloved com-
poser of “Oh Suzannah,” “My Old Kentucky Home,”
“Old Black Joe” and other important songs. This will
he patterned to surpass “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.”
This story is consolidated with the colorful career of
E. P. Christie, the man who made famous the black-
faced American minstrel, the originator of the street
parade and ballyhoo, the toi'chlight parade, the end

ZANUCK K-7 SPECIALS
j

IZZZZI As of Sep*. 1 IZZZZZ
Following are the 24 super specials that Darryl F. Zanuck,

j
Vice-President in charge of production, plans to make for the c

1939-40 year: «

1

—

The Rains Came *

2

—

Drums Along the Mohawk (T)

3

—

Hollywood Cavalcade (T)

4

—

Swanee River (T)

5

—

The Crapes of Wrath
6

—

Brigham Young
7

—

Maeterlinck’s “The Blue Bird” (T)

8

—

Stanley and Livingstone

9

—

Little Old New York

10

—

Mark of Zorro (T)

11

—

Irving Berlin’s “Say It With Music”

12

—

Everything Happens at Night (SH)

13

—

Shadows in the Night (SH)

14

—

Lady Jane (ST)

15

—

Johnny Apollo

16

—

The Postman Walks Alone

17

—

Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel For Women
18

—

Here I Am a Stranger

19

—

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
20

—

Dance With the Devil

21

—

Public Deb No. 1

22

—

Day-Time Wife

23

—

Uncensored (n)

24

—

White Lady of the Orient (tt)

NOTES: (T) Technicolor super special. (SH) With Sonja Henie.
(ST) With Shirley Temple, (n) Formerly titled “Scotland Yard.”
(tt) Tentative title.

j

man and the use of the tambourine in minstrel shows.
Don Ameche will play Foster. A1 Jolson will be
Christie. The feminine romantic lead will be played
by Andrea Leeds, borrowed from Samuel Goldwyn.
Others in cast include Chick Chandler, George Reed
and Richard Clarke. Sidney Lanfield is the director.
Now in production.

STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE—One of the indus-
try’s greatest undertakings. More than three years in

WURTZEL K-7 PICTURES
]

As of Sept. 1

! SERIES
JANE WITHERS (4)

1

—

Chicken Wagon Family

2

—

Pack Up Your Troubles (*)

3

—

High School

4

—

Jubilo (t)

CHARLIE CHAN (4)

1

—

Charlie Chan at Treasure Island

2

—

Charlie Chan in a City in Darkness

3

—

Charlie Chan in Panama
4

—

Charlie Chan on the Orient Express

CISCO KID (3) (*)

1

—

In Portugal

2

—

On Broadway

3

—

Untitled

JONES FAMILY (4)

1

—

Quick Millions

2

—

Jones Family in Too Busy To Work
3

—

Untitled

4

—

Untitled

NOTE: (*) Formerly titled “Roughnecks” and later “Tin Hats,”

with Withers-Ritz Brothers co-starred, (f) With Gene Autry.

($) A “Cisco Kid” series replaces "Mr. Moto.”

SPECIALS
20,000 Men a Year (s)

Earthbound

Law West of Pecos

Three Blind Dates

The Man Who Wouldn’t Talk

Peter B. Kyne story

James Oliver Curwood story

Heaven with a Barbed Wire Fence

Stop, Look and Love

The Escape

The Simple Life

The City

No Man Is Safe

!

NOTE: (s) A super special.

preparation. A total of $400,000 was spent in finan-
cing an expedition, headed by Mrs. Martin Johnson,
that spent five months in the jungle of Africa filming
actual “last frontier” sequences, with thousands of
natives. However, this is a brief sequence in this
stupendous production whose cost will be some
$2,250,000. It is a story of surging courage, of soar-
ing adventure, of sweeping romance. It is a story that
70 years ago set the world ablaze. As a record of
indomitable achievement, in the face of almost un-
surmountable obstacles, it has no equal. It is based
on the sensationally adventurous life of the world’s
greatest newspaperman, Henry M. Stanley, who was
instructed to find in the jungles a famous scientist,
Dr. Livingstone, whose mysterious disappearance had
baffled civilization. A thrilling drama of romance
and suspense. Directed by Henry King, who made
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” “Jesse James” and “In
Old Chicago.”
The cast is one of the greatest assembled for any

picture. It is headed by Academy prize-winning
Spencer Tracy, who plays Stanley; Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, international stage star, as Dr. Living-
stone; Richard Greene, and Nancy Kelly, who carry
the romantic interest; Academy character prize-win-
ning star Walter Brennan, of “Kentucky” fame.
Henry Hull of “Jesse James” fame, Charles Coburn,
David Torrence, Montague Shaw, Brandon Hurst
and thousands of others. A Darryl Zanuck super
special. The box office sensation of the day.

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK—Mr. Zanuck asserts that in

this story the studio has not only one of the best
known titles in the amusement industry, but also a
subject that will enable him to make a picture which
can stand alongside of “In Old Chicago.”
The studio is determined to stop at nothing in the

way of expense to properly stage it. It was made by
Marion Davies many years ago and was a tremendous
box office success. Now, with the use of sound, mod-
ern technique and modern methods of story telling,
for the first time the screen can really take advantage
of the story of the little Irish immigrant girl who
lived on the waterfront.

It is the story of Robert Fulton, inventor of the
steamboat. It is the story of the gay blades of that
never-to-be-forgotten period when New York was in
its infancy. Here is a story chockful of grandeur,
color atmosphere—the New York of the old Vander-
bilts and the Astors. Heading the all-star cast that
Henry King will direct are Alice Faye, Richard
Greene, Fred MacMurray (borrowed from Para-
mount), Brenda Joyce, Andy Devine (borrowed from
Universal). Charles Coburn and others now being
selected. It will have in addition to a great story, big
spectacles that should make it one of the outstanding
productions of the season. Henry King will direct.

MAETERLINCK’S “BLUE BIRD”—A Technicolor super
special. The sum of $100,000 has been paid for the
rights to this story. This will be by far the most
expensive production in which Shirley has appeared.
Of course, it will star the world’s No. 1 box office star,
Shirley Temple. Here is one of the most important
stories ever acquired by this industry. It will be one
of the super specials, for Miss Temple will head an
all-star cast. Mr. Zanuck will produce it in the same
lavish style as “Stanley and Livingstone,” “The Rains
Came,” and “Drums Along the Mohawk.” “The Blue
Bird” will be first of the Shirley Temple all-star
super specials for the 1939-40 season. This world-
famous story is particularly adaptable to Technicolor.
Negotiations to acquire the rights to this story lin-
gered for many months, for several other producers
sought them. In the cast so far have been set Nancy
Kelly as Light, Gale Sondergaard, Sybil Jason, Spring
Byington, Laura Hope Crews, Nigel Bruce, Johnny
Russell and Eddie Collins. Romantic leads and
others to be announced later. Director will be Walter
Lang. Scheduled for domestic release during Christ-
mas-New Year week.

THE GRAPES OF WRATH—John Steinbeck’s greatest
novel. Studio competing against all other producers,
paid $70,000 for the screen rights to this stirring story
of this generation which in the very first month of its

sale reached the astounding total of 225,000, with ad-
ditional printings already ordered by its publisher,
Viking Press. Comparable with “The Rains Came,"
“Drums Along the Mohawk” and “Gone With the
Wind.” Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson who will
also be associate producer. John Ford will direct.
More details later. Henry Fonda, Walter Brennan
and Beulah Bondi are among those mentioned for
top roles. Production starts Sept. 28.

MARK OF ZORRO—A $2,000,000 Technicolor super
production. With Tyrone Power in the title role. The
greatest romantic legend of early California—made
famous by Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., will be brought
back to the screen in all its picturesque glory. It’s

a battle of proud aristocracy against helpless labor,
with but one man with courage enough to denounce
the wave of greed surging through the aristocracy
from which he sprang. Tyrone Power will head an
all-star cast. One was the bandit crusading against
railroads in the West; the other, the Mexican fight-
ing for freedom against wealthy landowners.

EVERYTHING HAPPENS AT NIGHT—What a title!

To date, Sonja Henie pictures have been gay com-
edies, primarily stories of young love. In her first
K-7 release she has a role of more importance, one
which gives more scope for her varied talents—the

Continued on Page 6A
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daughter of a political refugee sought by his ene-

mies. This part not only allows Miss Henie moments
of delightful comedy but places her in highly drama-
tic and emotional situations. A story you might read

on Page One of tomorrow’s newspaper, for every day

in this unsettled world of ours prominent men are

expelled from their native lands for a crime no greater

than daring to be different. Some of these are fortu-

nate enough to find freedom in a more liberal nation.

Others—many more than those who escape tyranny

—

mysteriously disappear—silenced forever. Perhaps
they are in Concentration Camps; perhaps they fill

dungeons or perhaps, in trying to get away, they are

dropped by bullets. Ray Milland has been borrowed

from Paramount to play the male lead. Originally

Richard Greene was considered for the role, but he

will be busy at the time appearing in “Little

Old New York.” It will be an all-star cast affair.

Pitted against each other, with Sonja Henie in the

middle—this will probably be the best cast ever

offered to any audience. While the subject is power-

ful and strong, the picture is full of humor, gaiety,

skating carnivals, moonlight and romance—the love

of a girl and two men. In addition there are comedy
clashes between the two most popular male featured

players in the industry today. Opposite types, clash-

ing together over one girl, providing many amusing
and romantic moments. The winter scenes were made
at Sun Valley, Idaho. All the skating scenes will

be brought into action naturally—just as they would

occur in the lives of the principals. Irving Cummings,
who megaphoned “Hollywood Cavalcade,” will direct.

SHADOWS IN THE SNOW—This story will be the

most complete change of pace Sonja Henie ever had.

She will share the stage with S. S. Van Dine’s famous
detective, Philo Vance, in the solution of an exciting

and unusual murder mystery. This story will be

serialized—then issued in novel form before our

picture is released. In his masterly way, the late

Van Dine tied the skating triumph into the romance
and the solution of the mystery.

BRIGHAM YOUNG—Here’s a story that has every-

thing, a great central character, a sweep of motion,

a record of human events. In it are mirrored the

days of the early West. The story begins in Liberty,

Illinois, about the middle of the last century. It’s

a majestic story of a great man and his people.

Throughout it runs a dramatic story of two young
people. It will be given the same production that has

been given “Stanley and Livingstone.” It will be on

the same huge scale as “Jesse James.” As yet no

cast has been set, but it is one of the top productions

of all times for our company. Louis Bromfield, au-

thor of “The Rains Came,” has written the screenplay

based on the story by Eleanor Harris and J. J. Wooley.

SAY IT WITH MUSIC—An Irving Berlin Musical. Built

on a similar, but larger scale than “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band.” Just as in Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”

this has a well-connected story, with romance running
through it. Among the Berlin song hits to be heard
will be “Always,” “Russian Lullaby,” “My Wife’s

Gone to the Country,” “At the Devil’s Ball,” “As
Deep as the Ocean,” “My Sweetie,” “Call Me Up
Some Rainy Afternoon,” “When I Lost You,” “When
I Leave the World Behind,” “Mandy,” “You’d Be
Surprised,” “All By Myself,” “Lady of the Evening,”

“The Song Is Ended,” “Putting on the Ritz,” “Say
It Isn’t So” and “Because I Love You.” It will have
an all-star cast, headed by Alice Faye.

DAY-TIME WIFE—Formerly titled “Part-Time Wife”
and “A Deal in Hearts.” This is another one of those

fast-moving, hilariously funny comedies. Originally,

this gay comedy was an English play, very success-

fully produced last year and brought to Mr. Zanuck’s
attention by our London office. It’s the story of an
ordinary, every-day wife who was madly in love

with her handsome husband. It is the craziest, fun-
niest thing that’s ever been developed on the screen

—

a constant laugh from the opening shot to its climax.

Will co-star Tyrone Power and Linda Darnell, the
sensational hit of “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women.”
Gregory Ratoff, who made “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for
Women” and “Husband, Wife and Friend,” will direct.

Starts production on Sept. 5.

HERE I AM A STRANGER—Here is a powerful Satur-
day Evening Post story that ranks with Deeping’s
immortal “Sorrel and Son.” It is the story of a son
rejuvenating his father against the wishes of his
mother and step-father— and it is a great, powerful,
dramatic story of the love between father and son.
Will star Richard Greene, Brenda Joyce, Roland
Young, Richard Dix, Gladys George, Kay Aldridge,
John Arledge and others. It has been produced for
high classification. William A. Seiter is the director.

In the cutting department.

LADY JANE—Shirley Temple’s second of her two pro-
ductions for 1939-40 release. It is based on the classic
written by Mrs. C. V. Jamison. It has been in the
best seller class—not for a few years, but for nearly
half a century. It has only recently gone into its

36th printing. In many schools it is obligatory read-
ing. It is unique as a Temple story; unique because it

is a mystery story. It’s a story of New Orleans
peopled with Creoles and French and graceful and
charming human relics of by-gone days. It has its

climax in the celebrated Mardi Gras. The picture
gives Shirley every possibility of showing to the very

SUMMARY OF K-7 PROGRAM

As of Sept. 1

FEATURE PRODUCT

Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck 24
Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel 24
“Produced by R. T. Kane in England 4

Total K-7 (1939-40) Features 52

(“The productions originally planned to be produced at the 20th
Century-Fox Studios in London, England, under 100 per cent
financing by this corporation, in addition to Gracie Fields'

“Sally of the Shipyards,” “Molly, Cod Bless Her," will be selected
from a group of 10 specials scheduled to be made there. Selection
was to be determined by Messrs, Kent and Wobber, after com-
pletion and screening of the productions, but in view of the
international situation, the Movietone City has set up four addi-
tional specials to be made by Wurtzel in the event production
cannot be resumed at the London studios.)

SHORT SUBJECTS

Produced by Movietone:

Vyvyan Donner’s Fashion Forecasts in Technicolor 4
Lowell Thomas’ Magic Carpets 4
True-Life Dramas of Cameramen 6
Ed Thorgersen’s Sports Reviews 4
Novelties 4
Featurettes 4

Total 26

Terrytoons (10 in Technicolor) 26

MOVIETONE NEWS
Issued Twice Every Week

best advantage—and, as previously advised, never
again will you see Shirley Temple in anything but
the highest budgeted pictures. Walter Lang will
direct “Lady Jane.” Brenda Joyce will be in the cast.

JOHNNY APOLLO—By Roland Brown, the author of
“Angels with Dirty Faces,” and A. M. Engle. A
strong story of crime and the underworld—of a rich
father at the head of a vast financial enterprise that
survives the panic of 1929, but becomes weakened due
to the strain of the crisis. It has a powerful climax

—

wherein a man again fits himself to take his place as
an honorable citizen. It has romance and is one of the
strongest plays in which Tyrone Power will have ap-
peared. Nancy Kelly and Edward Arnold will co-star.
Will be made later in season with Irving Cummings
scheduled to direct.

ELSA MAXWELL’S HOTEL FOR WOMEN—A Cosmo-
politan production. In New York City there is a
hotel that caters entirely to women. This hotel is
the most famous and most unique in the world. Mr.
Zanuck sent the authoress of this story, Kathryn
Scola, to live at this hotel. No one knew the pur-
pose of her visit. She lived there for six weeks. She
met all the girls living there, went out to their parties
with gigolos, etc.—in fact, she engaged personally in
every phase of life at the hotel, and equipped herself
to unfold the most unique story this country has ever
had. It has one of the most colorful backgrounds ever
filmed. Its plot has all the elements that go to make
a great picture. Elsa Maxwell, world famous as the
official hostess to American society and royalty, and

[§tIESFCIRJ939-40]
5—TECHNICOLOR SUPER SPECIALS— (1) “Hollywood Cava

cade,” (2) “Drums Along the Mohawk,” (3) Maeterlinck’s “Tt
Blue Bird," (4) "Swanee River,” and (5) “Mark of Zorro.”

2—SHIRLEY TEMPLE—Maeterlinck’s “The Blue Bird” with an
all-star cast, in Technicolor, and “Lady Jane.”

2—

SONJA HENIE—“Everything Happens at Night” and S. S. Van
Dines “Shadows in the Snow."

4—JANE WITHERS— (1) “Chicken Wagon Family” with Leo
Carrillo, (2) “Pack Up Your Troubles,” with the Ritz Brothers,
(3) “High School” and (4) "Jubilo” (tentative title) with
Gene Autry.

4 CHARLIE CHANS— (1) “Charlie Chan at Treasure Island,”
(2) "Charlie Chan in a City of Darkness,” (3) “Charlie Chan
in Panama,” and (4) “Charlie Chan on the Orient Express."

4—JONES FAMILY— (1) “Jones Family in Quick Millions,” (2)
“Jones Family In Too Busy To Work,” (3) Untitled, and (4)
Untitled.

3

—

CISCO KID STORIES—Starring Cesar Romero in the title role.

Titles to be definitely announced later.

the official hostess at both San Francisco and New
York World Fairs, has made her screen debut in this
picture. Linda Darnell played the feminine lead and
has scored a sensational hit in it. Others in the
cast are Ann Sothern, Jimmy Ellison, Mary Healy
(who will sing), Barnet Parker, Sidney Blackmer,
Kay Linaker, Joyce Compton, Lynn Bari, Katharine
Aldridge, Amanda Duff, Lillian Porter, Jean Rogers,
June Gale, Helen Erickson, Dorothy Dearing, Kay
Griffith, Irma Wilson, Alice Armand, Alan Dinehart,
the Brewster Twins and others. Raymond Griffith is

the associate producer. Gregory Ratoff directed. Re-
leased Aug. 4.

PUBLIC DEB NO. 1—Every bit as sensational and
glamorous as “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women.” It
will be made on the same lavish scale. A dramatic
expose of the Park avenue glamour girl, the toast
of Cafe Society, an unconventional, devil-may-care
group of beautiful youngsters whose escapades have
become so dramatic and daring they have supplanted
the ex-chorine as much-sought front-page news. Here
is an exploitation natural exposing a group of girls
who are today the target of professionals whose
ranks the former have been raiding in increasingly
large numbers. Zanuck will produce “Public Deb
No. 1” and none other than Elsa Maxwell, who has
arranged and managed the most fabulous “coming
out” debutante parties sponsored by society here and
abroad, will be in the all-star cast. Linda Darnell and
Brenda Joyce, the widely publicized stars and sensa-
tional hits of “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women” and
“The Rains Came,” respectively, will be among those
to be featured in a particularly strong box office cast
of stellar personalities. More details later.

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL—It is the modern man’s
struggle for the welfare of mankind, an ordeal that
eventually leads him into a bare-knuckled conflict with
his own brother. And it’s the love drama of a show-
boat entertainer; a moving dramatic tale laid against
the background of the turbulent Mississippi. It is

reputed to be the greatest story of a crusading clergy-
man since Hall Caine’s “The Christian.” Don
Ameche and George Raft are set for the two leading
roles. The authoress of the story is Eleanor Griffin,
who was the authoress of “Boys’ Town,” the Academy
Award winner. Roland Brown wrote the screen
treatment.

ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES—A mystery
drama based on the world-famous Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle story, with screenplay by Edwin Blum and
Gene Markel. Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, who
played Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, respectively,
in “The Hound of the Baskervilles,” are re-enacting
those roles in this production. Ida Lupino and Alan
Marshall play the romantic roles. Alfred Werker is

the director. Released Sept. 1.

THE POSTMAN WALKS ALONE—This amazing title
presents one of the greatest stories on the entire
1939-40 list. Samuel Ornitz, famed writer, brought
the basic subject matter of this picture to the studio.
It is the story of a common, everyday letter-carrier
in any American city. In this case he is a mail man
and a member of the American Legion. Henry Fonda
will play the mail man. Victor McLaglen also may
be in the all-star cast. More details later.

UNCENSORED—Formerly titled “Scotland Yard.” The
very title gives indication of exciting adventure. It is
the story of one of the most brilliant detective forces
in the world. It’s the story of an organization formed
out of necessity for the safeguarding of life and limb
in the early days of London—in those days prior to
the time that cities were policed, when crime was
rampant, when people were unsafe at home and when
women never went upon the streets after nightfall.
Its background is just as interesting as was “Lloyds of
London,” and it will be made in just as big and expen-
sive a manner as “Lloyds of London.” The story deals
largely with one of the most intriguing cases that
Scotland Yard ever tackled, the story of a witty, elu-
sive bank-robber whose ingenious lootings leave the
Yard utterly baffled. Scotland Yard knows who is
responsible, but the gentleman seems to vanish into
thin air before they can catch him!

This is an exciting adventure with intriguing situa-
been written by John Balderson. Nunnally Johnson
been written by John Balderson and John Drake. Nun-
nally Johnson is the associate producer. He makes
relatively few pictures for us, but when his name is
connected with a production, one can look for a big,
outstanding success. Warner Baxter heads the cast.
Jane Baxter, who scored in “The Ware Case,” has
been imported from England, to play the feminine
lead. Edmund Gwenn, internationally famous char-
acter star, also will be in cast. Others now being
selected. A1 Werker, who just finished “Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes,” will direct.

WHITE LADY OF THE ORIENT— A melodramatic
story of an American blonde adventuress whose entire
life’s course is changed, and startlingly so by extraor-
dinary maneuvers of the Oriental. Alice Faye and
Warner Baxter head the cast, which includes Charles
Winninger, Joseph Schildkraut, Arthur Treacher and
many others. Directed by Gregory Ratoff.

20,000 MEN A YEAR—Here is America’s dramatic
answer to defiant shouts of war, the posturings of

Continued on Page 7A
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the saber-rattling dictators. President Roosevelt,
realizing this is an electrifying appeal to the coun-
try, has won approval of his plan for the training of

20,000 new aviators each year, a great reserve of

flyers—young men selected from colleges. From this

timely and unprecedented development in aviation,

the studio plans to make a major production, with
the cooperation of the United States Government.
Commander Frank Wead is the author. He wrote
“Hell Divers,” “Ceiling Zero,” and “Test Pilot.”

There will be the conflict of many personalities.

While the theme is aviation, it is not a picture of
the air. It is the story of an old-time hard-boiled
pilot, kicked out of the Air Service because he can
no longer pass the physical examination. He is an
illiterate person who never went past the fourth grade
in school—who finds himself at one of the smartest
universities of the country, where he is pitted against
the intelligentsia. It is the story of the conflict of
personalities behind the scenes, the making of young
students into flyers—and their obstacles. Randolph
Scott, who is currently scoring a personal hit in

“Frontier Marshal,” will play the male lead. Mar-
garet Lindsay has been borrowed for a major role.

Others featured in the cast are Mary Healy, Preston
Foster, Kane Richmond, Maxie Rosenbloom (borrowed
from Warner Bros.), Robert Shaw and George Ernest.
Alfred E. Green is the director. Screenplay is by Lou
Breslow and Owen Francis. In production.

THE ESCAPE—Formerly titled “East Side, West Side.”

Another outstanding special on the Wurtzel K-7
lineup, based on the stage play and book of the same
title. A human story of New York, about three
orphaned nephews from Illinois who come into the
two-room East Side home of their Aunt Mamie.
Among the characters who play a major role in this

story are a kindly old man, Pironi, who runs a grocery
store in the slum neighborhood; his son, Louis, just

released from serving a five-year sentence in Sing
Sing; his daughter, Julie, who teaches in a public

school; a rookie policeman who is in love with the
young teacher, and the night club entertainer-daughter
of Aunt Mamie. Also, there is environment of the

most colorful sort, a struggle for livelihood, bad com-
pany, etc. Mix these together and the result is drama
and melodrama of a two-fisted quality. Ricardo
Cortez is the director of this production. In the cast
are Kane Richmond, Amanda Duff, Henry Armetta,
Edward Norris, June Gale, Leona Roberts, Scotty
Beckett, Rex Downing, Jimmy Butler, Nick Copeland,
A1 Hill, Sammy Finn and 5-year-old Sandra Richards.
Screen play is by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan.
Delivered to New York.

HEAVEN WITH A BARBED WIRE FENCE—An orig-

inal story by Dalton Trumbo, who wrote “A Man to

Remember,” one of last year’s most praised screen
hits, it tells the story of a 19-year-old boy, Joe Riley,

unable to gain employment in New York. He heads
West to claim the 40 acres willed him by his deceased
uncle. In the drama enters Nikola Novotny, 17, who
has escaped from an orphans’ home to try her luck
in Hollywood. The pair meet and take to “riding

the rails” and during their eventful trip they make
two friends, the Professor, a kindly old hobo, and
Tony, a youngster who has been “bumming” his way
for years. They also make an enemy of Hunk, a
brutal, gorilla-like hobo who swears vengeance on
the four after an altercation in a hobo “jungle.”

“Heaven with a Barbed Wire Fence” is a drama of

the youth of today, a bewildered youth, skeptical,

with little confidence in civilization, viewing the fu-

ture without hope—and living for today. High comedy
and stark tragedy and ultimate happiness mark the

road of these youngsters seeking their heaven with a

barbed wire fence. In the cast are Jean Rogers,
Glenn Ford, Raymond Walburn, Mai-jorie Rambeau
and others. Ricardo Cortez is the director. In the

cutting department.

STOP, LOOK AND LOVE — Young love’s struggle
against an overly ambitious mother. The girl, ap-
proaching young spinsterhood, nearly loses her big
chance for happiness when her mother again inter-

feres. Father holds no influence in this household,
but before the story ends he gains his independence,
the daughter wins the man she loves and the meddle-
some, scheming mother sees the error of her way. A
comedy romance based on a stage play. Cast includes

Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard, Cora Sue Collins, Jay
Ward, Helen Freeman, Roger McGee and William
Frawley. Otto Brower is the director. Delivered to

New York.

THE SIMPLE LIFE—A Wurtzel production based on
an original story by William Anthony McGuire, deal-

ing with the hilarious adventures of a young married
couple who live beyond their means. Marjorie Weaver
and Stuart Erwin will be featured as the young and
misguided couple. Chick Chandler also is in the cast.

Miss Weaver and Erwin will be re-united for the first

time since their triumph in “Second Honeymoon”
several years ago. William Beaudine is the director.

In the cutting room.

THE CITY—A timely melodrama of today. Another
of Wurtzel’s specials. A moving, romantic story based
on the screenplay by John Larkin. C. Aubrey Smith
is the only member of the cast thus far selected.

Scheduled for production later this month. Ricardo

[STORY foundation for

! MAJOR K-7 PRODUCTIONS
(

j
The Following 1939-40 productions are based on best sell-

|
ing novels and popular books:

Louis Bromfield's “The Rains Came”

“Drums Along the Mohawk"
1

Maeterlinck's “Blue Bird”

!
John Steinbeck’s “The Grapes of Wrath”

j

“Here I Am a Stranger”

!

“Mark of Zorro”

“Lady Jane”

“Earthbound"

“Law West of Pecos”

I The following are important stage plays that will be

j
transferred to the screen by Zanuck:

“Adventures of Sherlock Holmes"

^

“Uncensored” ("Scotland Yard”)

“Little Old New York”

“The Man Who Wouldn't Talk”

I Following are his custom-made, original stories:

i “Hollywood Cavalcade”

[
“Stanley and Livingstone”

I

Irving Berlin's “Say It With Music”

“Brigham Young”

"Swanee River”

* “Everything Happens at Night"

1 Van Dine s "Shadows in the Snow”

! “Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for Women”
“Public Deb No. 1”

. “20,000 Men a Year”

The following are based on widely read stories that ap-

! peared in nationally circulated magazines:

“Dance With the Devil”

“The Postman Walks Alone”

i “Day-Time Wife”

Cortez is scheduled to direct. Additional details will

be made available within the next week.

THREE BLIND DATES—A Wurtzel production. A
farce comedy based on the widely publicized profes-
sional escort service which has supplied companions
for lonely women, society dowagers and debutantes,
tired business men, etc. An all-star comedy cast is

now being selected. Screenplay by M. Musselman.
Will be directed by H. Bruce Humberstone.

NO MAN IS SAFE—What an exploitation title! And
what a story! Here is the story of a girl who selects
the man she wants to marry. How she finally wins
him furnishes the plot for countless comic situations.
A sparkling comedy that will attract much interest.

A triangle complicates matters, but in the end the
girl makes her conquest. More details later.

THE MAN WHO WOULDN’T TALK—One of Wurtzel’s
specials, based on the play, “The Valiant” by Hol-
worthy Hall and Robert Middlemass. The drama of
a man who preferred death for himself rather than
contribute to the unhappiness of one dear to him. One
of the most powerful dramas ever written. Screenplay
by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan. Lloyd Nolan will

play the title role. Other members of the cast now
being selected. Director to be named later.

EARTHBOUND—Here is one of the greatest stories

ever written. It will be one of the super specials on

SPECTACLES

The Rains Came
Hollywood Cavalcade
Drums Along the Mohawk
The Crapes of Wrath
Maeterlinck’s Blue Bird

Lady Jane
Little Old New York
Earthbound

MUSICALS
Say it With Music
Swanee River

BIOGRAPHICAL
Brigham Young

DOMESTIC COMEDIES
4 Jones Family
Day-Time Wife

COMEDY DRAMAS
Hotel for Women
4 Jane Wifhers

MELODRAMATIC
20,000 Men a Year
Earthbound
The City

Man Who Wouldn't Talk

OUTDOORS
3 “Cisco Kid" Stories

Law West of Pecos

DRAMAS
Stanley and Livingstone
Mark of Zorro
Dance With the Devil
Dance Hall

Johnny Apollo
Here I Am a Stranger

ROMANCES
Everything Happens at Night
In Love With Love
Public Deb No. 1

MYSTERIES
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Uncensored
Shadows in the Snow
4 "Charlie Chans”

COMEDY
Three Blind Dates
Shipyard Sally

Pack Up Your Troubles
Jubilo (ft)

The Simple Life

Sol Wurtzel’s 1938-39 program. Some years ago, as a
silent picture, it proved an outstanding success. It will

be produced on a more lavish scale as an audible
drama with an all-star cast now being assembled. To
be directed by Allan Dwan.

LAW WEST OF PECOS—Another popular story and
universally known. A dramatic romance on a par
and having the same appeal as the extremely success-
ful “Frontier Marshal.” In fact, it is also to be pro-
duced by Wurtzel who made the latter, and what is

more it will re-unite the stars of “Frontier Marshal.”
for the cast will be headed by Randolph Scott, Nancy
Kelly, Binnie Barnes and Cesar Romero. Director will

be announced later.

JANE WITHERS SERIES—There will be four releases
in this series, starring one of the first 10 box office

stars. Jane Withers, who was so voted by exhibitors
and by ticket-buyers. Her first for the 1939-40 sea-
son is “The Chicken Wagon Family” with Leo Car-
rillo, Marjorie Weaver, Kane Richmond, Spring
Byington and others. Based on the novel by Barry
Benefield. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds. The second
is “Pack Up Your Troubles” (formerly titled “Rough-
necks” and “Tin Hats”), with Jane co-starring with
the Ritz Brothers. Lynn Bari also is in the cast. Based
on story by Lou Breslow and Owen Francis. H. Bruce
Humberstone is the director. Fourth of the series will
co-star Gene Autry, No. 1 cowboy star, in “Jubilo”
based on the famous story by Ben Ames Williams.
Rest of cast and other details later. New titles will be
given production. Third of the series will be “High
School,” with Jane starting in high school. It is

planned to make one high school picture with Jane
annually, showing her as freshman, sophomore, junior
and senior. In cast of “High School” are Marvin
Stephens, who is playing opposite Jane; Cliff Edwards,
Lillian Porter, Lynn Roberts, Claire Du Brey, John
Kellogg, Lloyd Corrigan, Mary McCarthy and Paul
Harvey also are in cast. George Nichols will direct.

CISCO KID SERIES—The most important news to come
from the Wurtzel camp. Decision to make a series
based on the further romantic and dramatic adven-
tures of this colorful outlaw followed numerous re-
quests from exhibitors throughout the world. In one
story the Cisco Kid will be seen in his homeland,
Portugal, a fugitive from America. In another he
will be exploring and making new conquests of heart
and pocketbook among the “con” men and gold-dig-
gers, glamour girls, etc., of Broadway in New York.
Cesar Romero will be starred as the Cisco Kid. A
feminine star will play opposite him in each release.
Binnie Barnes will be featured. More details later.

First of the series will be started in September.

CHARLIE CHAN SERIES—There will be four releases
in this universally popular series, starring Sidney
Toler as the Oriental sleuth. Toler’s characterization
of Chan has been praised everywhere. A recent ex-
hibitor survey showed a demand for more releases in

this series; hence, the studio announces four for
1939-40. The first will be “Charlie Chan at Treasure
Island,” a mystery drama with the Golden Gate
International Exposition for its locale. Edward Kauf.
man is the associate producer. In the cast also are
Cesar Romero, Pauline Moore, Sen Yung, John Carra-
dine, Sally Blane, Wally Vernon, June Gale, Douglas
Fowley, Douglas Dumbrille and Billie Seward. Nor-
man Foster is the director. Second in series is

“Charlie Chan in a City in Darkness,” with Lynn Bari,
Pedro de Cordoba and others, which Herbert I. Leeds
directed and has completed; third, “Charlie Chan in

Panama,” and fourth, “Charlie Chan on the Orient
Express.”

THE JONES FAMILY—There will be four in this

established series. John Stone is the associate pro-
ducer of the first release, definitely entitled “The
Jones Family in Quick Millions,” formerly known as
“The Jones Family at the Grand Canyon.” Directed
by Malcolm St. Clair. Robert Shaw, young Dallas
“find,” has the juvenile lead. Helen Erickson, Eddie
Collins and John T. Murray also are in the cast
featuring the original Jones family. In production.
Edward Kaufman will be associate producer on the
second release, “The Jones Family in Too Busy to

Work” with Joan Davis. The last two releases have
not yet been titled. The original Jones Family cast

will he featured in each production, with cast addi-

tions, when required, being “name” players.

PETER B. KYNE STORY—Based on story, “Corn Cob
Kelly,” but a new title will be announced later. More
details later.

DOG MELODRAMA—Based on a story by James Oliver

Curwood, featuring cleverest dog in Hollywood. More
details later.

VYVYAN DONNER’S FASHION FORECAST—

A

series of super Technicolor productions featuring the
world’s most beautiful and best known models, and
handsome men. The outstanding feature of the cur-

Continued on Page 8A
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rent season’s program of short subjects, the 1939-40
series will be even more lavish and produced under
the personal supervision of Vyvyan Donner, unques-
tionably the world’s greatest style authority. The
name “Vyvyan Donner’s Fashion Forecasts” has be-
come an extraordinary magnet. Each release will be
a preview of styles that will be worn the following
season. Exclusive models, but each practical and
locally available, will be featured. Each release will

carry unlimited exploitation possibilities. A national
hookup with manufacturers of women’s and men’s
wearing apparel will be negotiated with each production,
thus opening up new but permanent avenues for local

exploitation. The cast of famous models will be fur-
nished in advance, so that exhibitors may effect ad-
vance exploitation tieups. Here is a series that has
proved itself at the box office. Fashion Forecast will

be released every three months—in September, De-
cember, March and June. Ilka Chase, stage star, will

continue to furnish the commentary. In each release
there will be featured a minimum of 50 models.

MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE—This series, fea-
turing commentary by Paul Douglas, popular radio
announcer, as well as a commentator for Movietone
News, still remains the outstanding travelogue on the
short subjects market. There will be a minimum of
six releases in this series. A standard product, with
authenticity, specially produced with the finest voice
of the screen and radio and the best photography to
support, this series brings the whole world to motion
picture theatre audiences, entertainingly. Expeditions
were sent out to various parts of the world to gather
unusual material for incorporation in this series.

TRUE-LIFE DRAMAS OF NEWSREEL CAMERA-
MEN—Here is something new. The dramatic suc-
cessors to the melodramatic Adventures of the News-
reel Cameramen. True-life dramas. Specially produced
one-reel dramas, with a cast of newsreel aces who
actually took part in them. The new policy provides
for the production of these subjects; no library mate-
rial. Each of the four releases will deal with the vari-
ous hazardous occupations indulged in by these lens-

men. There will be a smash thrill in each release.
The first for the 1939-40 season is entitled “Sand-
Hogs” and is the story of men who live underground,
building the great tunnels, waterways, etc. The sec-
ond of the series will be on the only man who negoti-
ated alone the entire Colorado river in a rowboat, one
of the most thrilling adventures of modern time.
“Filming the Fleet” has been completed. Commen-
tary by Paul Douglas.

ED THORGERSEN’S SPORTS REVIEWS—Already es-

tablished by such widely discussed 1938-39 successes
dealing with thoroughbred horses, golf and hunting
dogs, this series next season will dramatically and
analytically penetrate new subjects, in subjects to be
covered and in production, according to Movietone
Producer Truman H. Talley. Several of these specials,
like probably one or two in the Magic Carpets series,

may be made entirely in all-color. On the latter score,
more information will be given later. Featuring Ed
Thorgersen, the world’s best known sports screen and
radio commentator, “Sports Reviews” for 1939-40 will

combine with a technique, developed by Movietone,
of graceful, analytical “lowdown.” Each of these
four releases will reveal the “inside story” of various
sports.

ORIGINAL NOVELTIES—This series will be genuinely
representative of something new under the short sub-
jects sun. Lew Lehr, No. 1 Funny Man of America,
will appear in a series of documentary comedies. In
these Lehr will appear in person for a few seconds,
merely in an introductory capacity. Thereafter, he
will give a running story in his inimitable dialect.

“Dr. Lehr will take apart human and animal peculiari-
ties, and in his own involved manner he will give the
public a myopic slant on things as they are. In this

group also may be featured several other personalities
and new featurettes for which negotiations are now
nearing completion. There will be four releases in
this series.

FATHER HUBBARD ADVENTURES—There will be a
series of thrilling adventure one-reel productions pro-
duced in the wilds of the Arctic and the Antarctic,
starring the “Parson-Explorer,” Father Hubbard, who
is indisputably in a class by himself. These subjects
are a new feature of the Movietone short subject prod-
uct and constitute one of the greatest offered on the
market. They are living sights and sound, seen and
heard for the first time by civilization. It took more
than three years to make these pictures. Commentary
will be by Father Hubbard and Lowell Thomas.

TERRY-TOONS—There will be 26 Terry-Toons. A
minimum of 10 will be produced entirely in Techni-
color. Due to the success enjoyed by the two-headed
giant, Gandy Goose, and Capt. MacDoodle in the cur-
rent (K-6) season’s series, Terry-Toon will feature
these characters again in their K-7 (1939-40) issues.

They will be released at the rate of one every other
week. Produced under the personal supervision of
Paul Terry, with an enlarged staff of cartoon story
writers, gag-men, artists, etc., to the number of 173.

Additional Technicolor equipment has been installed.

Produced at Terry-Toons, Inc., Studios, New Rochelle,

N. Y.

PERTINENT FACTS—During the 12-month period of
1939-40, this corporation will produce a total of 10 pro-
ductions at its studios in London, England. Robert T.
Kane, American producer, is in charge as Executive
British Producer. Working in collaboration with
Movietone City and under Vice-President in charge of
Production, Darryl F. Zanuck, the British productions
are 100 per cent financed by 20th Century-Fox, with
stories selected with Domestic market requirements
uppermost in mind, featuring internationally known
stars, many of which will be brought from Movietone
City, with American trained directors and adapted by
American trained writers. From the following British-
produced specials, a selection of a minimum of four
will be made for release as K-7 productions and as
part and parcel of the 1939-40 K-7 lineup of 52 re-
leases. Which subjects will be released domestically
will be decided after a screening of each production.
The selection will be announced by General Manager
of Distribution Herman Wobber. Following is a list

of the productions that are planned by this company
to be made at its London studios, all of which is sub-
ject to change, if the international situation makes
resumption of production there impossible:

“HANDLEY CROSS”—One of Surtees’ famous “Jor-
rocks” stories with the distinguished British star,
Sidney Howard, playing Jorrocks. Will be directed by
Walter Forde, who made “Rome Express” and “Chu
Chin Chow,” two international hits. J. B. Williams
will write the screen play.

“OLD FOLKS AT HOME”—Based on stage success,
with originator of stage lead role, Dame Marie Temp-
est, playing the part in the contemplated screen ver-
sion. Further details will be announced later.

SHIPYARD SALLY—Formerly titled “Sally of the
Shipyards.” Starring Gracie Fields at the head of an
international cast. A comedy drama produced against
a background of shipbuilding. The action takes place
during the building of the S.S. Queen Elizabeth, the
world’s largest trans-Atlantic liner. Directed by
Monte Banks, who directed all of the released Gracie
Fields vehicles. Scheduled for release on Oct. 20.

MOLLY, BLESS HER—A comedy drama based on an
original story by Francis Marion, just approved by
Mr. Zanuck as the vehicle for the second Gracie Fields
1939-40 starring vehicle. To be produced at the Lon-
don studio, with Monte Banks directing. It is a dram-
atization of the career of one of the world’s most
beloved characters.

“HANGMAN’S HOUSE”—Written by Donn Byrne,
whose “Wings of the Morning” this company pro-
duced as the first Technicolor special made in Europe.
Story is an exciting one of Irish insurrection against
a background of horse-racing. William Conselman
has written the screen adaptation.

“INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH” SERIES—There will be
at least three of these stories incorporated in the
series based on the adventures of the great British
detective character, Inspector Hornleigh, Gordon
Harker playing the title role. In the cast also will be
featured Alastair Sim, Miki Hood and Wally Patch.
Detective series is a regular radio feature of the Brit-
ish Broadcasting network.

r — — OFFICIAL — ,
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AUG. 4—ELSA MAXWELL’S HOTEL FOR WOMEN—
A Zanuck-Cosmopolitan production. With Elsa Max-
well, Ann Sothern, Linda Darnell, James Ellison, Kay
Aldridge, Joyce Compton, Alan Dinehart, John Halli-
day and others. Directed by Gregory Ratoff.

AUG. 11—CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY—A Wurtzel
production. First of a series of four Jane Withers
releases. With Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo, Marjorie
Weaver, Kane Richmond, Spring Byington and others.
Directed by Herbert I. Leeds.

AUG. 18—STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE—A Zanuck
super special. With Spencer Tracy, Nancy Kelly,
Richard Greene, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Charles Co-
burn, Walter Brennan, Henry Hull, Henry Travers
and many others. Directed by Henry King.

AUG. 25—THE JONES FAMILY IN QUICK MIL-
LIONS—A Wurtzel production. First of a series of
four x-eleases with the original Jones Family. In
addition, Eddie Collins, Robert Shaw and others also
appear. Directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

SEPT. 1— THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES. A Zanuck special. With Basil Rathbone,
Ida Lupino, Alan Marshall, Nigel Bruce, Mary Forbes,
Terry Kilburn and many others. Directed by Alfred
Werker.

SEPT. 8—CHARLIE CHAN IN TREASURE ISLAND
—A Wurtzel production. With Sidney Toler, Cesar

Romero, Pauline Moore, Sally Blane, Douglas Fowley,
Wally Vernon, Sen Yung and others. Directed by
Nox-man Foster.

SEPT. 15—THE RAINS CAME—A Zanuck super spe-
cial. With Tyrone Power, Myrna Loy, George Brent,
Brenda Joyce, H. B. Warner, Maria Ouspenskaya,
Marjorie Rambeau, Laura Hope Crews, Henry Trav-
ers, Nigel Bruce, and others. Directed by Clarence
Brown.

SEPT. 22—STOP, LOOK AND LOVE—A Wurtzel pro-
duction. With Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard, William
Frawley, Minna Gombell, Cora Sue Collins and others.
Directed by Otto Brower.

SEPT. 29—HERE I AM A STRANGER—A Zanuck spe-
cial. With Richard Greene, Roland Young, Brenda
Joyce, Richard Dix, Gladys George, Kay Aldridge,
John Arledge, and others. Directed by William A.
Seiter.

OCT. 6—THE ESCAPE—A Wurtzel production. Title
may be changed. With Kane Richmond, Amanda
Duff, Henry Armetta, Edward Norris, Marvin Steph-
ens, June Gale and others. Directed by Ricardo
Cortez.

OCT. 13—HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE—First of four
Zanuck all-Technicolor super specials. With Alice
Faye, Don Ameche, J. Edward Bx-omberg, Buster
Keaton, Stuart Erwin, Alan Curtis, Lynn Bari, Ben
Turpin, Keystone Cops, Mack Sennett Bathing Beau-
ties and many others. Directed by Irving Cummings.

OCT. 20—THE CISCO KID—-First of a series of three
original stories built around the Cisco Kid character.
First will place him in Portugal. Title later. A
Wurtzel production. Starring Cesar Romero with
Binnie Barnes. Cast and director now being selected.

OCT. 20—SHIPYARD SALLY—With Gracie Fields,
Sidney Howard, Winifi-ed Willai-d, Tucksen Maguire,
Oliver Wakefield and others. A 20th Century-Fox
International production. Directed by Monte Banks.

OCT. 27—20,000 MEN A YEAR—Cast and other de-
tails will be announced later. Featuring Randolph
Scott, Margaret Lindsay, Mary Healy, Preston Foster,
Kane Richmond, Maxie Rosenbloom and others.
Directed by Alfred Green.

NOV. 3—PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES—A Wurtzel
production. Will be given a new title. Second in the
Jane Withers all-star series. With Jane Withers,
Ritz Brothel’s and others. Directed by H. Bi'uce
Humberstone.

NOV. 10—DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK—A Zanuck
Technicolor super special. With Henry Fonda, Claud-
ette Colbert, Dorris Bowden, Edna May Oliver, John
Carradine, Robert Lowery, Charles Tannen and many
others. Directed by John Ford.

NOV. 17—JONES FAMILY IN TOO BUSY TO WORK—Seccnd in the Jones Family series with Joan Davis.
A Wurtzel production. With the Jones Family and
others. Directed by Otto Brower.

NOV. 24—SWANEE RIVER—A Zanuck super special,
in Technicolor. With Don Ameche, Andrea Leeds, A1
Jolson and many others. Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

DEC. 1—CHARLIE CHAN IN A CITY IN DARKNESS—A Wurtzel production. Second of the Charlie Chan
series. With Sidney Toler, Sen Yung and others.
Directed by Herbert I. Leeds.

DEC. 8—DAY-TIME WIFE—A Zanuck special. Co-
starring Tyrone Power and Linda Darnell, with other
principals now being selected. Directed by Gregory
Ratoff, who megaphoned “Wife, Husband and Friend”
and “Elsa Maxwell’s Hotel for Women.”

DEC. 15—HEAVEN WITH A BARBED WIRE FENCE—A Wui’tzel production. With Jean Rogers, Glenn
Fox-d, Max’joi'ie Rambeau, Raymond Walbum, and
others. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.

DEC. 22—MAETERLINCK’S “THE BLUE BIRD”—

A

Zanuck Technicolor super special. With an all-star
cast headed by Shirley Temple, Nancy Kelly, Gale
Sondergaai-d, Cliff Edwards, Sybil Jason, Spring By-
ington and others being selected. Directed by Walter
Lang.

DEC. 29—SIMPLE LIFE—With Stuart Erwin, Marjorie
Weaver, Chick Chandler and others. Directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine.

JAN. 5—LITTLE OLD NEW YORK—One of the big-
gest musical productions this company has ever un-
dertaken, with Alice Faye, Richard Greene, Fred
MacMuri-ay and Andy Devine heading an all-star cast.
A Dai'ryl Zanuck musical special. Directed by Henry
King.

RELEASED TWICE EACH WEEK. Total of 104 issues.

Produced by Movietonews, Inc., Truman H. Talley,

producer. Unquestionably the world’s greatest news-
reel. More cameramen and crews regularly contribute
to Movietonews News exclusively than comprise the

combined staffs of all other newsi'eels. Produced and
released, in native language, in 47 diffei'ent countries.
Commentators: Lowell Thomas, Sir Malcolm Camp-
bell, Lew Lehr, Ed Thorgersen, Helene Claire, Paul
Douglas and many others. Edmund Reek, general
manager; Vyvyan Donner, society, women’s and fash-
ion editor, and Thomas Cummiskey, sports editor.

NEWS j
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Irving Berlin’s Second Fiddle (x)

Frontier Marshal
*Jesse James
*Kentucky
Rose of Washington Square
The Story of Alexander Graham Bell (c)

Young Mr. Lincoln (c)

Thanks for Everything!
Submarine Patrol (s)

Wife, Husband and Friend
Tail Spin
Return Of The Cisco Kid
The Hound of the Baskervilles
Alexander’s Ragtime Band
Suez
Hold That Co-Ed
My Lucky Star (h)
Straight, Place and Show (R)
The Three Musketeers (R)
The Gorilla (R)
Gateway

SHIRLEY TEMPLES
§Just Around the Corner
*Little Princess
Susannah of the Mounties

* All-Technicolor super productions, (tt) Ten-
tative title, t Musical that replaces cancelled

Eddie Cantor production, (s) Formerly titled

“Splinter Fleet.” (h) Sonja Henie starring ve-

hicles. (d) Formerly tilled “By the Dawn’s Early
Light.” (R) Specials with all-star casts and Ritz
Brothers. §Originally announced under title,

“Sunny Side Up.” (x)Formerly referred to as

“When Winter Comes.” (c) Cosmopolitan produc-
tion.

TERRY-TOONS
TERRYTOONS

—

There are 26 cartoons produced by
Paul Terry at his enlarged New Rochelle, N. Y.,

studios. Six of these 26 cartoons were produced in

Technicolor. The others will be in sepia or black and
white. Production budget on the K-6 Terry-Toons will

be 50 per cent greater than it was last (K-5) season.

WURTZEL K-6 PICTURES

JANE WITHERS (4)

1

—

Keep Smiling (tt)

2

—

Always In Trouble (t)

3

—

Arizona Wildcat (ttt)

4

—

Boy Friend (xx)

CHARLIE CHANS (2)

1

—

Charlie Chan In Honolulu
2

—

Charlie Chan In Reno

JONES FAMILY (4)

1

—

Safety In Numbers
2

—

Down On The Farm
3

—

(n) Everybody’s Baby
4

—

In Hollywood

MR. MOTO (4)

1

—

Mysterious Mr. Moto
2

—

Mr. Moto’s Last Warning (***)

3

—

Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation

4

—

Mr. Moto on Danger Island

Up The River (§)

Five of a Kind

Time Out For Murder

Speed To Burn

Meet The Girls (*)

While New York Sleeps

Inside Story

Pardon Our Nerve ($) (a)

Sharpshooters

Road Demon
Chasing Danger (x)

Winner Take All

It Could Happen to You
News Is Made At Night (2)

(*) With June Lang and Lynn Bari. (**) With Brian

Donlevy and Wally Vernon. (***) Formerly “Mr. Moto In

Egypt.” (tt) With Preston Foster, (%) Formerly “Down
To Earth.” (tt) Formerly titled “Hello Hollywood.” (ttt)

Formerly “Salomy Jane.” (R) Formerly “Meridian 7-1212.”

(N) Formerly titled "A Very Practical Joke.” (§) Formerly

Titled “Hard To Get.” ($) Formerly Titled “Samson And
The Ladies.” (x) Formerly titled “Dangerous Cargo,” with

Preston Foster, Lynn Bari, Henry Wilcoxon and Wally Ver-

non. (n) Formerly titled “Bundle of Joy." (2) Formerly

titled “The Big Drum.” (z) Formerly titled "Mr. Moto
in Porto Rico.” (xx) Formerly “Police School.”

! SUMMARY OF K-6 PRODUCT
!

FEATURE PRODUCT

Produced by Darryl Zanuck .... 24

Produced by S. M. Wurtzel .... 28

20th Century-Fox-British 2

Total K-6 (1938-39) Features . 54

SHORT SUBJECTS
Produced by Movietone
Magic Carpets 6

Sports Reviews 6

Miscellaneous 6

Newsreel Cameramen 4

•Fashion Specials 4

Total 26

••Terry-Toons 26

Total One-Reel Shorts 26

Total Cartoons 26

Total Shorts Lineup 52

I ZANUGK K-6 PRODUCTIONS !

i !

(*) Produced in Technicolor.
(**) At least nine will be in Technicolor and remaining 20 in

sepia and black and white print.

MOVIETONE NEWS
104 issues; two issues every week produced by Movietone News, Inc.

[
International productions

SMILING ALONG—A 20th Century-Fox British pro-

duction, starring Gracie Fields, with Mary Maguire,
Roger Liversey, Peter Coke, Jack Donahue and others.

Directed by Monty Banks. R. T. Kane, producer.

Released Jan. 20.

INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH—A 20th Century-Fox
British production, introducing an international pop-
ular radio detective character played by Gordon
Harker. Others in the cast include Alastair Sim,

Hugh Williams, Mild Hood, Steve Geray and others.

Directed by Eugene Forde. Released April 21.

SHORT SUBJECTS
MAGIC CARPETS—There are six in this travel series,

be produced by Movietone, with Truman H. Talley

in charge. This series of one - reel featurettes

carry comments by the world famous Lowell Thomas.
ADVENTURES OF NEWSREEL CAMERAMEN —
There are four releases in this series that Movie-
tone will produce. Adventures of the Newsreel
Cameraman series is in a class by itself and incom-
parable for thrills and action. They are the only
true-life stories incorporated in a one-reel series.

SPORT REVIEWS—Six in this series, also produced by

Movietone. This is a dramatized analysis of the
sports of the day, with the most popular sports com-
mentator of screen and radio, Ed Thorgersen.

FASHION SHOWS—There are releases in this series

which will be done in Technicolor. This is the
most expensive series of the K-6 short subjects pro-
gram. This series features commentary by Ilka

Chase, Broadway stage star. Starred in each Fashion
Show are the world’s most beautiful models. Vyvyan
Donner is the producer.

_ 1938-39
1

I

1937-38

K-6 RELEASE SCHEDULE
AUGUST

5

—

Gateway
12

—

Keep Smiling (W)
19

—

Alexander’s Ragtime Band
26

—

Speed to Burn

SEPTEMBER
2—My Lucky Star
9—Safety in Numbers (J)

16—Hold That Co-Ed
23—Time Out for Murder
30—Straight, Place, Show

OCTOBER
7—Meet the Girls

14—Five of a Kind
21—Mysterious Mr. Moto
28—Suez

NOVEMBER
4—Always in Trouble (W)

11—Just Around Corner (ST)
18—Sharpshooters
25—Submarine Patrol

DECEMBER
2—Road Demon
9—Up the River
16—Down on the Farm (J)

23—Thanks for Everything
30—Kentucky (T)

JANUARY
6

—

While New York Sleeps
6—The Lady Vanishes (GB)

13

—

Chan in Honolulu
20

—

Mr. Moto’s Last Warning
20—Smiling Along (F)
27

—

Jesse James (T)

FEBRUARY
3—Arizona Wildcat (W)
10—Tail Spin
17—Three Musketeers
24—Pardon Our Nerve

MARCH
3—Wife, Husband, Friend
10— Inside Story

17—The Little Princess (T), (ST)
24—Everybody’s Baby (J)
31—Hound of the Baskervilles

APRIL
7—Mr. Moto in Danger Island
14—Alexander Graham Bell (C)
21—Winner Take All
21— Inspector Hornleigh (B)
28—Return of Cisco Kid
28—Climbing High (CB)

MAY
.5—Chasing Danger
12—Rose of Washington Square
19—Boy Friend (W)
26—The Gorilla

JUNE
2— In Hollywood (J)
9—Young Mr. Lincoln (C)

16—Chan In Reno
23—Susannah of Mounties (ST)
30— It Could Happen to You

JULY
7—Mr. Moto Takes A Vacation

14—Second Fiddle (IB)
21—News Is Made At Night
21—The Ware Case (GB)
28—Frontier Marshal

NOTES: (W) Jane Withers vehicle. (J) Jones Family series. (ST)
Shirley Temple special. (F) With Gracie Fields. (T) in Technicolor.
(GB) Gaumont-British production. (C) A Cosmopolitan production.
(IB) Irving Berlin special. (B) A 20th Century-Fox British production,
(tt) Tentative title.

K-5 FEATURE PRODUCT
Delivered

AUGUST
6

—

Can’t Have Everything
13—One Mile from Heaven
13

—

*Handy Andy
20

—

Love Under Fire

27—Think Fast, Mr. Moto

27—

fWestern Gold
SEPTEMBER

3—Thin Ice

10—Wild and Woolly
10— (MJ) Borneo
17—Wife, Doctor and Nurse
24— (J) In Hot Water

OCTOBER
1—Life Begins in College
8—Lancer Spy
8—ft Roll Along, Cowboy
15—Heidi
22—Chan on Broadway
29—Ali Baba Coes to Town

NOVEMBER
5—Danger—Love at Work

12—Dangerously Yours
12—*Judge Priest

19—Second Honeymoon
26—45 Fathers
26— (NW) Dinner at the Riti

DECEMBER
3

—

Big Town Girl

10

—

(J) Borrowing Trouble
17

—

No release

24—Thank You, Mr. Moto
31—Love and Hisses

JANUARY
7

—

City Girl

7—Tarzan’s Revenge
14

—

Change of Heart
14—ttHawaiian Buckaroo
21

—

Chan at Monte Carlo
28

—

Happy Landing
FEBRUARY

4

—

International Settlement
11

—

Checkers
18

—

Baroness and tha Butlar

18—*County Chairman
25— (J) Love on a Budget

MARCH
4—Sally, Irene and Mary

11—Walking Down Broadway
18—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
25—Mr. Moto’s Gamble

APRIL
1—Island in the Sky
8—tfRawhide

15— In Old Chicago
22—Battle of Broadway
29—Four Men and a Prayer

MAY
6— (J) A Trip to Paris

6—*Life Begins at 40
13—Kentucky Moonshine
20—Rascals
27—Kidnapped

JUNE
3—Josette
10— (••) One Wild Night
17—Three Blind Mice
24—Mr. Moto Takes a Chance

JULY
1—Always Good-Bye
8—Panamint’s Bad Man
8—We’re Going to Get Rich (G)
15— Passport Husband
22— I’ll Give a Million
29—Little Miss Broadway

(*) Rogers re-issues.

(t> K-4 Outdoor.

(tt) K-5 Outdoor.
(J) Jones Family.

(NW) New World British Pro-

duction.
(••) Formerly “Home Town

G-Man.”
(MJ) Last picture of the Martin

Johnsons.

<G) With Gracie Fields, Victor

McLagltn and Brian Donlavv.

Andrea Leeds

PRODUCTION RECORD OF LAST T
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has this support has been amply
proven.
There is one thing that color,

when it becomes universal as it

certainly will one day, will do
for the film industry. It will put
an end to the search for a suc-
cessor to the late Rudolph Valen-
tino which Hollywood has been
fruitlessly making for the past
thirteen years.

It seems that there’s nothing
the color experts can do about
slick, “patent leather” hair of
the Valentino type. They can’t
prevent it from reflecting the
sky or the nearest dominating-
tint. No, when all pictures are
chromatic George Raft will have
to get a marcel and producers
will stop looking for another
Valentino.

Now-- Build

September!

Zanuck knows, as do other
producers, that chromatic “Jesse
James” is the top box office pic-

ture so far this year; that
“Dodge City,” “Kentucky” and
other technicolor pictures are not
far behind. It is a matter of rec-

ord that “Snow White” was the
largest grosser of 1938. The re-

lationship between color and
high box office figures is too
constant to be attributed to co-

incidence.

Other technicolor pictures fin-

ished, but not yet released, in-

clude “Elizabeth and Essex” and
“Queen of Destiny.” Others in

production include “Dr. Cy-
clops,” “Gulliver’s Travels,”
“Gone With the Wind,” “North-
west Passage,” “Typhoon” and
“Untamed.” Those ready for
production are “Pinocchio,”

By PAUL TERRY
Producer of the Terry-Toons

The process of making a
film cartoon follows the
routine of making a feature
picture in many ways:
Preparation of story, music
scoring, etc., but with these
important differences— the
story is sketched, instead of
being written, the “sets”
are drawn by an artist in-

stead of being built on a
stage, and the actors are all

drawings instead of human
beings.

Result: no temperament
in the cast! The players will
do anything the artist’s
mind can figure out for
them to do.

The story of a cartoon is

not written, but drawn in a
series of sketches showing
the highlights of the pic-
ture, indicating the back-
grounds, and giving the
“key” for each sequence of
action by the characters.
For example, if a story calls

for a character to take the
part of a fireman, rough
sketches will show how one
part of a burning building-

will look and others will de-
note the action that takes
place when the character
lands on a ledge after flying-

over the street on a rope.

Sound contributed tre-

mendously in raising the
animated cartoon to its

present heights of popular-
ity. Nowhere are music and
sound effects of greater im-
portance. Many of the
“gags” depend on the
sound effect for their
“punch” as much as on the
drawing.

After the story roughs
are finished for a Terry-
Toon, the episodes of action
are estimated in seconds
and split-seconds. A com-
plete time chart of the pic-

ture is made. Then the pic-

ture is scored and the mu-
sic recorded before the work
of final animation is even
started.

The sets for a Terry-Toon
are drawn by “backgrounds”
specialists. Against these
backgrounds the animated
characters perform their
antics, the characters being-

drawn on transparent cellu-

loid sheets and moved about
and changed over the back-
ground drawing as required.

The animator’s work is

the fundamental basis of
the animated cartoon. Thou-
sands of drawings of the
cartoon characters are

Royal Canadian Mounted Po-
lice” and “Arizona.”

This enormous, comparatively,
volume of color films has brought
a number of established stars

before color cameras for the

first time. Included are Alice
Faye, Claudette Colbert, Ray
Milland, Spencer Tracy, A1 Jol-

son and many others.

In the old days they would
have been faced with quite a dis-

tressing ordeal. The extremely
heavy makeup, the constant pro-

duction delays and the delicacy

of handling an unfamiliar ele-

ment, were trying beyond con-
ception. The results, too, were
a little nerve shattering. It will

be remembered how unflattering

the color camera was to Miriam
Hopkins in “Becky Sharp.” Miss
Hopkins was transformed from
her normally beautiful self, en-

t i r e 1 y inadvertently, into an
over painted lady of uncertain

age. Wherever her skin moved
the thick makeup cracked and
creased adding years to her ap-

pearance.
But all this is pretty much in

the past now. Technicolor has
been streamlined and simplified.

The technique of makeup has
been reversed. Almost no make-
up is used now—a great break
for an actress like Alice Faye,
whose complexion, one of ber
most beautiful features in real

life, has never received the at-

tention due it because it has
always been hidden under the-

atrical makeup. Nevertheless,

the new makeup has its disad-

vantages. Designed to subdue
subcutaneous coloring, it con-

tains chemicals which irritate

the skin if applied more than
twice a day.
Furthermore, men players

must shave from two to five

times a day, depending on the
individual beard. The faintest

ghost of a beard throws a heavy
blue shadow it seems and the

glamor boys must actually have

their whiskers shaved off below
the surface of the skin. After a
while shaving becomes a pretty
painful process.

But despite all this, players of
both sexes are enjoying the ad-
vance of color, though for some-
what different reasons.

“I know that every actress in

pictures has bemoaned the fact
that the camera could not catch
the lovely tints of her clothes,”
says Claudette Colbert. “Clothes
are designed both in style and
color to enhance the most attrac-
tive features of a woman. I

always felt badly that I must
lose all that the right colors, do

j

for me. But now, color film riot
;

only picks up the hues of one s

dress, but gives them a luminous
quality that is more attractive
than the original.”

Henry Fonda, who is co-star-
red with Miss Colbert in “Drums
Along the Mohawk,” agreed with
her conclusion but not her rea-
sons for it.

“Color is the one great techni-
cal advance in this industry
which I have beeen able to

watch, and in a small way help,”
he observes. “Sound came in a
little bit befitre my time but I

hope to be around when three
dimensional processes are per-
fected. Besides, color lends real-

ism and, in the end, that is what
every actor strives to obtain.”
The business of shooting a

picture is made much more diffi-

cult by the addition of color.

Each company must have a
“color director,” who watches
with eagle eye to see that the
different hues picked up by the
camera do not clash. If they
should, it would not only give a
jarring note to the scene it

would distract attention from
the action and lines of the actors.

There are a lot of other tricks

to chromatic photography. For
instance, the actors must be the
most vivid objects in any given

MOVIETONE CITY — While
IfJL Europe wrangles, here in
Hollywood millions of dollars are
being invested in ways and
means of making the world hap-
pier. This studio fully realizes
the importance of this responsi-
bi.ity at a time like this and
production in September will be
at peak for the year.

•
"VTOT a week has passed in the
V

’ past two months when at
least two of the widely circu-
lated national pictorial maga-
zines have not given anywhere
from four to 12 pages of lay-
outs to Zanuck specials or new
stars. This week Look and Pic
carry a total of 16 pictorial
pages on two forthcoming spe-
cials.

VRNER Baxter has started
rehearsals for his first 1939-

40 vehicle, “Un-
censored,” for-
merly titled and
based on the
play, “Scotland
Yard.” Thor-
oughly rested,
Baxter will sur-
prise his mil-
lions of admir-
ers in this stir-

ring drama in

which Jane Bax-
ter, the hit of
“The Ware
Case,” appears
opposite him.

Warner
Baxter

plLASH! Johnny Russell has
been given one of the major

roles in Shirley Temple’s “The
Blue Bird,” that Director Walter
Lang will get under way within
the next few days. There are
still more important roles to be
filled. Some 300 youngsters were
screen-tested for the part finally
given little Johnny.

•

HENRY Fonda’s next assign-

ment will be announced any
day. The studio is very enthusi-
astic over the performance he
and Claudette Colbert give in

"Drums Along the Mohawk.”
Insofar as Miss Colbert is con-
cerned. the general opinion is

that it is her best performance
—and certainly her most dra-
matic on the screen.

•

Announcement was made
this week that the third in

the “Charlie Chan” series will

be titled “Charlie Chan in Pan-
ama,” and the fourth “Charlie
Chan On the Orient Express.”
The second of the series, “Char-
lie Chan in a City in Darkness”
is in the cutting room.

These outline drawings
are then traced onto trans-
parent celluloid sheets and
filled in with opaque paint
or ink. They are then ready
to be placed over the back-
grounds and photographed.

The cartoon cameraman
photographs his picture one
“frame,” or separate expo-
sure, at a time. There are
1,440 such exposures or
frames for each minute of
action on the screen. For
each exposure the drawings
have to be adjusted over the
background for the succeed-
ing step in the movement of
the cartoon.

A number of celluloid
sheets may be placed in

combination over a back-
ground to make one com-
posite scene on the screen.
Thus, when an animated
character makes a movement
that requires one sec-
ond of time on the screen,
twenty-four different sets of
drawings must be made,
each set showing the mov-
ing parts in a slightly dif-

ferent position, so that when
the twenty-four “frames”
are photographed and run
through the projection ma-
chine the character will ap-
pear to be moving naturally,
without jerkiness.

necessary to the completion
of a single picture that will
run between five and ten
minutes on the screen.
Starting with a key draw-
ing from story roughs, the
animator must outline the
many separate drawings
which will carry the charac-
ters through the movements
indicated.

WHY AND HOW STUDIO HAS TAKEN

LEAD IN TECHNICOLOR PRODOCTION
MOVIETONE CITY

—Motion pictures are
becoming more and
more colorful.

This is meant quite liter-

ally. You have seen and
will be seeing more techni-
color feature pictures this
year than ever before.

This company is leading the
way in this prismatic parade. Be-
sides three pictures already re-
leased, this studio has “Holly-
wood Cavalcade” in the cutting
room; “Drums Along the Mo-
hawk” in production, and “Swa-
nee River,” “The Blue Bird” set
to go in the immediate future.

It is characteristic of Darryl
F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox
production chief, to go hammer-
and-tongs after any proposition
he likes. He more than likes
color and the studio’s production
schedule reflects his feeling.

Kelly
scene. Black and white are
avoided as much as possible for
this reason. White is too bright
and black requires so much light
to give it delineation or charac-
ter that adjoining shades appear
washed out.

Cameramen can’t trust their
eyes in shooting color, but must
resort to various meters to de-
termine how much and what kind
of light will properly filter

through the lens. Lights and
reflectors must be arranged ex-
actly because the color camera
lacks depth of color focus. In
other words it will pick up a dif-

ferent color for a red chair near-

by than for an identical chair at
a greater distance, unless the
lights are scientifically arranged.
Cameramen and all other set
technicians are learning that to
a color camera, everything is not
what it seems.

All these elaborate precau
tions add a pretty penny to the
budget of a picture— some
where in the neighborhood of
thii’ty per cent. When it is real-
ized that all color pictures of
this year would cost over a mil-
lion dollars even if shot in black
and white, it can be seen why
any producer unreinforced with
plenty of gold will keep his prod-
uct untinted.

But despite expense and the
annoyance of worrying with this
new element in motion pictures
color marches on. For one thing,
it is getting a little bit cheaper
as time passes. In the second
place, Hollywood always gives
the public what it wants—if it

wants it badly enough to support
it at the box office. That color

Conceived and Made
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THE CALL TO SCALPING! One of the numerous exciting mo-
ments that lead to heart-tearing situations in Zanuck’s picturiza-
tion of the best-seller, “Drums Along the Mohawk.” More than a
half score of major cities in the United States have entered bids for
the world premiere on this $2,500,000 Technicolor super special that
John Ford directed. Unquestionably one of the greatest dramas
ever written on early America, “Drums Along the Mohawk,” has
brought remarkable praise from all who have seen it. Spyros
Skouras wired the branches in the United States and his theatre
managers that, in his opinion, this is one of the truly greatest
achievements of the motion picture industry. For the apparently
excellent job he has done on this production, John Ford has drawn
the directorial assignment on John Steinbeck’s “Grapes of Wrrth.”

AND RIGHT UNDER THEIR NOSES! We refer to the Jones’
noses, sir! This is a dramatic moment from the otherwise riotous
story, “Too Busy to Work,” which is the second release in the
1939-40 Jones Family series that Otto Brower has been directing.
The holdup member is none other than Chick Chandler, quite a
versatile chap, at that. Members of the Jones household are
sprinkled about the crowd. You will observe Joan Davis, with her
arms raised, at Spring Byington’s right.

GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS! And it looks as if the little kittens
have quite a lot on their minds in this scene from “High School”
which happens to be the third in Jane Withers’ 1939-40 series.
Among those appearing with Jane are Lynne Roberts, Lillian
Porter, Mary McCarthy, Dorothy Moore and Joan Brodell. George
Nichols is directing. Incidentally, cable from England Friday an-
nounced Gene Autry, singing cowboy, has cancelled his British
personal appearances and will be back in the good old U. S. within
a few days, ready to start work on “Jubilo” with Jane.

A DANDY in the Far East is

Tyrone Power as he appears in

the late sequences in Louis
Bromfield’s “The Rains Came.”
Power is back in the U. S. and
readying himself for his next
special, “Daytime Wife” in

which he is teamed with Linda
Darnell.

TRAGEDY ON THE MOHAWK—The three close-upped individ-
uals in this sequence from “Drums Along' the Mohawk” are, left to
right, Doris Bowden, Henry Fonda and Claudette Colbert. This is

the second of a series of five Technicolor productions that Zanuck
will have made for 1939-40 release. Scheduled for an $11 premiere
at the Four-Star theatre in Los Angeles on Sept. 29 is the first,

“Hollywood Cavalcade.” Monday the third of the all-color super
specials, “Swanee River” with Don Ameche, Andrea Leeds and A1
Jolson, was started. Next week the fourth, “The Blue Bird,” with
Shirley Temple, Nancy Kelly and others, will be sent before the
cameras. Next month the fifth will be undertaken, “Mark of
Zorro,” starring Tyrone Power.

RIGHT! You have never

seen June Carlson as hap-

py as she appears to be
in this scene from “Too
Busy to Work,” second of

this season’s comedies in

the Jones Family series.

And Spring Byington
seems just as joyous over

what Florence Roberts is

saying as little June. Two
more pictures will be

available in this series.

Joan Davis carries an im-

portant comedy part in

“Too Busy to Work,” be-

ing teamed with Chick
Chandler. Production was
expected to be completed
this week-end. “High
School” and “The Simple

Life,” the latter featuring

Majorie Weaver and Stu-

art Erwin, were other

Wurtzel releases nearing

completion this week.

HER GREATEST PERFORMANCE! That is what General Manager of

Distribution Herman Wobber wired about Claudette Colbert’s acting when
he saw a rough-cut of “Drums Along the Mohawk” at the studio last week.
The stills on this picture promise a series of not only great and exciting mo-
ments, but exceptionally fine individual performances. Miss Colbei't is co-

starred with Henry Fonda in this production. Others featured in the cast

are Edna May Oliver, and Doris Bowden. Thousands of players were used.

The picture itself was several years in preparation. It is the third 1939-40

picturization of a best seller, the others being “The Rains Came” and the

current “The Grapes of Wrath.”
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ALTHOUGH shocked, along with the rest of the world,

that hostilities have apparently started in Europe,
the studio adhered to its task of picture-making. With
each and every scheduled story set and treatments
delivered by writers, they wait only for camera work to

be transformed into screen vehicles. And this Mr. Zan-
uck was prepared to speed up. according to a dispatch
from the studio this week.

I
N THE contract signed by the sensational South Amer-
ican singing star and smash-hit of the Broadway

musical, “Streets of Paris,” Carmen Miranda’s first

screen assignment will be filmed in New York. This is

so because of her run-of-play contract with the Shuberts,
co-producers of the musical. However, she will do for
the screen the specialties that have made her the toast
of two continents.

•

THE sales force, along with exhibitors and fans, were
relieved this week when Tyrone Power, Sonja Henie

and Annabella return-

ed to American shores.
And they were even
happier that once
again they were walk-
ing on the great land
of the truly free. But,
none of us can be
happy so long as our
company co-workers
abroad face the trag-
edies of war!

•

I
N announcing the

assignment of Linda
Darnell to play oppo-
site Tyrone Power in

“Daytime Wife,” Mr.
Zanuck expressed the
belief that in that pair

he had found the per-

fect co-starring team
for which he had been
searching for some
time. An advance pub-
licity campaign is be-

ing mapped out to

“sell” them as a team
to theatregoers, but
more about this later.

WARNER Baxter, the studio states, will play a dual

role in “Uncensored,” which is the new title for the
production, “Scotland Yard.” He will play the roles of

Sir John Lasher and Bakin Barrolles in the drama which
will concern itself with the exploits of that famous
British law enforcement unit which corresponds to the

G-men in this country. Nunnally Johnson, who adapted
and will produce “The Grapes of Wrath,” will be asso-

ciate producer on “Uncensored.” That should give you
an idea of the importance of this attraction.

MORE distinguished players were added to the cast

of the new Shirley Temple vehicle, “The Blue Bird.”

Nigel Bi'uce, as the result of his brilliant characteriza-

tion of the bungling Watson in “The Adventures of

Sherlock Holmes,” will play the coveted role of “Mr.
Luxury.” Laura Hope Crewes, who gives a superb
performance as Lady Hoggett-Egburry in “The Rains
Came,” has been signed to play his wife, “Mrs. Luxury.”
Production starts next week.

I
Production|

I
Viewpoint

j

ALTHOUGH the studio possesses some of the finest

of 18th century Colonial furniture and other valu-

able antiques, they found that they could use none of it

for authentic furnishings in the production of “Drums
Along the Mohawk.” For several years, Tom Little,

head of the property department, spent a good deal of

time travelling all over America and Europe buying
furniture and furnishings of every country and every
age. The property department has such a complete
stock that any type of set can be completely furnished
on short notice with authentic period pieces.

•

WE could have furnished the 18th century Colonial

sets for “Drums Along the Mohawk” if it weren’t
for the fact that the picture is being filmed in Techni-
color. On testing genuine period furniture for the pic-

ture, it was found that the high finish on most of it

gave off too much of a glare and would necessarily have
to be dulled down, as is done with most types of furni-

ture in all pictures. However, this furniture was so

valuable that any dulling process would ruin the patina
and depress the entire value of the furniture. The way
the situation was solved was by copying all of these

pieces in the same types of wood and applying the right

kind of finish that would be good for Technicolor.

•

EVERY mail from the studio this week brought a letter

from some friend there who “raved” over “Drums
Along the Mohawk.” It is now in the cutting rooms.

Here is a best-seller that should make about the most
exciting American drama in the history of audible mo-
tion pictures. It has everything necessary to become
one of the biggest grossing pictures of this business,

advises Mr. Wobber who saw it at the studio last week.

•

TO fit himself for his starring role in “Swanee River,”

the Technicolor production in which he portrays
Stephen Foster, famous early-day song writer, Don
Ameche was something of a jack-of-all-show-world
trades. Five tutors, each an expert, were assigned by the

studio to teach Ameche their respective tricks by way of

equipping him for the part. From a professional
whistler, he is learning to warble and trill with the best

(

of them. Geneva and Nick Castle are instructing him in

|

the intricacies of the soft shoe and buck and wing
routines of the type popular three-quarters of a century
ago.

•

A STUDIO violinist has taken him in hand for lessons

on the fiddle and a pianist is doing the same for
him as regards the keyboard. Foster was pretty much
a master of all these mediums and Ameche, though he
will not have to perform any of these tasks with polish,

still must know enough of each to pass muster before
the camera. The handsome star is devoting three hours
a day to these various lessons. “It’s lucky I don’t have
to go in for juggling,” he said. “That would have
stumped me. I never could co-ordinate that well.”

Ameche also will have to sing some of the songs Foster
left to posterity in “Swanee River” but that presents no
difficulties since his voice is one of his major assets.

KJARBARA McLEAN shortens Tyrone Power’s movie
kisses; she lets Sonja Henie skate thirty seconds

more than the director intended; and she keeps Nancy
Kelly beautiful by deleting a scene where a tricky
breeze musses up her coiffure. She can make stars or she
can leave their faces on the cutting room floor. As one of
Hollywood’s three women film cutters, Barbara ranks
among the highest paid in her profession. Having been
in the business since 1924, she has pasted together films
of Mary Bickford, Corinne Griffith and Billie Dove as
well as present-day favorites. She scrutinizes over a
half million feet of film at 20th Century-Fox each year
and chops that figure down to 40,000 feet.

M RS. McLEAN’S most recent task—and, she admits,

her toughest—was editing “Stanley and Living-
stone.” It took her three months and consisted of cut-
ting down 200,000 feet of film so that the public could
watch the story unfold in less than 10,000 feet. After
Director Otto Brower and Osa Johnson had taken a
20th Century-Fox unit to Africa where they shot 100,000
feet of pictures, Barbara chopped it down to a mere
4,000 feet. Director Henry King in Hollywood then
supervised dramatic scenes with Spencer Tracy, Nancy
Kelly, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan and others which
Barbara again reduced to less than 6,000 feet. Thus the
picture which would have run 370 hours if shown in its

entirety will grace the screen for an hour and 45 min-
utes. Before “Stanley and Livingstone” was ready for a
theatre projection machine, Barbara had seen the

$2,200,000 production almost 300 times through a movie-
ola, a combination phonograph and movie projector, cut-

ting 400 feet daily in this manner. Through this

machine, she made certain the sound was synchronized
with the actors’ lips as well as eliminating errors. Cut-
ting a movie, according to the experienced film editor,

is a matter of visual or optical psychology, applicable
to all people.

‘7T1HE human eye,” states Barbara, “tires of looking
A at one thing any longer than ten seconds. Thus, ten

seconds is the average length of a ‘cut’ or angle of view
on the screen.” So when Spencer made a lengthy speech
of 422 words in “Stanley and Livingstone,” she was
careful to edit the scene to show, first: a full length
shot lasting six seconds; second: a “cut” to the
assembled group before which Tracy was orating; third:

a closeup of Tracy; and fourth: a medium shot. In

this way the audience will not tire of watching the
screen while Tracy speaks. The film cutter in Holly-
wood is a person who commands respect. While a com-
pany works for eight hours a day, the cutter selects

enough film to last one minute, thirty-seven seconds on
the screen. There are millions of dollars wrapped up
in the precious negative with which the film editor

works and the responsibility makes a profession like

Barbara McLean’s one of the most important in the
motion picture industry.

•

MOVIE veterans who still find that time between
movie scenes hangs heavy on their hands can take

a tip from the fifty ’teen-age youngsters who are work-
ing in “High School,” Jane Withers’ third 1939-40
vehicle. During the first two days of shooting, the
youngsters have passed the time by playing four differ-

ent types of checkers, rummy, charades, “battleship,”

backgammon, tic-tac-toe, “ghost” and several quiz

contests.

•

I
N addition, they have organized three swing quartets,

imitating the Mills Brothers, the Andrews Sisters and
the Merry Macs; they have brought portable radios to

work with them, holding jitterbug contests each time
they locate a station featuring swing music; and they
even held a “professional amateur contest.” Only one
member of the group is upholding Hollywood’s tradi-

tion leisure-spending method. Her name is Dorothy
Moore and she is knitting a sweater!

WHEN Alice Faye was cast for the leading feminine
role in “Little Old New York,” thousands of fans

throughout the nation flooded the studio with protests
against her wearing boy’s clothing and being too much
of a tomboy. Thus, the script was re-written to comply
with these requests so that the studio now advises Miss
Faye will remain strictly feminine and will wear dresses
throughout this elaborate production. When Marion
Davies played the role in the silent picture, she wore
boy’s trousers and was quite a hoyden.
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